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Junior School Play – Treasure Island
Having caught echoes of pirates’ roars and
muskets firing throughout the English corridor
for weeks, this year’s Junior School Play
promised to be a real Treasure.
HABS drama department’s outstanding
production of Treasure Island captivated the
audience with its tale of young Jim Hawkins,
thrust into a world of swashbuckling captains
and cut-throat buccaneers.
While Jared Richard (Year 8) delivered a
superb performance as the daring, courageous
Hawkins, the true strength of the show lay in
the ensemble. For me, the highlight of the piece
was the ship’s voyage to the Island, in which
the entire cast filled the stage with energy and
noise, creating a vibrant tableaux of life at sea.
Indeed, the whole audience took delight in
these tightly choreographed segments – a real
triumph thanks to the combined efforts of the
cast and director.
The performance opened with the incredibly
talented Hugo Max (Year 7) on the fiddle; his
musical interludes, peppered throughout the
show, truly brought the stage to life.
The pirates, draped in stinking rags, looked
spectacular; special mention must go to
Simone Jones for once again providing the
extraordinary costumes.
For me, the most memorable appearances were
Ben Gunn (Arvand Vahedi, Year 8) wrapped in a
white goatskin, alongside Long John Silver (Ollie
Sugar, Year 7) in his gold-braided red tunic and
peg-leg. Sugar’s menacing growls and Vahedi’s
ghost-like characterisation added to the tension
and excitement of the piece.
Indeed, the entire Junior School looked
fantastic in pirates’ stubble and scars, owing

to the skills of make-up artists Tim Norton and
Stephanie Herbert.
A particular mention must go to Mrs Herbert
who, while working in the Prep School, has
assisted the make-up of every school play
(mastering both the wigs of The Recruiting
Officer and Ray Kenton’s sideburns); sadly,
we wish her farewell as she leaves us this year
to take an MA in Art with Science. She will be
missed dearly.
Again, while the strength of the piece lay in
the chorus, a few performances must be
mentioned. Obaydh Khan (Year 8) played
a chilling Blind Pew, Saul Shohet (Year 8)
delivered a twisted, bitter Israel Hands and
Edward Fage (Year 7) gave a charismatic
performance of the drunken Mr Arrow;
his drowning scene was a highpoint of
the performance.
The blundering trio of Captain Smollett, Squire
Trelawney and Doctor Livesey, played by Guy

Rapacioli (Year 8), Ray Kenton (Year 8) and
Zachary Selby (Year 7) respectively, drove the
action forward whenever they appeared. Guy’s
snooty, diva-esque Captain alongside Selby’s
bumbling, clumsy Doctor were very, very funny,
and Ray’s stage presence as the upper-class
Squire was testament to the immense talent in
the Junior School.
Of course, no production is complete without
a behind-the-scenes crew to give their cast
a framework within which to operate; special
mention goes to Kirshun Suvendiran (Year 8)
as Deputy Stage Manager, Mr Hugh Silver for
managing to create a beach in the HABS Drama
Studio and Mr George Cox for crafting the many
muskets, pistols and daggers that filled the
stage.
Sadly, we also say goodbye to the Assistant
Director and HABS Director-In-Residence, Mr
Elliott Ross (OH), who has played a pivotal
role in the Drama Department this year. His
eclectic, fanatic pre-show warm-ups will
long be remembered. Other than running
the Junior Drama Club and assisting the AS
Drama Set, Elliott has ensured that the Y7
English classes are provided with a sufficient
dose of drama, has produced the infamous IH
Drama competition and has acted as Assistant
Manager on the Senior, Middle and Junior
School Plays. We wish this enviously talented
young man the very best on his adventures
next year, and can only hope that the incoming
Director-In-Residence can fill the (very large)
shoes of Mr Ross. His presence in next year’s
Junior School Play will be missed!
Harry Kingdon U6
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Middle School Play - Great Expectations - Review
Being new to the school I have so far been taken aback by the quality
and professionalism of HABS drama productions, and the latest
Middle School offing, a theatrical rendition of Charles Dickens’ muchloved Great Expectations, was certainly no exception. The play, a
sell-out on each of its three nights, possessed a wonderfully strong
ensemble cast as well as rich and memorable individual performances
that were a testament to both the talent and the commitment of all
those involved and the direction that they had received.
The play superbly brought to life Pip’s bildungsroman, his journey
from innocence to experience; his name symbolic of this concept
of growth: a ‘pip’ or seed, is exactly what he is, and his first-person
narrative – shown at the start of the play by having Covi Franklin’s
Pip looking back upon his younger self – is a detailed recollection
of how this seed matures into adulthood. Helping to make vivid this
development was a fantastic chorus of Pips who, throughout the
play, helped to physicalise the internal thoughts and dispositions
of the play’s central character, as well as bring to life key dramatic
moments, from the burning of Miss Havisham, to the climactic
Thames tussle at the end of the play, not to mention a wonderfullyrousing, ale-swilling rendition of Twanky Dwillo. Yes, the play had
some striking performances, but it was very much an ensemble effort.
Saul Federman as Young Pip – at the start of the play only seven
years of age – did an excellent job of marrying together Pip’s boyish
vulnerability and his youthful truculence. His encounter with Isaac
Zamet’s Abel Magwitch, an escaped convict with nothing to lose, in a
gloomy graveyard out on the Kent marshes immediately set in motion
the dark atmosphere of the play, where often things are far from what
they seem. Zamet’s wonderfully convincing Magwitch terrorised
and delighted in equal measure, with a performance exhibiting a
maturity and stage-presence well in excess of his years. Adding to
the orphaned Pip’s predicament was his elder sister’s insistence that
she “bring him up by hand.” The trio of Sarah Scripp’s unassailable
‘Mrs Joe,’ armed with her euphemistically named ‘tickler,’ Joshua
Baumring-Gledhill’s wonderfully pompous Mr Pumblechook and
Lucas Sakamoto’s equally unctuous Mr Wopsle, make Young Pip’s
early life a very uncomfortable one indeed. For all its comic moments,
Great Expectations is a work that has a distinctly menacing feel to
it, highlighting the often brutal experiences sustained by children of
Victorian England. It seems also a text keen to explore the ways in
which violence perpetuates, or how, to quote Larkin, ‘man hands
on misery to man.’ Young Pip’s only respite came in the form of
Jake Rich’s unassuming and good-natured Joe Gargery (a sensitive,
moving performance), who throughout the play taught Pip the true
meaning of what it meant to be a ‘gentle man.’
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Pip’s visits to the gloomy world of Satis House filled him full of
societal misgivings, making him feel a “common little boy.” Miss
Havisham is undoubtedly one of Dickens’ finest creations, and Bilal
Hasna must be highly commended on the way in which he conveyed
her predatory-like nature (very much a spider in her web), but also the
pain and heartache simmering just below her contemptuous exterior.
This was a mesmerising performance. Miss Havisham’s prodigy,
Sacha Levine’s wonderfully haughty Young Estella, is raised to “wreak
revenge” upon the male sex. Pip’s heart is consequently ensnared
and when Archuna Ananthamohan’s inscrutable, black-suited Jaggers
comes to reveal Pip’s “Great Expectations” – that, on the behest of
an anonymous benefactor, he is to move to London and be raised
a gentleman – he wrongly assumes that this is an attempt on Miss
Havisham’s part to better him for Estella.
Covi Franklin as the now mature Pip was simply marvellous. He
portrayed Pip’s developments expertly from wide-eyed anticipation
as the “whole world spread before him like a dream” to conceited
pride as he set about his metamorphosis into a gentleman. Indeed
he did a splendid job of evoking both the audience’s sympathy when
his love for Scarlett Stitt’s beautifully beguiling Estella draws him on
like a moth to a flame, and our consequent distaste at his rejection
of his close-friend and helper, Joe Gargery, and the kind and long
suffering Biddy (wonderfully controlled and truthful performances
from both Jake Rich and Rohini Jaswal). Finn O’Riordain as
Pip’s new well-dressed acquaintance, Herbert Pocket, was also
outstanding: his superb comic timing and engaging physicality
brought to the role a fantastic level of passion and foppish
excitability, as well as a core level of decency and kindness. James
Rosen as Wemmick, the enigmatic clerk, was perfect, matching
business-like briskness with charm and a twinkle in the eye.
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The story’s two villains, Orlick and Compeyson - chilling, compelling
performances from Ayo and Jacob Jefferson - serve to remind us of a
dark, vindictive side to human nature. Unlike Magwitch, these characters
are motivated entirely by revenge: Compeyson, though a “gentleman”
by birth, is certainly not by nature. By contrast, Magwitch, despite his
suffering and harsh upbringing, is motivated by love and gratitude.
By the play’s denouement, with Pip coming to understand both
the true identity of his benefactor and the errors of his way – selfknowledge hard won – we again return to sympathising with his
plight. The scenes in which he learns to forgive Miss Havisham, is
reunited with Magwitch and grows to love him were gripping and
moving (a real testament to the astonishing, powerful performances
from all the young actors involved) and it is with a certain level of
pleasure that we witness the play close with a rapprochement of
sorts between himself and Estella.
Special mention must go to Mrs Morris-Wolffe, ably assisted by Elliott
Ross, for her skilful adaptation of Dickens’ substantial Victorian text.

Transposing the 500-page novel into a coherent and convincing twohour play, was no mean feat, nor was her expert direction and ability
to draw out the best from the play’s large ensemble.
Praise must go to Hugh Silver for the splendid set and lighting design
which so cleverly evoked the multiple locations of the story. Praise
too to the sound, lighting and backstage crew who were amazingly
professional. Congratulations to Simone Jones whose extensive
wardrobe and costume designs were wonderfully sumptuous – one
need but think of the chorus of Pips all fully decked out in their top
hat and tails – and which did a fantastic job of helping to evoke the
Dickensian landscape of the play. Equally, the make-up provided
by Tim Norton and Stephanie Herbert added to the play’s realism.
For 120 minutes its Elstree audience was ushered inside Dickens’
delightfully dark novel. I look forward to the next HABS’ theatrical
production – you could say, I have great expectations!
W Brotherston

Great Expectations – An Inside Look
What is it like to be part of a theatre
production at HABS? We asked
a member of the cast of Great
Expectations to tell us…
Auditions
It was a Friday lunchtime in November when it
was announced that this year’s Middle School
production was going to be Great Expectations.
Feverish excitement flurried through the Middle
School as it was announced that the directors
wanted a boy to play Miss Havisham. With so
many vivid characters up for grabs, scores of
boys flocked to audition.
On Wednesday 18th December, after weeks
of nerve-wracking recalls and casting
auditions, the cast list of twenty boys was
put up in the English corridors…
Portraying Jaggers
During the Christmas holidays, in order to
better understand my character, I set out to
research into Great Expectations with the
aid of the original novel, film adaptations
and indeed the Internet. I was both thrilled
and honoured to be cast for the role of Mr
Jaggers. The novel depicted Jaggers as
a complex character, bearing the highest
status of the dramatis personae. At times,
Jaggers is almost depicted as a caricature,

reflecting Dickens’ own thoughts about
lawyers. He is mostly brutal, arrogant and
insincere. Yet a more humane side about
Jaggers slowly begins to emerge, which
climaxes in a shocking confession. Jaggers’
occupation results in his constant exposure
to evil. Hence in order to avoid traumatic
experience, he behaves objectively. His
contradictions in character and his symbolic
mannerisms further enrich his mysteriously
sinister character. Whilst Francis L.
Sullivan’s gluttonous portrayal of Jaggers in
David Lean’s 1946 film adaptation remains
iconic, it was David Suchet’s portrayal that
had greatly inspired my own interpretation.
What was most ingenious about Mrs MorrisWolffe’s script was the fact that every line
said was directly extracted from the novel
itself, creating an authentic feel to our
own performances.
Rehearsals
Thirteen weeks of rehearsals required a
healthy attitude of organisation, commitment
and time management from everyone. We
sacrificed our free time in order to fulfil the
great expectations people had about the
forthcoming show. The rehearsal process
was the most memorable period of my
academic year. Onstage, we embraced new

ideas, explored our characters and let our
imagination run wild. Offstage, we enjoyed
some backstage-banter in a social club
exclusive to the company.
Week by week, as scenes began to be
laced together, we watched in awe of a
masterpiece-in-the making. The efficient
ensemble, the outstanding performances, the
tech and lighting, the props – it was perfect.
Performance Night
Every night was packed with a full-house
and was no sooner greeted with ravereviews. In fact, it was so popular that
on the final night, a classroom had to be
opened to live-stream a performance.
There were tears on the last night, as it dawned
on us that our journeys were complete. We
concluded our journey with a lively singalong to the hit Twanky Dillo, beautifully
accompanied by Alex Down (Y10) on the
fiddle. An after-party no sooner followed and
a video where our characters met Bohemian
Rhapsody went viral on YouTube.
We are now left with a nostalgic album of
selfies, props and rehearsal notes. Great
Expectations was a truly magical experience
that will remain treasured in our hearts.
Archuna Ananthamohan Y11
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Senior School Play – The Recruiting Officer – Review
On four nights in December 2013 the
Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ Senior
School put on an entertaining and thrilling
production of George Farquhar’s 1706
Restoration Comedy, The Recruiting
Officer. Farquhar’s play contains all the
farcical absurdity and latent sincerity
typical of the Restoration Comedy genre
- a genre created and subsidised during
the theatrical renaissance that occurred
towards the end of the seventeenth
century owing to the restoration of the
roguish Charles II. Perhaps the most
interesting aspect of Farquhar’s play
is its treatment of delicate themes
such as war recruitment, marriage,
and gender identity. The proximity of
the unapologetically misogynistic male
protagonists with the strong, complex
female protagonists forms the basis of
an engaging and humorous narrative
of conflict and attraction. The narrative
revolves around the sexual and social
exploits of Captain Plume, the ‘Rake’, and
Captain Brazen, the ‘Fop’ - characters who
remain endearing and amusing despite a
few significantly unattractive traits.
The first protagonist we were introduced
to was Captain Plume’s Sergeant, Kite,
played with sly, mischievous wit by Kurran
Pooni. Then we met Captain Plume, played
by Harry Sammons. Despite Plume’s
6

unpleasant characteristics, particularly his
misogyny and tendency to manipulate those
close to him, Sammons managed to derive
the audience’s sympathy and support with
his great comic timing and the depth of
humanity he brought to the character - a
considerable achievement. The rapport
between Pooni and Sammons acted as
a catalyst for some of the most amusing
scenes in the production; Pooni’s recurring
laments at Sammons’ raging virility were
particularly funny.
One of the most entertaining scenes dictated
by Pooni’s Kite and Sammons’ Plume
involved the recruitment of drunk Costar
Pearmain and Thomas Appletree, played by
Sam Kempner and Marcus Rapacioli with
endearing confusion and back-slapping
brotherhood. Pearmain and Appletree’s
initial reluctance to be recruited for war is
overcome by Plume’s adroit, Machiavellian
ability to convince them that he has their
best interests at heart. This is the first time
we witnessed the play’s binary tone; we
laughed at Kite and Plume’s manipulation
of Pearmain and Appletree, yet there was
an unpleasant, lingering awareness that
they had essentially been tricked to go to
war, and might lose their lives because
of that. The play is simultaneously comic
and sincere, and the actors in this scene
convincingly conveyed this.

As Mr Worthy, Josh Davis was charmingly
melancholic. His self-deprecating presence
was refreshing, particularly when sharing
the stage with Sammons’ excessively
conceited and arrogant Plume. Silvia
Balance and Melinda, played brilliantly by
Philippa Lawford and Ariella Koorlander,
provided a substantial dose of humour with
their caustic word-play and caprices. When
sharing the stage with Sammons’ Plume,
Lawford’s Silvia was every bit his equal,
countering his innuendos with immaculate
rhythm and timing.
The stage was lit up by the introduction of
Captain Brazen, an appallingly narcissistic
‘Fop’, played by Harry Kingdon with
captivating energy and exuberance. Kingdon
induced hilarity amongst the audience in
every scene he was in. With sweat pouring
down his flushed face, his extravagant
gestures and flourishes were a delight
to behold. A particular high point in the
production occurred towards the end in the
duel scene between Worthy and Brazen, in
which Brazen’s fundamental cowardice was
revealed. In that scene, perhaps more than
any other, the closeness of comedy and
tragedy was evident. Again, like Sammons,
Kingdon brought a humane quality to a
role that can easily be overwhelmed by
absurdity.
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Possibly the strongest and most amusing
scene in the production involved the three
primary protagonists, Plume, Brazen, and
Silvia - Silvia masquerading as a squire
called Jack Wilful, whom Plume and Brazen
are vying to recruit. Lawford was very funny
with her faux-masculinity, struggling to
maintain her façade in the same vicinity as
Plume - the object of her love. Plume’s and
Brazen’s attempt to recruit him (her) with a
variety of silly techniques, culminating in an
underwhelming duel followed by an intimate
hug between the two, was a great example
of comic bathos, showing the extent of both
characters’ farcical natures. Sammons and
Kingdon conveyed this with jocular ease.
Other notable performances deserve praise:
Justice Balance was played by Toby Cohen
with a commanding stage presence and

formidable vocal projection ideal for the
role. John Bullock, played sympathetically
by Jake Krais, was a source of much
amusement as the loyal, put-upon fool.
Bullock’s sister, Rose, was played with
playful seductiveness by Natasha Pearson.
Melinda’s maid Lucy was played by Lucy
Summerfield with adept skill, capturing
the love-related motivations behind her
two-faced actions. The rest of the cast,
with exemplary professionalism, served to
heighten the scale and believability of the
production.
A special mention must be extended to
Simone Jones and Hugh Silver. As always
in a production with Jones in charge of
costumes and wigs, they were entirely
appropriate and quite beautiful. And, as
always in a production with Silver as

the chief technician, the set and lighting
transcended the expectations of a school
production. While watching the production
I had a compelling thought that one might
have seen similar costumes and a similar
set in the Restoration period - a testament
to the quality of Jones’ and Silver’s work.
However, the highest praise must be
reserved for the production designer
and director, Tim Norton. Yet again,
Norton managed to derive a professionalstandard performance from a company
of students, ensuring that the Senior
School Play remains the annual cultural
highlight at HABS. For a man who hasn’t
slept for twelve years, that is a significant
achievement.
T Herbert
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Guitar and Percussion Concert
The 2014 Guitar and Percussion concert
once again saw the breadth of ensembles
and pure enthusiasm for music fostered
at HABS well on display. With a total of
around 60 guitarists and only marginally
fewer percussionists, this was a real
testament to the commitment of both our
instrumental teachers and their students
to putting on the best show possible.
No words were necessary for introduction;
certainly, they would have paled in
comparison to the tremendous energy
and verve of Mr. Ormston’s Samba Band,
who opened the evening in rollicking
style, before the Junior and Intermediate
Guitar Ensembles quietened things down
with some reflective performances.
Guitar music contrasted with percussion
throughout the first half, and Ms.
Galuszka’s brilliant arrangements of
pop songs were a theme; among those
featured were Snow Patrol, Coldplay, the
Red Hot Chilli Peppers and Radiohead.
The Senior Guitar ensemble provided
an excellent finish to the first half with
Gustavo Santaolalla’s introspective,
downbeat ‘De Ushuaia a la Quaica’

featuring the accordion (Karan Basu) and
also the traditional Latin charango, played
beautifully by Hugo Murphy.
Coached by Mr. Ormston, the hugely
impressive CCF Drum Corps once again
brought us to attention at the outset of
the second half, before the massed Guitar
Orchestra saw the Beatles and Taylor
Swift alongside a traditional piece, the
virtuosic Venezuelan Vals.

member of several school ensembles, and
a very deserving prize-winner. Harsh gave
us a short-but-sweet solo on kit before
the Senior Percussion Ensemble sent us
all home very satisfied with a rock-solid
and highly musical performance of Philip
Faiani’s ‘Afro Amero’.
Congratulations to all involved for a great
concert, and particularly to Harsh on a
well-deserved reward for all his hard work!

The Jim Beryl Percussion Prize was
awarded to Harsh Prasad, a stalwart

G Slater-Walker

The first musical event of the Spring
Term and the new calendar year was a
real showcase for the school’s excellent
strings, including a concerto performance
and the presentation of the 2014 Sheila
Watson Strings Prize.

who performed Saint-Saëns’s 1st Cello
Concerto. Taking the solo part was Ed
Jeans, who met the sharp demands of
the role with astonishing ease and flair,
showing an admirably natural musicality
even in the most difficult passages.

honour he shared with Canishk Naik.

All of the school’s major string-led
ensembles were given a chance to shine,
from Mr Gee’s String Ensemble to the
full forces of the Symphony Orchestra,

This was not the end of the evening for
Ed, though, who returned later both to
play and also to be one of the winners
of the Sheila Watson Strings Prize, an

Strings Concert

Both went on to play in the Symphony
Orchestra’s string section under Mr. Gee
in several movements from Holst’s St
Paul’s Suite, with Canishk providing some
lovely violin solos. A strong start, then,
to the term, with lots of congratulations to
2014’s very deserving prize-winners.
G Slater-Walker
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Joint Schools’ Concert at the Barbican
So the big day finally arrived. After many
months of planning going back as far as
2012, the final run-up to the concert saw
an intensifying of the number of rehearsals
as pieces were polished, soloists and guest
players added, and the whole production and
administration of the event rolled into action.
During the day, the setting up of the hall,
importation of instruments and all the
rehearsals went very smoothly as each
ensemble faced the tricky task of getting
used to the acoustic, giving their performance
maximum concentration, yet still trying to
keep something back for the real performance
in the evening. It is always a very exciting
venture to work on such a big programme
with two music departments and more than
400 performers, and the general feeling at the
end of the afternoon rehearsal was that the
project had come together very well indeed.
The concert itself started with the combined
Symphony Orchestras under the expert baton
of Mr Muhley in a powerful performance of
Tchaikovsky’s Fantasy Overture, Romeo and
Juliet. The orchestra played quite superbly and
handled the complex passages of the piece with
ease. What was most impressive, perhaps,
was the ability to change mood from the intense
rivalry of the Montagues and the Capulets to the
solemn dignity of a monastic procession and
the passionate love of the main protagonists.
The orchestra received a rapturous ovation from
the audience and it was clear that the bar for this
concert had been set very high indeed.
The stage was cleared while our compere
and host for the evening, Alasdair Malloy,
reviewed the performance and introduced
the next item – two songs performed by
the combined Prep and Junior School
Choirs. Hearing such young voices cope so
well with singing in parts and dealing with
complicated rhythms was a real treat. How
High The Moon was sung with feeling and
depth of sound while Lady Green Leaves
was performed with a great sense of style
and swing, and the great humour of a
novel twist on the traditional Greensleeves
melody was appreciated by all. Thanks are
due to the leadership of Miffy Hirsch and
Elena Apostolopoulou-Leutfeld and the
accompaniment skills of Shaun Lyon with
Trystan Lever (saxophone) and Rebecca
Crabtree (clarinet).
The final item of the first half transported us
to the world of jazz and swing music as the
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ever-impressive Big Band took to the stage,
complete with smart new stands. Under the
masterful direction of Mr Simm, the Big Band
impressed the audience with two numbers.
The first, ‘Cruisin’ for a Bluesin’ demonstrated
the smooth ensemble playing of the Big
Band and some very impressive improvised
solos. The togetherness of the group on the
most complex of syncopated rhythms never
failed to impress and the overall sound was
very professional indeed. Alasdair Malloy
introduced the second number ‘The First
Circle’ by telling the audience that it had the
most complex of time signatures – at least
10 beats in each bar. It was certainly a tour
de force for both conductor and band keeping
such a complex piece together, but they did
it with great aplomb, and soon the audience
was appreciating some of the more complex
melodic lines that the band were playing in
amongst such rhythmic complexity. This was
certainly an adventurous work to perform and
the Big Band pulled it off and richly deserved
the thunderous applause received at the end.
The second half of the concert placed the
emphasis more on Choral music and began
with a performance of the Four Shakespeare
Songs by Brahms by the St Catherine Singers,
accompanied by harp (Elen Hydref) and
two horns (Pippa Hampton and Stephanie
Trapp). The Singers produced a truly beautiful
performance full of nuance and dynamic
contrast under the sympathetic direction of
Tim Scott. The sonority achieved by a wellmatched vocal group is difficult to better, and
they produced an outstanding performance.
One of the most welcome developments in
inter-departmental co-operation has been the
establishment of a joint chamber choir. They
have performed in both schools and in concerts
in Oxford, and it was a real delight to see them
perform again tonight. Under the lively and
spirited direction of Miss Cousens, the Chamber
Choir performed John Rutter’s ‘It Was A Lover
And His Lass’ with tremendous control and
dexterity and completely put across the musical
humour of the song tremendously. This is an
ensemble which has a great future ahead of it
and richly deserved the acclaim of the audience
at the end of the performance.
The Joint Concert traditionally ends with
a large choral work, and this time it was
another work by John Rutter, his Mass of

the Children, which was performed by a
joint choir of 200 singers and the combined
Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Mr
Phillips. Rutter has been largely responsible
for the revival of not only tonal music in
the British concert scene, but also for
rejuvenating choirs up and down the country,
by providing them with fresh, challenging,
yet approachable music. The Mass, as the
title suggests, featured a ‘choir within a choir’
consisting of two forms of Year 7 boys and
the Girls’ School’s younger chamber choir,
Cantabile. They set the tone for the whole
performance, singing with great clarity and
energy and we swiftly moved through the
movements, from the energy of the Gloria to
the gentleness of the ‘Agnus Dei’ and ‘Dona
Nobis Pacem’ movements. The choir sang
magnificently and coped well with having
to perform many different roles within the
piece. The Chamber Orchestra accompanied
superbly. Our two soloists, Gareth Brynmor
John and Olivia Clarke, provided us with
ornate, beautiful lines to add to the texture.
The performance acted as a summation of
the spirit of the whole evening, the joy that
comes from working together, and the final
applause by the audience was not only for
the choral performance, but for the concert
as a whole. The two music departments have
consistently shown that they can produce
excellent concerts by themselves, but there
is something very special about working on
such a large project together. It was a special
treat to be involved in it.
A Phillips
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Summer Concert
The Summer Concert was once again an
affair both nostalgic and hopeful, lamenting
the departure of our leavers but also
sending them on their way with confidence
and best wishes for what are sure to be
very bright futures.
Kicking off proceedings was Philomusica,
whose stately account of ‘The Ash Grove’
was matched by a suave waltz in ‘Misty Blue’
and the vivacious and wholly appropriatelynamed ‘Festive Spirit’. Thereafter, Miss
Cousens’s Aske Singers gave a moving
rendition of Stanford’s ‘The Blue Bird’
for unaccompanied chorus, before Miss
Cousens appeared once more to bring us
expertly back to The Beatles with the Wind
Sinfonia. Three pieces from Miss Galuszka’s
Concerto Guitars showed off this instrument’s
musicality excellently, with Hugo Murphy’s
solo standing out particularly.

Mr. Simm’s Big Band was, as ever, a highlight.
Three pieces went through a gamut of moods,
showcasing the incredible virtuosity of the
band perfectly, with outrageous solos from
Zach Breskal and Oli Wheeler in particular, as
well as Hugo Murphy, and Trystan Lever, not
to mention stratospheric trumpet-playing from
Alex Maynard.
During the interval the Jazz Band performed
in the Bourne foyer, entertaining our
guests splendidly with three varied pieces.
Completing the band trifecta after the
interval was the Concert Band, directed
by the tireless Mr. Simm, who, as well as
conducting two ensembles, played tuba for
the Wind Sinfonia and Symphony Orchestra.
Following the thrilling theme to Superman,
Raman Sharma provided a moving rendition
of Schindler’s List.

Mr. Ormston’s Senior Percussion Ensemble
provided a fantastic interlude with Philip
Faiani’s ‘Afro Amero’, before the Symphony
Orchestra and Mr. Muhley appeared to
commemorate the First World War with
Tunes from the Trenches, complete with
black-out, air raid siren, pyrotechnics, and
fire alarm effect. Shostakovich’s Festive
Overture sent everybody home in high
spirits, lamenting the loss of so many
talented musicians but wishing them all the
best for their lives to come. With the sort of
talent we both receive and nurture at HABS,
they are sure to find the success they so
richly deserve.
G Slater-Walker
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Music Festival
The finals of the 2014 Music Festival were
the culmination of a week-and-a-half’s
intense but amicable competition amongst
our extremely talented musicians, and
a whole range of styles, instruments,
and interpretations were fully on display
both in the general competition and in
the final itself. Beginning with three days
of eliminations (with an unprecedented
149 entries), the Music staff elect a host
of semi-finalists who compete across
two evening concerts, before the final is
adjudicated by an external judge.
We were delighted to welcome Professor Tim
Blinko from the University of Hertfordshire
as our adjudicator, whose excellent musical
credentials and obvious, all-consuming
passion for music ensured some illuminating
commentary on all the boys’ performances
and a sharp eye for the winner.
Fourteen acts comprising pop groups,
a piano trio, Indian percussion, jazz
sax, trumpet, and the standard fare of
Classical instruments gave us a rich
evening’s entertainment, with top-drawer
performances from all involved.
Special mention must go to Alex Astruc,
Om Kanabar, Martin Zucker, and Leonard
Maassen, whose pop group gave a fine
and vigorous performance of their own
song (something Professor Blinko, himself
a composer, particularly appreciated), as
well as Hugo Max’s moving account of
‘Remembrances’ from John Williams’s
classic score to ‘Schindler’s List’, and
also to Iyon Rudran’s performance, with
veena and violin, on the mirudhangam - a
two-headed drum - of some Southern
Indian classical music. It was a real treat
to have a taste of the rich musical world of
another culture, especially with so fine a
representative as Iyon.
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However, the highest accolades must, of
course, go to our prize-winners. With two
prizes to play for – the esteemed title of
HABS Young Musician of the Year 2014,
chosen by the adjudicator, and the Audience
Prize, decided by vote – the Festival ensures
everyone’s preference is represented and
the highest standards are upheld.
There is no doubt that new HABS Young
Musician of the Year Bruce Parris, bassoonist
in the National Youth Orchestra, and Audience
Prize-winner Rohan Virani (taking the prize
for his second performance of the evening,
on the piano) will uphold those standards
beautifully. Both gave mature and sensitive
performances of difficult repertoire, be it
the quirky Tansman suite with its intricate
rhythms from Bruce, or the aristocratic
cool of Ravel’s Sonatine from Rohan.
Former Head of Music Alan Taylor came

in to award the Young Musician prize and
Professor Blinko the Audience Prize, with the
adjudication period accompanied by 2013’s
Young Musician, cellist Noah Max, who
humbly dedicated his performance to Bjorn
Bantock, one of our cello teachers, who is,
sadly, leaving this year.
2014 marks the second appearance
of the House aspect of the Festival, in
which House points are awarded based
on students’ performance throughout the
competition, with the prize being the House
Music Shield. It was the second time,
too, this year, for Hendersons to take the
trophy in triumphant style; something Mr.
Simm, Hendersons Housemaster and, as it
happens, head of the Music Festival, was
surely celebrating with gusto.
G Slater-Walker
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Wind and Jazz Bands’ Concert
The 2014 Wind and Jazz Bands’ Concert
was held in the Bourne Hall on 12th
February and saw the huge variety of
ensembles fostered at HABS, brilliantly
showcased in a highly enjoyable evening
of musical entertainment, from jazz to folk
to unashamed good fun.
Beginning with a lively performance by
Mr Pritchard’s Jazz Band – including Cy
Coleman’s ‘Witchcraft’, sung brilliantly by
Martin Lee – we were briskly whisked away
to ‘Shamrock Shore’ by the Double Reed
Ensemble, before another quick change to the
world of cinema with the FT Band under Mr
Simm. The jazzy mood returned, though, for
Miss Core’s Jazz Flute Ensemble and Friends,
in the ‘St. Louis Blues’, getting us all in the
right mood for what followed.

Mr Simm’s Big Band provided one of the
evening’s highlights, closing the first half in
spectacularly impressive fashion. Pat Metheny
and Lyle Mays’s rhythmically complex ‘The
First Circle’ was brought off with suave
confidence and great solos from several
members of the band made the whole set a
real treat.
The second half kicked off in a jazzy mood
with Miss Cousens’ Wind Sinfonia and the Sax
Ensemble, before the Symphony Orchestra’s
Brass (with David Bentley) and then Woodwind
gave us more film music and then some
charming and witty Haydn respectively.
Rising from the waiting Concert Band,
Woodwind Prize-winner Trystan Lever and
joint Wesley Woodage Prize-winners Joshua

Parikh and Rufus McAlister received their
accolades from the Head, before returning
to join in a rousing rendition of the ‘Raiders’
March’ from Indiana Jones to send us all away
in a great mood. It was a fantastic concert and
congratulations to the deserving prize-winners.
G Slater-Walker

Visual Music
November’s Visual Music concert was,
in its second ever production, a wholly
unique – and, according to one parent,
‘very HABS’ – evening. Pairing live
musical performance with art being made
live in front of an audience, the concert
allowed several musicians and Sixth Form
artists a chance to be in the spotlight, and
to show off the diversity of talent at HABS.

Much of the art followed in the footsteps
of the great Russian painter Wassily
Kandinsky, one of the first great artists
truly to move away from a representational
tradition towards the enigmatic immediacy
of the abstract. It was often Kandinsky’s
habit to take music as an inspiration for
his idiosyncratic compositions, and on the
evidence of the work produced during the

concert, much of which was on the theme
of ‘Music’, it is a method worth following.
Many thanks to Mr. Muhley and Mr.
Keenleyside for organising the event, and to
Miss Mair for accompanying our musicians
so splendidly.
G Slater-Walker
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Green Party Leader Visit
addressed, with the Green Party Leader
saying a university degree is an entitlement
and her party would always vote against
tuition fees.
The meeting concluded with Ms Bennett
answering a series of excellent questions
about the future of the environment and
her party. In one answer, she stated
that in the event of a hung parliament in
2015, the Green Party would not enter
formal Coalition, but might be open to a
Confidence and Supply arrangement with
other parties.
We thank Ms Bennett for giving so
generously of her time and for speaking
with clarity and conviction.
S Clark
On 30 September, in a joint meeting of
the Politics Society and the Geography
Society, HABS welcomed the Leader of
the Green Party of England and Wales,
Ms Natalie Bennett. Her talk addressed
the controversial issue of Hydraulic
Fracturing or, as better known in the
media, ‘Fracking’. She highlighted the
difficulty of attempting to regulate any new
energy industry, as well as the potential
environmental damage of extracting
shale gas. She argued that there were
better, safer, renewable and sustainable
alternatives, such as tidal and solar power.

The Green Party Leader continued by
talking about the future of British Politics
and the position of her party within a
multi-party system. She argued in favour
of a National Constitution Convention
to re-draft the British Constitution as a
single, codified document. In addition,
Ms Bennett highlighted anachronisms in
our constitutional arrangements, such
as the role of the City Remembrancer
in influencing the Legislature. She also
argued in favour of large corporations who
operate in the UK paying a fairer share
of tax. The issue of tuition fees was also

The Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School Model United Nations Conference 2014
After more than 10 months of preparation,
HABS welcomed more than 400 delegates
from around the country (as well as from
places as far afield as Houston, Texas)
to take part in the annual HABSMUN
conference over the weekend of 7-9 March.
During the conference, delegates were
assigned to different specialist committees,
and, representing their country’s viewpoints,
were tasked with working with others in an
attempt to solve a variety of international
issues with proposal resolutions. These
ranged from some as complex as the
question of nuclear non-proliferation in North
Korea in the Disarmament Committee, to
some as distressing as the question of child
pornography in the Human Rights Committee.
This year’s conference saw the creation of the
Special Commission, a restricted committee
whose procedure was focused more around
diplomacy and collaboration than in other
committees, since delegates were required
to construct a resolution together during the
conference, rather than debate ones written in

advance. This new style of debate, the first of
its kind in the whole of the United Kingdom,
was hugely successful.
Debate was both constructive and enjoyable
across all committees, and with over 300
resolutions uploaded to the newly designed
approvals system, it was no surprise
that each committee passed at least one
resolution over the course of the weekend.
Further to this, delegates were tasked
with reacting to unexpected crises which
emerged on Sunday morning; whether
the scenario was as fanciful as the USA’s
nuclear weapons system being hacked, or
as real as the conflict in Ukraine, delegates’

responses were both creative and effective.
Special thanks must go to all involved for
making HABSMUN the special event it was,
in particular to the Secretaries-General for
their hundreds of hours of commitment in
preparation, and to the conference directors
Mr Pauletto and Mr Simm.
HABSMUN remains one of the largest
student-run enterprises at the school, and
although this was the last MUN conference
for the U6, we look forward to seeing
HABSMUN reach even greater heights, with
even more delegates, in years to come.
Gordon Hao U6
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It’s A Knock-Out
On Wednesday 14th May, the Upper
Sixth leavers signed off their last official
school day with a huge ‘It’s a Knockout
Extravaganza’.
With teams including The Mr Men,
Superheroes, The Romans, Super Mario
Bros, Cops and Robbers, ICT Support,
Chartwells Caterers as well as a Staff
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Team, it was a hugely enjoyable event for
all, with the serene weather supplementing
the activities.
Two hours of intense competition then
followed, over a variety of enormous
inflatables and scrambling nets, before
the Cops and Robbers were declared
the winners, with one of the Robbers

appropriately absconding with the trophy
immediately after its presentation!
It was certainly a fitting way for the leavers
to sign off, before attending to the more
serious matter of their A2 exams.
G Chapman
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Teachers’ Question Time: Should Scotland Be An Independent Country?

As the referendum question gripped the
country, HABS, as usual, did not stand
down from debate. In September, just
a few days before the real referendum
happened, a panel consisting of Dr
Courtney, Jordan Bernstein, Mrs
Robertson, Mr Clark and Dr Green held
a debate over this potentially crucial
chapter in British history.
The panel was posed many thoughtprovoking questions by the Honourable
Chairman Hao, the first relating to
Scotland’s economic survival. While the
‘Yes’ camp brought up other splits which
have been successful, the ‘No’ camp deftly
critiqued this argument by replying ‘No,
they were not.’ The intellectual debate

continued, with the patriotic Mr Clark
demanding an English parliament to serve
England. However, quite correctly, the ‘No’
camp was quick to point to UKIP and the
dangers of English Nationalism.
The 160-strong audience was then given
the opportunity to voice their concerns. A
few tentative hands crept skywards, and
even fewer dared to speak up. Questions
were posed about the lack of Tory MPs
in Scotland, the notion of ethnic Scots,
and the pound, all answered well by the
eloquent panel.
Closing statements were given - the
‘Yes’ Camp stressed the importance of
the Scots having a right to decide their
own political fate for themselves, while

the ‘No’ camp criticised nationalism and
the uncertainty accompanying Scottish
Independence. Ultimately, the debate
achieved nothing, apart from once again
showing the compulsive need of HABS
boys to express their prized opinion
on every matter of importance, but
congratulations to the Debating Society for
making this a successful event.
AUDIENCE POLL RESULTS:
YES – 30
NO – 130
(this only serves to confirm HABS boys
inexplicable ability to prophesise future
outcomes)
Kumail Jaffer U6
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The Junior Science Fair
This year’s Junior Science Fair literally
started off with a bang! With a topic like
‘The Science of Weaponry’, how could a
HABS boy not get enthused?
This year’s Junior Science Fair provided the
boys with a real opportunity to learn about
the science that goes into making weapons
and influencing the outcomes of war. There
was a real historical element to this topic as
many groups looked at ancient weaponry,
the chemical weapons used in the First
World War and the physics and chemistry
behind modern rockets and missiles.

with their work on Weapons of WWII, were
declared the winners of the HABS 2014
Junior Science Fair.
Finally, I would like to thank the teachers,
parents and especially the pupils, for helping
out and making this year’s fair a success. It
is the process, rather than the outcome, that
is most important and I believe that the boys
learned a lot about how to research a topic,
work collaboratively and how to produce a
presentation to communicate their findings.
Thank you all!
B Ward

It was a real pleasure to see the boys
working so well together - this is very much
a student-led project, where teacher input is
minimal. One could sense the excitement
and genuine learning taking place with each
research lesson.
It was a real struggle to judge the
presentations as they were all very good
and each one was unique. However, after
much deliberation by the judges, it was
decided that the group made up of Edward
Isaacs, Rohan Thandi and Yohaan Gokhale,

Junior Schools’ Challenge
This year, entering a team in the
competition for only the second time,
HABS’ Junior Schools’ Challenge team
finished a close second in the National
final, to The Perse, Cambridge. The
general knowledge competition, based on
the format of “University Challenge” (with
starter questions for ten points and loud
buzzers) is open to Year 7 and 8 pupils.
This year, in addition to the team that won
the National Championships last year (who
are now all in Year 8), HABS entered a
Year 7 team in the competition.
The Year 8 team (Thomas Sherlock and Joe
Ward from Calverts, James Verghese from
Strouts and Oliver Hocking from Russells)
started the competition well, speeding
through to the regional finals after winning
against Oratory (870-100). Here they
met our own Year 7 team (Josh Kaye and
Edward Fage from Russells, Sam Grankin
from Hendersons and Kielan Sheard from
Joblings, with Alex Loan of Meadows as
reserve and part-time scorer) who had
beaten Dr Challoner’s (920-170).
In the regional finals, they overcame the
Dragon School, Oxford, before beating
the competition organiser’s own school,
Bournemouth School for Girls, in the interregional final, 990 points to 690, to qualify for
the national finals. In the competition, each
question is worth 10 points, with a full set of
a starter and three bonuses being 50 points.
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The National Finals
were held at Hereford
Cathedral School, on
an unusually bright
Sunday in June.
HABS’ first match was
against King Edward
VI, Louth. After being
150 points behind at
one point, HABS soon
gained momentum and
confidence, drawing
level at 210 all,
before a late surge of
momentum (including
beating their opponents on a question about
Edward VI) put them ahead, eventually
winning by a score of 820-460. Their
semi-final match saw the team take on their
hosts. HABS raced into an early lead, and
extended it gradually as the match went on.
A late surge by Hereford came too late as
our lead proved unassailable, with the final
score 790-360.
After watching Dulwich Prep retain
their Plate, it was time for HABS to put
their fingers back on the buzzers. Their
opponents in the Final were The Perse
School (victorious two years ago and beaten
finalists last time) who are coached by a
master who is not only an old Haberdasher
but also taught at the school! HABS went
100 points down at the start, but almost
immediately pulled it back and then it was

nip and tuck, until about 400-400. Then
HABS answered a long run of questions to
put them up by about 240 points. This lead
was gradually whittled away by the Perse,
until, with 10 seconds to go, HABS led
820-790. Everyone knew the final starter
was going to be crucial to determining
the outcome. The Perse were quicker
on the buzzer to answer the final starter,
and wrapped up a very close victory by
answering all of the bonuses.
A big thank you to Mr Sykes for his
encouragement and support for the past
two years, and thanks also to Mr Charman
for his support in the Regional and National
finals. My last duty as captain is to wish
the Year 7s all the best in next year’s Junior
Schools’ Challenge.
Thomas Sherlock Y9
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Art Trip to Berlin
Berlin is one of Europe’s most vibrant artistic hubs, an endearing splurge of modern art, ancient art, Art Deco, Art Nouveau, Impressionist
art, Expressionist art, Fauvist art… and art so wacky it cannot be classified. In October, Mr. Todhunter ran a fantastic trip that enabled 30
budding HABS students to experience this unique culture for themselves.
It was a monumental success. I had the time of my life, and am very confident in saying that I was not the only one. From Renaissance
sculpture in the Alte Nationalgalerie to the disarmingly odd retro-futuristic furniture of the Bröhan Museum, from the jagged angles of
Picasso’s cubison to the soft, subtle blend of Monet’s Impressionism, there was something for everyone to enjoy.
The boys’ huge enthusiasm was epitomised by the exquisitely high quality of photography, collage and sketchbook work that took place.
We all began the week with a blank book; by the end, each one was erupting with vibrant artwork in a variety of mediums.
It wasn’t all study, though. We visited several tourist sites as well, which inspired our work in new and different ways. Checkpoint Charlie
helped us to gain a deeper appreciation of Berlin’s divided history, while the Telekom Tower offered breathtaking views over the city. A
personal favourite was the Filmhaus; I was particularly fascinated by the opportunity to explore 100 years of the moving image.
The Berlin trip was a rich educational experience. I would like to thank Mr. Todhunter for orchestrating such an unbelievable excursion,
and also Mr. Keenleyside and Miss Bird for the hard work they put into helping Mr. T run the trip.
Noah Max Y11
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Athletics Trip to Lanzarote
On 3rd April, a group of 42 very excited
athletes and six - also very excited teachers embarked on the annual warm
weather training athletics trip to Club La
Santa in Lanzarote. As in previous years the
group were joined by PE staff and students
from The Princess Helena College, Hitchin.
The main purpose of the trip was to prepare
for the forthcoming athletics season, and all
pupils followed a detailed training schedule
over the course of the week concentrating on
specific disciplines but along with an array of
competitions to test their performances.
Each day started with a track and field session
followed by a conditioning session after lunch.
Afternoons gave time to relax a little and take
part in some of the trips that were available,
such as local sightseeing trips to markets
or a visit to Fire Mountain. Mr Cox also led
some fairly challenging mountain bike rides
– not for the faint hearted! There were also
various sports competitions, including five-aside football, pool competitions and beach
volleyball to take part in.

By late afternoon we were all back at the track
for more training and coaching – followed by
the much loved cold water leg soak – again
not for the faint hearted!

was due to take place at the start of the Summer
Term and we were all delighted that we had the
opportunity to train and prepare in Lanzarote
ahead of this first event.

On day six, the main event was the Team
Pentathlon, where the efforts over the past few
days culminated in the opportunity to take part in
competitive events with each competitor having
the opportunity to record their first timings and
results of the season. Many personal bests
were set in many events across all age groups
– a fantastic effort by all - laying the foundations
for a hopefully strong athletics season ahead
for the whole squad. Our first competitive meet

The trip would not have been so successful
were it not for the amazing staff on the trip
giving up their own holiday time to allow the
trip to take place. Our grateful thanks go to
Mr Keenleyside, Mr Lowe, Mr Waddington, Mr
Valente and Mr & Mrs Cox, in addition to all the
PHC staff who accompanied us too.
Roll on next year!
Oliver Hocking Y9

Computing Trip to Google
In the summer term a group of five
boys from AS Computing and HABS’
Computing Society ventured into Central
London to visit the headquarters of
Google UK. After failing to locate our
destination just seconds from Victoria
Tube station, ironically due to apparent
shortcomings of Google Maps, Oliver
Jay’s self-proclaimed great sense of
direction came into its own to take us to
the relatively plain-looking office block.
On entry we were greeted by an employee
from the Google Advertising department
who gave us building passes and allowed us
to obtain official Google Visitor badges. As
we ventured through the offices we passed
numerous well-stocked kitchens including
Google-branded coffee machines (which Mr
Phillips made full enthusiastic use of) and
rooms with rows upon rows of computers
and engineers working hard to the create
services that are used (or avoided by
AdBlockPlus) by millions every day.
Experiences ranged from the fascinating
to the indisputably quirky. The working
conditions at Google appear to be second
to none in terms of innovation. Whether
you want to work in a more traditional
office or on a company laptop in a special

noise-proofed bay, there’s a model to fit
each employee. Some seemed extremely
content working on a faux grass area,
although the two square foot phone-box
booths did not appear to be so popular
among employees.

and experimenting in the Google User
Experience labs (think Big Brother with a
joystick and Harry Jukes). Overall the trip
was thoroughly enjoyed by all, and our
thanks go out to Mr Phillips and Thomas
Koeppe at Google London.

In total we spent just over two hours being
taken around the four or so packed floors

Christopher Hammond U6
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Classics Trip to Italy
Bowls of gnocchi, scoops of gelato and
plenty of glorious sunshine – the Classics
Trip 2014 was a holiday like no other!
On Thursday 3rd April, 25 ambitious
classicists travelled to Italy in order to be
greatly enthused and enriched by Vitruvian
architecture, Mediterranean cuisine and
modern Italian society. We initially arrived
at Fimuicino Airport, where we were
warmly greeted by Ernesto, our highly
knowledgeable designated tour guide for
the afternoon. The trip naturally kicked
off with two nights in Rome: the city of
Romulus and Remus, Victor Immanuel
and the iconic Cinecitta Studios. Our tour
around the “Eternal City” was packed with
all sorts of sights. The tour included the
visits to the Pantheon, the Spanish Steps,
the stunning Trevi Fountain, the Colosseum,
the Roman Forum and the Palatine Hill. The
occasional Fiat 500, Prada Store and issue
of Vogue Italia were also to be sighted.
After a lively discussion on the Vestal Virgins
and Vespasian’s reign, we then used the Metro
to visit the Vatican. At the Vatican Museums,
founded by Pope Julius II in the early 16th
century, one could only marvel at the sheer
beauty and the genius of the Renaissance
Movement. The Sistine Chapel’s decorated
ceiling by Michelangelo, Annibale Carraci’s
ceiling fresco and the Stanze della Segatura
decorated by Raphael were undoubtedly
some of the most vivid images of the Vatican
that will forever remain in our hearts. As we
walked past the heavenly walls of The Vatican,
which boasted such exquisite artwork, we
absorbed a vast wealth of knowledge. Topics
discussed included the fascinating history of
rivalry between the Borgias and the Medici, the
works of Leonardo da Vinci and the accuracy
of Tacitus’ Annals. The visit to the Vatican
certainly provoked religious debates amongst
some of us. However, it took little time to realise
that Socrates and Martin Luther were indeed a
difficult act to follow! In the Vatican, we learnt
more about Roman Catholic ritual and cultural
customs of its followers. It was also intriguing
to observe the overwhelming popularity of the
present Pope. Unfortunately, the global icon,
lovingly dubbed as “Papa Franco” by many
Italians, was not available for a selfie.
After three busy days in Rome, we then
headed for Sorrento. We made two brief
stops on the way, in order to visit the
Catacombs of San Sebastiano and the Port
of Ostia. In the Catacombs, we had a guided
tour through a vast network of underground
tunnels, where we learnt about the early
Christians and also about ancient Roman
attitudes towards death. In the Port of Ostia,
we visited a magnificent amphitheatre. This
particularly excited the thespians among us.
After all, it is said that theatre had originated
from ancient Roman culture and that
commedia dell’arte had originated from these
22

very amphitheatres
in medieval Italy.
The following day,
we went to Naples
Archaeological
Museum. The
museum contained
a large collection of
Roman artefacts from
Pompeii, Stabiae and
Herculaneum. There
was a plethora of
Roman portraiture, sculpture and the pottery in
the Museum. Here, we were taught about the
mechanics and the art of sculpture. The most
vividly remembered exhibit was undoubtedly the
most revealing. With schoolboy fascination, we
were shocked to discover that sensual activity
wasn’t at all a taboo in Roman times and that
the nature of Roman society was indeed rather
permissive. The exhibit’s graphic depiction of
personal pleasure through ancient artwork could
have very well featured in one of Professor Mary
Beard’s documentaries.
Our next stop was to Pompeii. Many of us
recognise Pompeii as the city that perished
during the infamous eruption of Vesuvius in
79 AD, but also the city that inspired both
Pink Floyd and Bastille to make some great
songs. However, it was also in Pompeii
where we completed our pilgrimage to the
villa of Lucius Caecilius Iucundus, otherwise
known as “Caecilius”. Secondary school
students across the country began their Latin
years studying the life of this Roman banker.
It was hardly surprising, therefore, to discover
that the visit to the villa of a Cambridge Latin
Course legend became a social media hit.
In Herculaneum, we met Carlo, our legendary
tour guide. We were astonished to learn
how Herculaneum had been a city buried
under superheated pyroclastic material from
the eruption of Vesuvius. It was even more
fascinating to learn that the hotter ash from the
eruption had helped preserve all the buildings
until the city was rediscovered and excavated,
almost two thousand years later. With buzzing
eccentricity, Carlo then talked about Freud and
Aphrodite. It was on the Roman concept of
beauty where Carlo delivered one of his most
memorable lines: “Do you remember Twiggy?
She wasn’t a woman, she was a skeleton.”
Carlo then discussed about the heavy
presence of swastikas during Roman times,
however he explained that the connotations of
the swastika back then were entirely different
to what they are now.
Politics emerged to be a very profound issue
throughout the trip. It was fascinating to study
the modern political circumstances that Italy
found itself in. The anti-austerity protests,
the political ambivalence towards Benito
Mussolini and the ubiquitous presence of the
European Union were topics for discussion.

The classical and medieval world has
undoubtedly influenced the politics of today.
Indeed, was it not Mrs Thatcher who quoted
the words of St Francis of Assisi upon arrival
at 10 Downing Street? Nicolo Machiavelli is
often considered to be the “Father of Modern
Political Science” and Roman law is said to
have been the foundation of our values of
freedom and democracy. Throughout the
trip, we made parallels between classical
and modern politics. For instance, we argued
that Sparta gave us the world’s first military
state. It was deemed a success by the likes
of Herodotus and, in doing so, gave birth to a
new ideology for mass coercion. The Roman
imperial dynasties seemed to have common
similarities with the US Presidential dynasties
of the last century. Furthermore, the life of
Julius Caesar could be compared to the lives
of many political characters of this era. The trip
showed us that our knowledge of the Classics
is vital in understanding our own national
heritage and politicians. To paraphrase Cicero:
“To be ignorant of what occurred before you
were born is to remain always a child.”
The following day, we walked to Marina Grande
to cross the shimmering waters, via ferry, to the
Isle of Capri. After travelling to the luxury villa
of Tiberius, we wandered around the vibrant
markets, buying many blood oranges, conches
and quality souvenirs along the way. If anything,
the islanders were immensely proud of their
yachts and limoncello. Capri was a simply
gorgeous place. It was also a great opportunity
for us to attempt the romantic Italian language,
though it was our teachers’ linguistic skills that
could save a life! On our final day, we went to
Mount Vesuvius to hike to the very top of the
volcano. It was a refreshing and exhilarating
walk. Mount Vesuvius was the perfect way to
conclude this superb trip. On the 10th April, we
left Italy with an album of anecdotes, stunning
photos and souvenirs. What a trip, what a
holiday, what an experience. Coloured with
plenty of humour and banter, it truly was la
dolce vita!
We would like to thank Mr Whiteman, Ms
Simons and Dr Joyce, the trip organiser, for
a truly memorable trip.
Archuna Ananthamohan Y11
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Classics Trip to Italy: My diary
selection of very tasty and
authentic pizzas, followed by
ice cream and blood oranges.
3rd Day

1st Day
Our trip began at a painful 2:00 am on
the first day of our Easter Holiday. We
stumbled into the coach after saying
goodbyes to parents, who were trying
their best to embarrass us. After boarding
the plane at Gatwick, we arrived in Rome
on time and quickly found our bags.
Once settled at our hotel, we took our
first walk around Rome, congregating at
the Spanish Steps. We then walked to
the famous Trevi Fountain, where many
of the Year 8s bought plastic pieces
of rubbish that broke within moments,
while we mature Year 10s enjoyed it for
its artistic merit. We were excited to see
the Pantheon next, which was especially
interesting as it was initially a pagan
temple but was then changed to become
a Christian place of worship.
2nd Day
After a 20 minute walk to the Colosseum,
we were shown inside the actual
gladiatorial quarters and where the
gladiators would have entered the arena.
We walked to the Capitoline Hill through
the Arch of Titus, where we saw various
temples along with Septimius’ Arch and
the statue of Marcus Aurelius at the top
of the hill. We were then given some free
time to eat lunch and (obviously) an ice
cream or five.
After lunch we went on the Metro to
Vatican City. As it is legally its own
country, there was actual airport-style
security to pass through the ‘border’.
Once we were inside, we wandered
slowly through all the rooms enjoying
the incredible frescoes on the ceiling and
walls. We were able to see the original
St Peter’s Cathedral and Michelangelo’s
world-famous Sistine Chapel.
For our last meal in Rome we ate a

Today was much less tiring on
our feet as we were travelling
from Rome to Sorrento via
two landmarks. The journey
was long, but we finally
arrived at the Catacombs
of Saint Sebastian. It was
possible to actually walk
around inside it, as well as
listen to a guided tour which
was very interesting and taught us a lot.
After a short journey, we arrived at the
Roman port of Ostia where we sat down
and ate lunch by the coast. Mr Whiteman
explained the history of the Necropolis,
the cemetery at the outskirts of the city,
and also about the local theatre.
After another trip on the coach, Vesuvius
came into sight and we knew that we’d
be at our hotel in Sorrento soon.
4th Day
At the Naples Archaeologial Museum, we
saw mosaics, a wide variety of frescoes,
as well as statues of Emperors and
various Roman deities.
We then travelled to Pompeii, where our
teachers led us round and showed us
many extremely well preserved Roman
buildings, including Caecilius’ actual
house. Unfortunately Grumio was out, as
we were already hungry again.
5th Day
Our guide at Herculaneum led us down
to walk down amongst the actual houses
which had been completely buried by
ash. Many people had tried to flee and
escape by sea once the eruption began,
and you could still see many of their
preserved remains. Our guide told us lots
of interesting facts about the houses and
the styles in which they were decorated.
We were also able to walk around the
ancient Roman Forum, alongside the
more modern shops and the restaurants.
6th Day
Today we would be going to Capri. We
enjoyed a short ferry ride, before taking
the funicular up to the town where we
arrived in the main plaza. Once we arrived
at the ‘Villa Jovis’, we found that it was
unfortunately closed. However Dr Joyce

had a word with the man in charge, after
which we were welcomed in. Inside the
villa there was a beautiful church, several
frescos and many of the remains of the
original Roman buildings. From the top of
the villa we enjoyed a spectacular view of
the Bay of Naples, with loads of great group
photos to remember the trip by.
After enjoying the scenery for a little
while, we walked back down to the
square where lunch was to be found and
also look at the Gardens of Augustus. We
knew that tonight would be our last dinner
together in Italy, so the teachers took us
all out for ice creams to celebrate the trip.
7th Day
Even though today was our last day,
we were still able to go to Villa Oplontis
before we left. It was amazingly wellpreserved and elaborate, having clearly
belonged to a very wealthy Roman
family. The frescos were still very clear
and bright, and the highly polished and
smooth marble steps still looked like new.
Just to make sure the trip ended with a
bang, we then walked all the way up to
the top of Vesuvius to peer into the crater.
The path was very steep, and it wasn’t
easy to walk up. Frequent rest stops were
needed, but after about half an hour we
had reached the top and we were staring
into the actual crater.
We were surprised to see genuine rocks
from Vesuvius for sale at the top, even
though they were all over the volcano
for free. We then slipped and skidded
our way back down, and got back on the
coach for the final time.
Once we arrived at the airport, security
noticed that some Year 8s had kept
some very large rocks in their hand
luggage. Unlike the liquids on the way
in, these were actually quite dangerous
and were quickly confiscated. There
was plenty of free time in the airport
lounge to eat dinner, but just as we were
about to board the plane, one of the Year
8s lost their boarding card. Luckily Dr
Joyce found it with a nearby cleaner,
who had assumed that it was rubbish
and was about to throw it away. It was
an amazing, exhilarating trip, and we
are extremely grateful to Dr Joyce, Mr
Whiteman and Ms Simons for taking us to
explore these amazing places.
Raffles Fulton Y11
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Creative Writing Trip to Shropshire
The Arvon Writing Course began as soon
as we arrived at The Hurst in Shropshire, a
stately old house where the playwright John
Osborne lived. Soon after we arrived in the
beautiful countryside, we were shown to our
rooms and left to roam. Many of us went
for walks around the campus to take in our
surroundings while others quickly put down
newly formed ideas that had already been
spaked. The following morning and the days
after were spent with our tutors, who fully
used the whole time of our five-day writing
course to help us hone our skills. This was
through workshops as well as them sparing

the time to give us each individual tutorials, in
which we could bring them extracts from our
own work based on their teachings, or simply
to discuss our own problems when it came to
writing. Every day a pair of us was in charge
of cooking dinner according to a provided
recipe and we devoured this task together
with the food.
In our free time, we were left to do as we
pleased and I took this time alternating with
walks around The Hurst; hiking towards
the nearby lake and up steep hillsides; and
polishing off and typing up new ideas. We
were also given a workshop to help us read

our own stories in front of an audience, and
this was put to good use on our last day,
where editors from our group put together
an anthology of all our best work. Reading
out our personal anecdotes summed up
the trip in a way that I could not as we
demonstrated all that we had learnt in
writing. I know we all especially enjoyed
our time there and meeting with our tutors
was great fun, as well as seeing a side to
our own teachers, Mr Eyre-Maunsell and Mr
Amlot, that we had not guessed at before.
Matthew Lee Y11

Art Trip to New York

After a very early start in the morning, it was
with both trepidation and excitement that the
group of boys going on the New York Art Trip
waited to get on the plane.
After a long flight we arrived in New York and
went to the YMCA by Central Park. Straight
away we were thrown into the splendour
of New York as we went on a walk through
the famous park. On the first night we went
to the Empire State Building and looked out
over the majestic skyline that is so iconic and
memorable.
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The next day started with a visit to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. There we
were able to see many pieces of art by the
masters such as Van Gogh and Lichtenstein.
This art was inspiring and set members
of the trip frantic in their sketch books as
they attempted to recreate the work they
were viewing. For lunch we were treated to
the delight of The Carnegie Deli, where we
were presented with incomprehensibly large
plates of food, epitomising a large part of
American culture. In the afternoon we went
to the Museum of Modern Art which was an
incredible experience and allowed us to see
paintings by distinguished artists such as
Warhol and Picasso. That evening we were
exposed to the glamour of Times Square
whilst we ate at the Hard Rock Café.
On the third day we went to the archetypal
landmark of New York: the Statue of Liberty.
This magnificent display of American pride,
and architectural genius, represented the
freedom of the US. After the Statue of Liberty
we travelled to Ground Zero. This sombre

site was very poignant and allowed the group
time for reflection. Following this the group
walked to the Brooklyn Bridge and had an ice
cream on the other side. We had an enjoyable
dinner at Planet Hollywood.
On the penultimate day we went to the Frick
Collection in the morning and were able
to see Jan Vermeer’s “Girl with the Pearl
Earring” followed by the Whitney Gallery in
the afternoon.
On the last day we went to the Guggenheim
Museum before returning home later that day.
Overall the trip was absolutely amazing and
one which students will remember for many
years to come. I would like to thanks Mr
Keenleyside, Mrs Gleeson and Mr Endlar for
all their hard work in organising and running
the trip.
Matty Desmond L6
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National Session of the European Youth Parliament
On 11 September, huddled in the coach
park in lurid green ‘Europe’ sweatshirts
were nine shattered HABS EYP
representatives, joined by three overly
enthusiastic teachers: Mrs Wilding, Mr
Clark, and the ever Haribo-producing
bundle of EYP – Mr Gathani.
Upon arriving at Liverpool Hope University
we received a mix of looks: admiration for
our uniform sweatshirts from some advisors
and utter disdain from our competition.
Lugging our bags up to the top floor of
the building where we had been placed,
we promptly collapsed in our respective
rooms before having a team meeting. It
was then that we met our team mascot
for the week, Brown Bear, the stuffed bear
Mr Gathani was given at one of his first
national sessions. The session began with
a series of (seemingly never ending) teambuilding games, before we were split into
committees, the groups we stayed in for the
next four days.
We then launched into intense debate,
fuelled by an unhealthy amount of caffeine.
Each committee had their own topic in
Europe to deal with, ranging from human
trafficking and the situation in Turkey,
to fracking ethics and trade with Africa.
The style of work in committees was
challenging, having to first identify problems,
and then work as a team to introduce
legislation to tackle these problems. The
aim of the day was for each committee to
work together and produce a comprehensive
resolution tackling their problem that would
then be debated in the General Assembly.
That evening we had a long team meeting,
discussing the work of each committee
one by one to give us all an edge in General
Assembly the next morning. We stayed up
late, talking sincerely about why Curran
Kumar’s banter just ‘wasn’t working’, and
welcoming in the coming-of-age of our
very own Adam Brookes, who had the joy
of spending his 18th birthday in one of the
most gruelling debates I’ve ever been a part
of.

points. Speeches of note have to include the
passionate appeal by Boaz Levy to follow
the example set by the UN, and Curran
Kumar’s speech featuring his imaginary
friend Pablo. Every HABS delegate spoke
eloquently and confidently many times
across the day, getting used to the nuances
of debate, and we came away very proud of
our performance.
That night came the inevitable evening to
remember: the disco. Mr Gathani did what
he did best and blew us all away with
his preparation, as he turned up with two
sledges from Sports Direct to aid our Cool
Runnings costumes! We burst through the
double doors as the disco was in full swing,
dragging Boaz Levy and Gemma Adams
straight though the centre of the dance
floor on our sledges. The night was fun for
everyone, as we all had a chance to finally
relax after an incredibly hectic three days.
As the four days drew to a close, a group
of bleary-eyed delegates sauntered slowly
to face the final two debates before the
announcement of the winning schools was
made. We fought valiantly, not letting our
energy levels fall, and Jess was able to

secure the final speech, bringing our venture
to an end with style. Unfortunately, as the
jurors announced their verdict, HABS was
met with disappointment as we were unable
to secure a place as one of the top two
schools. The fact we’d compared a certain
resolution to a calzone (no, I don’t know
either) probably did it for us.
Our thanks must be extended to Mr
Clark, Mr Gathani and Mrs Wilding for
accompanying us to Liverpool, alongside
Mrs Bowen for her help in preparing us
beforehand. We all met some fantastic
people I’m sure we will remain friends with
for a long time to come and we must extend
our congratulations to the winning schools.
We however hope that this won’t be the end
of our journey in EYP, as with the backing
of Mr Gathani and his international EYP
contacts,
we hope to
attend an
international
session over
the summer.
Alec Moore
U6

We spent six hours debating, getting through
seven of the resolutions produced by the
committees. This was also our first chance
to directly impress the jury, the four people
who would decide the overall outcome of
our endeavours. In the first three debates,
we were able to make two speeches,
Peter Sequeira making the first speech on
fracking, followed later by my summary
speech on the human trafficking resolution,
where I was told I achieved my aim of
making someone cry! In the following five
debates, every boy and Sian Warner were
able to secure a speech, an incredible feat
considering that only four speeches were
made per debate, the rest done by floor
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Junior Ski Trip to Tignes

Last April, a group of Junior School boys
left for the Junior Ski Trip to Tignes, France.
We enjoyed a week of skiing with some of
the best instructors in Tignes.
We arrived late on Monday morning which
gave us time to go out and look around
the town and get to know the surrounding
area after we were measured for our ski
equipment. The next morning, we met up
with our instructors for the first time and
they took us for our first skiing session of
the trip. We were split into four groups:
Beginner, Advanced Beginner, Intermediate
and Advanced. Every day we had two skiing
sessions, during which we all improved our
skills and had a great time with our friends
and instructors. When we weren’t skiing,
we did a number of fun activities, including
a games night, a scavenger hunt around
Tignes, and, a personal favourite of the
boys on the trip, bum boarding. At the end
of the week, all boys were awarded with
different levels of official ability ranging from
‘snowflake’ to ‘three stars.’
On behalf of all the boys that went on the
trip, I would like to thank Miss Cousens
for organising the trip, and all of the other
teachers that came on the trip: Miss Sander,
Mr Maguire, Mr Wilson and Mr Jovanovic.
I would also like to suggest the trip to any
boys who have an interest in skiing as it was
not only great to improve our ability but also
fun to spend our free time with our friends.
Guy Rapacioli Y10 and Daniel Harris Y10
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Senior Ski Trip to Alpe d’Huez
The 2014 Senior School Ski Trip to the stunning
Alpe d’Huez resort was a fantastic success.
The 55 boys and seven staff who travelled were
treated to a combination of clear skies, fresh
snow and breathtaking views of the French Alps,
providing six days of unforgettable skiing.
Returning to the hotel in the late afternoons,
students could enjoy après-ski in the
picturesque resort village, or take inspiration

from watching the Sochi Winter Olympics back
in the hotel! Highlights of the trip included runs
down the longest black slope in Europe, La
Sarenne, and the daily “free-skiing” sessions,
where boys were allowed to ski without direct
supervision in specified areas, giving a great
sense of freedom as well as top-quality skiing.

a superb trip so efficiently and enthusiastically,
and to the accompanying staff of Miss Cousens,
Mr Bartlett, Miss Von Truchsess and Mrs RhysBrown, who all contributed to making the trip so
enjoyable. Mr Hardman, on his 20th Ski Trip,
pronounced that this had been “the best yet!” The
countdown now begins to Serre Chevalier 2015!

Special thanks must go to Mr Lee, Mr Simm and
Mr Hardman for organising and leading such

A Simm

Paris International Model United Nations Conference
This was no ordinary school trip. For most
of us, the Paris International Model United
Nations conference was the pinnacle
of our MUN careers, success at which
would far outweigh any other previous
successes we may have had elsewhere.
We had a reputation to uphold too; HABS
had essentially “won” the conference
for the past couple of years, and the
expectations for us to perform could not
have been higher. With this pressure
heaped on our shoulders, and lever arch
files stuffed with notes we had formulated
in preparation for the weekend, the
12 of us descended upon the UNESCO
global headquarters as representatives
of the nations of Morocco, Colombia and
Barbados.
With Mr Simm’s encyclopaedic knowledge
of Paris at hand, we were also able to spend
the evenings wandering around the historic
city. Particular highlights were our visit to
the Eiffel Tower (where we were interviewed
by some Algerian television channel, even

though we didn’t understand any of the
questions they’d asked us), being kicked
out of a five star hotel after attempting to
use their toilets, and the night out at an
underground night club for the conference’s
social event. Memorable, too, was scaling
the 276 steps to the Sacré-Cœur basilica
at Montmartre (to this day, Alec Moore
and Eli Persky still cannot agree on who
reached the top first), where we were joined
by students from Matare-Gymnasium in
Germany and Queen’s College, Taunton, for
a horrendously overpriced dinner.
In terms of the actual conference itself, HABS
was, bluntly, dominant. Mr Simm remarked
that he could not easily recall the last time
the school had achieved such glittering
success. Even though only one or two HABS
delegates were present in each of the 150man committees, HABS-written clauses
and amendments were in clear evidence in
all of the final resolutions each committee
ended up producing. We also received the
most speaking time of all schools present,
speaking out on some of the most important
issues facing the world today, including
the protection of women’s rights and the
need to eliminate racial discrimination.
Of the 12 HABS boys attending, five won
“Best Delegate” awards (Simon Cobb,
Boaz Levy, Gordon Hao, Zachary Landé
and Curran Kumar). This achievement
was all the more impressive considering
only 10 of the 900 or so delegates at the
entire conference were given this award.

In addition to this, Alec Moore, Eli Persky
and Adam Goott were given “Honourable
Mentions”; special congratulations must be
lent to Adam for accomplishing this, even
though this conference was his very first
(and last). The only award we failed to win
was the coveted “Best School” award, but
we weren’t disheartened by this; the award
was not given to any school that year, and,
of the three times it had been given in the
conference’s decade-long history, it was
given to HABS twice.
As ever, heartfelt thanks must be given
to the Masters in Charge of MUN at
HABS, Mr Simm and Mr Pauletto, who
accompanied us for the conference and
singlehandedly ensured this was a trip that
none of us would ever forget.
Gordon Hao U6
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Mountaineering Trip to North Wales
Over the weekend of 18th October, the
Mountaineering Club, directed by Dr
Hobbs and Dr Gannarelli, took two Sixth
Form students, a couple of Year 11s and
one Year 10 boy to the North of Wales.
On the last Friday of half term the group
left HABS at 4pm and had a smooth
journey in the school minibus, apart from
one electrical problem. On the Saturday
morning we drove to Tryfan parking next
to Llyn Ogwen (the reservoir) where
we started the climb on the west side
of Tryfan. We had stunning views and
interesting lessons from Dr Gannarelli
about different types of plant species,
as well as practice for rock climbing.
We went to Glyder Fach (994m) before
reaching some tough scree, not helped by
low clouds. Once through the worst, we
stopped just before reaching the peak to
have lunch.
We were soon back up on our feet being
pushed and battered by strong winds.
Reaching the summit we got up to Glyger
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Fawr (1004m) via the cantilever stone. We
then pushed against the wind. However,
with the wind being very ferocious and hail
pouring heavily, we decided to go the route
of the Devil’s Kitchen. There were some
magnificent views, as well as us jumping
across a waterfall. This route took us back
to the minibus, by the reservoir. After a
tiring but awesome day, we returned to
the Swallow Falls Youth Hostel. Saturday
night was full of fun, with games of pool
against the teachers, darts and Dr Gannarelli
telling us some interesting life stories over a
delicious dinner.
On Sunday the party left the Hostel bright
and early and headed to Betws y Coed for
Dr Gannarelli’s much awaited rock climbing.
However, finding the rock was a great feat.
After an hour of almost clueless walking,
we trudged through the water and mud to
get to a magnificent view at the top of the
rock. With the wind being fierce we did not
get to abseil down but had an exciting time
climbing up. The rain meant that it was

tough to have any grip, but for most of us it
was no problem. Dr Gannarelli showed us
how to lead climb with some tiny, but
awe-striking, nuts and hexcentric – and
he had thousands of them! After packing
up, it was time to make our way back to
school on the minibus, only this time with
no problems.
The trip was enjoyed by all and was
extremely fun. Thanks must go to Dr Hobbs
and Dr Gannarelli.
Paras Shah Y10
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Physics Trip to CERN

The last day of the school year consists of
many things which are enjoyable for a HABS
boy, but this year, something extremely
enjoyable, interesting and educational
took place for a select few Lower Sixth
Physicists. They would visit the world’s
largest particle collider in Switzerland and
tour the facilities there.
Upon arrival at Geneva, we gathered outside
in a small drizzle of rain, and meandered
down to Lake Geneva to observe the Jet
d’Eau, or Water Jet. Approaching the lake
from the hotel, our group passed large shops
proudly displaying their extremely expensive
merchandise in the windows, reminding us
that Geneva is one of the most expensive cities
in the World. Arrival at the lake-side meant
everyone reaching for their cameras to take
pictures of the large water fountain; however
being Physicists no sooner had we taken
pictures were we calculating the Gravitational
Potential Energy of the water at the top of the
fountain, and how much power the motor
required to propel it up there!
The next day brought with it excitement
amongst everyone on the trip. We drove
down to CERN’s administration and education
centre, where we listened to a short talk about
how CERN and the Large Hadron Collider
came about, and what its precursors were.
We then explored Microcosm, an exhibition
that provided artefacts from CERN’s history
such as its first computers. We further saw a
piece of the tube that carries the particles for
the LHC, and a large image of the tunnel where
it is stored. After examining the artefacts, and
experimenting with the various interactive
displays that demonstrated how particles
behave, we departed for the detector.
From the outside, the “Large Hadron Collider
beauty” detector looked like a large shed with a
painted logo on the doors in a fairly inaccessible

place next to a field with wheat growing in it.
However, this was to be expected when the
Large Hadron Collider is actually buried 175m
below the ground. Upon entering the building,
we were provided with helmets, and made to
walk through some iris-recognising door frames
that detected whether we had received too
much radiation, even though we had only just
arrived! The lift going down took a while, and
our guide stated that the lifts and their shafts are
positively pressurised, meaning that it is one of
the few places where if a fire occurs you should
go into the lift.
Exiting the lift placed us in front of a radiation
detector, with which we determined none of us
were irradiated yet, and some more radiation
doors. Unfortunately, we couldn’t visit the
actual 27km long tunnels as it was still highly
radioactive in them; however the detector itself
was accessible to us, so we proceeded along
the corridors where every spare surface was
covered by radiation detectors and sirens or
a vast multitude of pipes and controls. On the
way, we saw the LHCb sign, which was written
with a reflection of LHCb underneath but with
the Cb crossed out. We later discovered this is
a reference to this particular detector’s mission.
At the beginning of the Universe, it is postulated
that there was an equal amount of matter
and antimatter, yet the observable universe is
made up from matter alone; it is LHCb’s job to
determine why this is the case.
Upon entering the large detector hall, we were
astounded at the size of all the machinery.
Having previously seen a full-scale replica
of the tube the particles travel in, and
commenting on how small it is, it surprised us
all to see the behemoth of a detector towering
above us. We stood on a gantry as we had
explained to us what the different layers of
the detector did, such as detecting muons
or tracking the precise path travelled by the

particles once they had collided. One particular
highlight was being informed about the
magnet at the detector, and how its immense
power meant that a frog could be levitated
in it without any modifications made to said
frog! Unfortunately, no frogs were present at
that moment in time, so we moved onto the
detector control room. Not unlike NASA’s
Houston Control Centre, the LHCb detector
control room consisted of many monitors on
the wall, with desks arranged to face them
and several large computer servers against
the wall. As the LHC is currently in a long
shut-down period, we were unable to see new
discoveries happening before our eyes, but
simply observing the equipment that helps us
to understand the origins of our Universe was
exciting enough.
After being amazed that at CERN lunch can
consist of a whole pizza for about £5, we
headed to see the large wooden museum at
the front of the building. The Globe contained
more historical components of CERN such
as Tim Berners-Lee’s paper on “Information
Management: A Proposal”, which was at the
time described as “vague but exciting”, but later
became the World Wide Web that we know and
love today, as well as a sound and light display
of what CERN hopes to accomplish and how
it does that using the various detectors and
software that are part of the LHC.
After visiting the gift shop and purchasing
many expensive souvenirs, the group headed
home, excited about what the LHC may bring
to the world of science in the years to come.
My thanks go to Mr Kerr for organising the trip,
and to Dr Levin who subsidised the cost of the
trip for us all.
Harry Jukes U6
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Senior Spanish Exchange to Granada
It was an early beginning on the 19th
October. Twenty seven members of the
Upper Sixth and Lower Sixth Spanish
students accompanied by Oscar Garcia,
the Spanish assistant, Mr White and
Mr Gauntlett gathered at Gatwick for
an EasyJet departure to Granada – the
destination of this year’s Senior Spanish
trip. After a turbulent flight, we arrived
in Malaga, and our journey continued by
coach to Granada. After a brief rundown,
we were met by our host families and
whisked away to our accommodation.
The language school, Delengua, was
situated in the centre of Granada, a
longer walk for some than others.
We were divided into groups of six or
seven and the lessons were conducted
entirely in Spanish and covered a
range of linguistic topics including oral,
grammar, translation and essay writing.
With the lessons over at one o’clock,
we were free to enjoy our lunch and
explore Granada.
The excursions in the afternoon comprised
of a tour of the Albaicín, the Arabic
Quarter, which culminated in some
spectacular views of Granada; an amble
through La Ruta de Lorca followed by Mr
White’s spectacular display of flamenco
dancing; hiking in Los Cahorros, part
of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range
which included a few hair-raising,
slippery climbs; a trip to the cinema to
watch an American film dubbed into
Spanish (without subtitles); a tour of the
Alhambra and the Generalife which was
unforgettable, not least due to the paucity
of water closets, and finally a visit to the
beach in thirty-degree heat, and a trip to
an English bar to watch El Clásico. Other
highlights included Oscar’s acquisition of
colloquial English, and Mr White’s display
of his proficiency at foreign accents. Mr
Gauntlett was disappointed not to have an
opportunity display his flamenco moves.
Our week ended all too soon with the
coach return trip to Malaga airport and the
flight back home, but we returned with our
Spanish vastly improved and chins held
high. On behalf of everyone who went on
the trip I would like to say a warm thank
you to all three members of staff who took
the time and effort to organise the trip and
we would all recommend the trip to future
Spanish enthusiasts.
Boaz Halberstam L6
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U6 Russian Trip to Moscow and St. Petersburg
part of being in Russia which was a gift that
kept on giving. The location of the hostel
was perfect; it was just a five minute walk
from the Red Square. It was one of the
most impressive spaces I’ve ever seen with
each side of the plaza made of a hugely
significant building. Гум (“Goom”, a Russian
version of Harrods), the State Historical
Museum of Russia, St. Basil’s Cathedral and
the famous fortress of the Kremlin make up
the four walls of the square. As impressive
as the centre of Moscow is, with the
beautiful gardens, impressive architecture,
exorbitant use of gold, and lively markets,
the outskirts consist mainly of high-rise
apartment blocks which house hundreds of
people. The divide in wealth is hugely visible.

During this past summer, every Russian
student in the school went on a trip to
the Motherland to experience first-hand
the culture about which we had learnt
so much in the classroom. When I say
every student I omit the fact that there
is only one class. That class has only
three members. Marcus Rapacioli, Adam
Brookes and I, however, were not the only
travellers on the trip. Due to other duties
of our teacher, Miss Iakobachvilli, who is
herself Russian, we were accompanied by
an enthusiastic and loud group of GCSE
students from North London Collegiate
School and a second teacher, Mr. Massey.
It is important to take into account that this
trip was never supposed to go as far east
as Moscow. We had lined up an exchange
programme with a school in Sevastopol
but unfortunately, due to the unforeseen
circumstances which has caused such
grief in a normally peaceful country, we
ventured to the very heart of the Russianspeaking world.
The week long trip was split in two with the
first half in Moscow and the remainder of
the trip spent in St. Petersburg. On arrival
at Domodedovo International Airport in
the capital we all immediately realised that
this “school” trip would be very different
to anything we had ever done. Instead
of a licensed cab or a train for the everincreasing number of us (three boys,
two teachers, Ludmila’s sister and niece,
numerous NLCS girls) we piled into a red
van with people on laps and a driver with
four day stubble and a severe beer breath.
It didn’t get more spacious as the trip went
on. We lodged in a hostel/man’s apartment
with one bathroom for 12 and just enough
beds. The tone of this report may seem
negative and slightly pessimistic but these
are the facts of the trip. The tightness made
no difference. It was cosy and it was all

Over the next couple of days in Moscow
we toured the Kremlin and also went to see
the so-called preserved body of Vladimir
Lenin which felt like popping into Madame
Tussauds. Before we left the capital we
were fortunate enough to make an excursion
to visit an editor of The Moscow Times, a
Russian newspaper written in English. We
learnt about the hardships of publishing
unfavourable stories of the State.
Our journey to St. Petersburg was the
most unique and fantastic train journey
I have experienced. We took the sleeper
train at 21:30 which arrived in the
Northerly city at around 6 o’clock the next
morning. The bunk bed like structure of the
compartments created a great atmosphere
and because of the stops along the route
from Moscow I found myself staring into
the eyes of a gorgeous resident of Torzhok
named Katya with whom I practised my
Russian a tad before swiftly moving on to
more important things.

returned to Moscow and, having missed
our express train, took three dodgy cabs to
the airport. Both our patience and calmness
were tested on that final day but we did
arrive safely in London later that afternoon.
It would not only be unfair, but also untrue,
to say that the three of us had no doubts
before we left. At that time especially, British
media was highlighting the oppression of
the Russian government linked with the
events in Western Ukraine. Despite its huge
number of flaws (alcoholism, homophobia,
corruption, racism, sexism, general bad
manners, smoking, street violence, and the
inability to smile) it was a truly wonderful trip
to a truly magical country. If we put politics
to one side we can enjoy Russia for what
she is: a troublemaker.
On behalf of the three of us, I would like
to thank Mr. Thompson for allowing the
trip to go ahead after all the hurdles we
faced and to our second Mother, Miss
Iakobachvilli, for her company and effort
throughout the whole trip.
As we are the only three boys doing Russian
in the school, this year may be the end of
the subject here at HABS. We would all
thoroughly recommend taking the language
and visiting the country if the opportunity
ever arises.
Hugo Davidson U6

When we finally arrived in Russia’s second
city we were taken aback by its sheer beauty
and wonderful personality. The colourful
buildings, which were designed to keep
up morale during the dark months, were
stunning and the famous main road, Nevski
Prospekt, had many attractions such as the
famous book store “Dom Knigi”, “House of
the books”. Even though our itinerary was
laden with museum trips, the girls managed
to work their way out of it and we had more
“fun” excursions. A river cruise down the
Neva was a highlight, as was the visit to the
legendary statue of the Bronze Horseman in
all its glory. A visit to the modest summer
palace of Peter the Great, named Peterhof,
which was comprised of three canals, 37
gilded statues and only 64 fountains, was
especially fun. On the final day of our stay
in St. Petersburg we did eventually visit
the most famous building in the city, the
Hermitage, and had a long and interesting
tour around the historic building.
After a repeat of our overnight train, we
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Year 10 Spanish Exchange to Seville
During the Easter holidays, our group of 25
Year 10 boys arrived at Gatwick Airport,
ready for the journey to Seville. We arrived
after a long coach journey in the afternoon
and as we pulled up to the Sagrada
Familia de Urgel school the coach began
to buzz with excitement. After meeting the
families our nerves were soon set at ease
and we spent our first night with them.
Early in the morning we met at the school
to experience some of the culture in the
area, which included the dance of the
Sevillanas and a delicious meal of churros
con chocolate.
The weekend with the families that followed
was unique and exciting and included hot
days in the park and visiting ancient Spanish
cave formations.
On Monday we set out as a class to
the centre of Seville to see the Alcázar.
Andalucia is an area known for being one of
the most beautiful in Spain and despite the
heat we were all mesmerised by the gardens

of the Alcázar. On Tuesday we ventured to
Cádiz, a small and pretty city on the coast
of Spain. We spent the morning playing on
the beach while it was still cool and later
ventured to the Torre Tavira, an ancient
watch tower of the ports, towering over the
city. On our final day we headed back to
Seville’s centre, where after time to shop we
headed up the Giralda, the famous tower of
the huge cathedral. After climbing 32 sets of
ramps, we reached the top to be greeted by
some of the most spectacular views of the
town. However, it was not only the culture
that we all seem to remember but also our
exchanges, who to many of us became real
and close friends.
We spoke plentiful Spanish on our exchange
and had a truly fantastic time overall. I
would like to thank Miss von Truchsess,
Miss McKenzie and Mr Eyre-Maunsell for a
memorable trip.
Covi Franklin Y10

Year 11 Italian Exchange to Bologna
During the first week of half-term, eleven boys
enjoyed an outstanding exchange in Bologna,
Italy. We arrived on Friday evening, which
meant we had an interesting weekend to
look forward to. On Saturday morning, while
our exchanges had school, we were given
an insightful tour of the centre of Bologna,
visiting famous churches and climbing up
the famous Asinelli tower to experience a
breath-taking view of Bologna. Afterwards,
we took the bus back to their school and
spent the afternoon with our exchanges. Most
of us enjoyed a typically delicious Italian meal
followed by an entertaining afternoon. On
Sunday many of us met each other to relish
another fun day, while stretching our Italian
to the limits trying to talk to our exchanges
and their friends. I think I speak on behalf
of all the boys who went when I say that it
was simply an amazing weekend. The next
five days passed in a flash, with beautiful
churches, relaxing parks, outstanding views
and the chance to take in the gorgeous Italian
atmosphere. The highlights of the week
featured visits to Venice and Florence which
gave us a broader view of Italy while letting
us see some famous Italian artwork. On the
whole the week was great; we were able to
experience the culture as well as learn lots of
Italian and I would strongly recommend any
Italian students to do this exchange as it gives
you a chance to improve your Italian, eat the
food and experience the lives of Italians while
having huge amounts of fun!
Rohan Shah Y11
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A Level Art Student – Hugo Chung
The initial theme of my work was to
explore the emotional capability of
music to move the listener; my work is
an experimental expression of myself. I
aimed to explore the parallels between the
human form and the structure of a violin.
Both, when combined, can create beautiful
music and the complementary nature of
this drove me to test new material such as
cardboard and wire. My wire sculptures,
all roughly 10cm in height, allowed me to
analyse how form can be a striking theme
to study.
My final piece at its core was a tribute to
my grandfather, celebrating his life as well
as attempting to capture an element of his
character. I took many pictures of myself
and attempted numerous portraits to fully
understand the complexity of the postimpressionist style of art. The many tones
and colours of my final piece all attempted
to display an aspect of his personality and
display the warmth that can be viewed in his
expression.
Hugo Chung U6

A Level Art Student – Nat Myers
The human figure is so complex and yet can
be simplified into such basic forms, tones
and shapes. I intentionally took the colour
out of my work as I felt it was unnecessary
in conveying the core meaning of my piece.
Furthermore, I felt it drew the focus away
from the shapes and tones of my work, which
I felt was integral to it.
Through different angles and forms I wanted
to convey the personality of the figure. I
understood in my work that the combination of
these elements would lead to a lively and more
interesting work of art. I wanted to create a
personality through this approach and I believe
that I was successful in this.
Most of my work leading to my final piece
was focused on nudes, as I believe that
mankind’s beauty could potentially be
reduced through clothing, which may mute
the figure of the body.
My final piece was an interconnected work
of art and I etched the whole plate in an
effort to show how the figure is integrated
into the negative spaces. This work was
created with a Cubist approach so I could
show how light was an essential component
in how the figure interacts with the earth.
Nat Myers U6
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A Level Art Student – Nikhil Ladwa
The majority of my work this year was to
explore how colour could act as a platform
for human emotion. I aimed to experiment
with a range of medium to understand
how this influenced artists such as Chuck
Close, who used a range of colour to
display the personality of his subjects. I
also understood that a deficiency of colour
could also allow the painting to express
the personality of a human form.

This allowed me to add more depth to the
artwork as I had a greater insight into the
behaviour of the subjects. I try to examine
my subject as closely as possible, however
I do not have a fixed idea of how I want

the painting to turn out. Usually the best
outcomes develop through the analysis of
previous mistakes.
Nikhil Ladwa U6

This has shown to be a major theme in
the work of artists such as Lucian Freud
who used colour and lighting to create a
psychologically uncomfortable setting. This
exploration arose through portraiture which
I greatly enjoyed attempting. My paintings
focusing on tone and expression were
based on class-mates and family members.

Interview with Martin Lee
with these publications has helped refine my
sketches and tonal work. It also gives me
the opportunity to work freely and creatively.
Interviewer: Have you found any artists that
you can relate your work to?
Martin: I have researched mainly kinetic
artists such as Giacometti, whose work
focuses on the movement and life given to
his sculptures. It is this energy that I have
tried to emulate.
Interviewer: What would you say is your
favourite piece this year?

I recently conducted an interview with
former GCSE Ceramic student, Martin
Lee. The work Martin has done can be
seen throughout the Art department
and I questioned him on his interest,
inspirations and future ventures.
Interviewer: Why did you decide to pursue
Ceramics to GCSE?
Martin: I decided on Ceramics as I felt that
my drawing capability was not as strong
as my 3-D work. This can be proved by the
proficiency of my work this year.

Interviewer: What are your opinions on your
work this year?
Martin: I am quite proud of my work this
year. I think that the help from our cover art
teacher, Mr Proctor, benefited me. Mr Proctor
helped push me to develop my drawing and
ceramic capability, as well as encouraging
me to experiment with different media.
Interviewer: What have you done to develop
your work outside the classroom?
Martin: I work on the school publications of
Scope and Veritas as an illustrator. My work

Martin: I would have to say my final exam
piece, the title of which was ’Order and
Disorder’. I only managed to come up with
the idea within the last 10 days before
the exam. My piece consisted of a plastic
‘Minion’ toy that I cut in half and recreated
the skeleton of the Minion’s body. This
idea was inspired by artist Jason Freeny
who produces more graphic work while my
approach consists of a human aspect.
Interviewer: Do you have any future plans
for you work?
Martin: I hope to create a large-scale piece
of the human form, possibly with a different
material than I have used before. I think
this would be an interesting and fun idea
to pursue. I would also like to thank all the
teachers in the art department for their help
during my time at HABS.
Nikhil Ladwa U6
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Made in China
Summer 2014
Having planned
my sabbatical
trip to China for
several years,
suddenly it
all felt very
real when I
was waving
goodbye to
the daughters
and dog, and
getting onto
a plane to
Shanghai last
July. After
a long flight and one night in Shanghai
I was back on another connecting flight
to Jinghezden, where I was to live for six
weeks as a resident artist.
Why Jinghezden? Though it may not be
top of everyone’s travel wish lists, it’s
a legendary destination for ceramicists.
Porcelain clay originated in China, and the
porcelain production in Jinghezden stems
from the Kaolin that was discovered in
the nearby Gaoling Hills during the Han
Dynasty, almost 2000 years ago. The clay
found there has a high degree of whiteness
and a superior quality that allows it to be
beautifully transparent when very thin.
‘Gaoling’ became translated as ‘Kaolin’
and is now commonly known as china
clay – though Kaolin was not discovered in
Europe until the 1750s - another 1000 years
after China began making true porcelain. So
Jinghezden is really where porcelain was
born, and so much has been made over
the years that the whole town now sits on a
foundation of shards from discarded pottery,
over four metres deep in some places!
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The Pottery Workshop at Jinghezden invites
international artists to experience traditional
Chinese methods of production. The
workshop is located within The Sculpture
Factory, a place where a large concentration
of clay manufacturers, throwers, slip
casters, glazers and public kilns co-exist,
producing ceramics that are exported across
the world.
During my time at the workshop I took
specialist classes in the history of cobalt
painting and the different styles of the blue
and white paintings through the dynasties,
learnt to throw enormous pots (which later
shrink in firing by 40%) and to do traditional
Chinese carving on porcelain surfaces.
My fellow residents included artists from
New Zealand and Australia, and specialist
ceramics teachers from Hong Kong, New
York, Los Angeles, and China. We all had to
give lectures about our own work to packed
audiences of Chinese ceramics students,

and I took great pride in telling them about
what a fantastic school Haberdashers’ is –
though thank goodness I had a translator to
help.
While I was in China, I also travelled to Xian
to see the famous Terracotta Army, the
burial mountain of Emperor Chi (after whom
China is named) and the many sacrificial
pits of his entourage and concubines who
were, along with his horses, buried alive. It
was truly astonishing to see the seemingly
never-ending rows of statues, a very early
example of mass production!
Aside from the amazing ceramics, being
in China was a cultural experience in itself.
China bombards your senses, and every
day I was introduced to new sights, smells,
and tastes. Travelling on the local airlines
by myself was interesting, especially when
there was an emergency stop mid take-off,
the plane was evacuated, and no-one else
on board spoke English! The residency
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experience really broadened my perspective
and analysis of ceramic art. With new
friends from around the world and feeling
part of a ceramics community, we soon
found our shared passion for the arts broke
down any language barriers.
Social media allowed me to keep in touch
with family and friends back home, and I
had great support from my colleagues while
out there – every picture of work in progress
was enthusiastically “liked” by all! At the end
of the Autumn Term I set up an exhibition

at school “Made in China” so that students
and staff could see the final results, and
was overwhelmed by the kind feedback I
received.
This brief report cannot possibly cover all
the interesting aspects of my trip or the
people I met on my travels. Needless to say
it was a life enhancing experience, so thank
you, HABS, for allowing me to take this
amazing sabbatical adventure.
J Gleeson
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HABS Art Show

Benjamin Ebrahimi
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Amir Kumarathas

Max Russell

Juan Lopez

Neil Shah
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Literature
Soliloquy

The War Pogrom

Mayflies come, and mayflies go,
Εμέν τε κα οκ εμεν
In synchrony, the seasons shift.

I could forget all this.
Forget that flight
Headlong through Galle Road
Clutching an instant spark of hope
Refusing to abandon this desolate,
pallid life
even though all directions shudder
– and with them, my heart –

Clouds, nebulous, flit and flicker
In incoherent orbits. The threat
Or promise of rain is in the air.
moriamur et in media arma ruamus.
Like a discarded chrysalis, the past falls,
And is trampled into the dirt and dust.
Motion, momentum, movement
Towards empyreans unknown.
A golden eagle, soaring in flight.
Snag and snare of consciousness upon
Reality; then the two part ways.
The stream takes me.
Una bellezza nuova: la bellezza della
velocità.
In immediacy and imminence, the
moment
Absolves and dissolves into me.
David Verghese U6

Forget the sight
of a withered thighbone protruding
from an upturned, burnt-out car
a single eye, fixed in its staring
somewhere between the heavens and the
sky.
Empty of an eye
A socket, caked with blood
on Richman’s Avenue
seven men gone
heads sliced open
black hair tainted red.
A fragment of a sari
that survived burning
bereft of its partner
a lone left hand
a wrist wrenched off

Waiting for Lunch
An ensemble of hungry
stomachs is rumbling
Uncomfortable movements
in creaky seats
Chewing pencil ends shorter,
a harmony of fumbling.
Every second that goes by
fails to greet
The lunch bell going off at
any time;
The pulsing sounds of
storming feet;
Getting ready for the mouthwatering climb.
Plates are sent tumbling
And all hopes go crumbling.
But it’s only period 4.
Caleb Jacobus Y11

A Sinhala woman, pregnant,
Bearing, suffering, so overwrought
A cradle from a burning hut.
As the Government military,
the fascist regime,
elusively prey in houses of high-caste Tamils
who are now killed
for their supreme wisdom
in the name of ‘positive discrimination.’
I could forget all this.
Forget it all, forget everything.
But you, my girl,
snatched away and burnt
one late afternoon
as you waited, secretly,
while the handful of rice
- found after so many days was cooked in its pot.
Your children hid beneath the tea bushes,
low-lying stormclouds shielding them
aboveHow shall I forget the broken shards
and the scattered rice
Lying on the fractured Earth.
Archuna Ananthamohan Y11

The Subway Rider
Derailment of train and mind. Time
slackens as we careen off the rails, as life
becomes an amalgam of reality and limbo,
as all drudges to a halt.
I stand up.
Life is at a deadlock. The train is
suspended, fixed with the bawling faces of
a hundred victims. A door is hanging open,
exposing a patch of serene, still sea. My
mind is in control of my actions. I know
what I must do.
I dive.
Deep into the realms of my lifetime. I
stand, enrobed in a luscious mist of
boundless time and space, ringed with
muffled visions of times gone. I delve
deep into my brain, navigating through
the far reaching cascades of neurons
and synapses, searching for the one
recollection I need most.

Time is against me. I am aware that the
lapse in time is evanescent, and within a
few moments I will hit the river, instantly
killed. Instantly forgotten. My mind aches,
combing through the tangles of memories.
Occasionally, I hit a knot, witnessing a decrepit
memory which pushes me back, but the one I
want is visible now. It begins to play, its sound
rivalled only by the most dulcet tones.
She’s there. Sitting on the edge of the
roof, her lithe legs dangling into the urban
abyss. I call out to her, to stop her. She
doesn’t stop. I grab her, and hold her fast,
then we relive those golden moments,
laughing and crying.
“Now I am truly happy,” she whispers in my
ear, and jumps, but this time round I go with
her. Two lovers entwined, in an incorporeal
descent. We hit the ground well. Happy.
Yasir Soleja L6
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Gregor Samsa - Franz Kafka’s Metamorphosis

Hopeless Wanderer

Running though paperwork, falling upon me from
Endless clerks, clients and managers, bruising my
Fingers on hardened steel typewriters clacking and
Clacking and lacking in living and falling and –

(Written during a Chemistry lesson)
Electrolysis,
What is this?
Something to do with the Mayans?
No, no: the movement and discharge of ions.

Emptied, I return home, to my loved ones.
Every aching brain-chain, every suit-cuffed
Limb toils (lovingly!) for them. So, we can
Chew, and masticate, and force a dredge more
Life from tired lungs.

If I were an ion,
My name would be Brian,
I’d be positive, free
A bit like a bee.

Harry Kingdon U6

I’d wander from anode,
Drifting, travelling
Until I reached with the help of a toad,
A beautiful, wonderful cathode.

Clout
I sat at my table
My mouth open wide.
Not eating my food
But looking outside.

Once, I watched
And saw him fall
One night he was pushed
Against the brick wall.

I saw it happen –
The man got his cane –
I didn’t know why
That night in the rain.

Hunched and haggard
In the misty lane
Was a crippled man
With a walking cane.

The youth being swift
With hood on head
And violence in eyes
Kicked out instead

No regret;
No remorse.
Humans are vicious,
Uncouth and coarse.

He stayed right there
And looked at me.
Yet all the while
No move made he.

The tarnished boot
Smashed off his leg,
And on the wall
Splashed crimson red.

Will Missen L6

I’d meet my brothers
And be at one,
I’d have a full outer ring,
And we’d wear so much bling.
Free me, oh world,
You horrible thing,
I’m not full of egocentricity,
Just give me some electricity.
I’d wander and wander
To find the Promised Land.
Electrolysis,
What is this?
Josh Steinert L6

The Performance
The crowd watched with intent and
anticipation. Everyone had their gaze fixed on
the actors on stage. No one dared to look away
as the play was in full swing. The audience was
hooked. As actions of dramatic greatness and
voices clear, filled with expression, I watched.
I watched with fear. The constant efforts of
trying to calm myself down failed. Pacing
up and down the dressing room nervously, I
continued to hear the brilliant storyline unfold,
the sound of masterful lines being perfectly
delivered on stage, the sound of pleasant
commotion between the parents… and then
the sound of my stomach turning inside out.
“There was only one scene left before my
appearance on stage was needed” interrupted
the other thoughts whirling in my head. Just a

few more precious moments.
Final actions of the previous scene were
drawing to a close. I readied myself for
action. However, this was of futile gain, as on
the inside, I still feared the worst. The lights
dimmed and an amber green light flashed on
the stage. It then dawned on me, that it was
almost time. The past scene went by in a flash.
I made last ditch attempts in order to calm my
nerves. All of which were pointless. The sound
of rain thundering on a windowpane was my
signal for entry. Nervousness had now turned
into adrenaline. I thought I was ready. Then the
awaited noise came.
After positioning myself on the centre of the

stage, I opened my mouth to deliver my lines.
The scene was set and the audience was on
the edge of their seats waiting for the words
to be drawn out of my mouth. My lips were
dry like leaves in autumn. I tried to speak but
I couldn’t manage a sound. My legs were
shaking like jelly. I tried to stand still but stability
failed me. My fingers were frozen like ice. I tried
to lift the prop but couldn’t. I looked at the other
actors in hope for inspiration. The expression
on their face was just disappointment. It was
no use. Nothing could help me. With this in
mind my memory suddenly went into erase.
My legs gave way and the play was halted and
more importantly, ruined. All was Lost!
Luckshman Sivathasan Y8

Sick Bed Scars
The apple skin smile hangs loose on his face
As I look into the pools of words and wisdom
Swimming in his shimmering eyes
Vast as an ocean and heavy with its weight
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Into that good night embrace.
No fanfare, no final whisper to the loved ones standing by.

Ghosts of the scents and the sounds of the past
Dance round his bed with delight
To rejoice in the long life behind him
Glowing like the embers of some Tribal fire.

Lives are liquid, and they have different forms
Viscous and dark like tar, with an acrid smell that lingers,
Or golden and sickly like honey that leaves its rich taste on the tongue.
But it’s harder to cling to a life when it flows pure like water
Through our hands. But those are the lives that knew those simple joys,
Those are the memories that dull the scars to paper cuts.

His eyes close. He sighs. He falls

Henry Gould U6
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Design and Technology Exhibition
In November the Design Technology
Department once again hosted our annual
Exhibition, showcasing the previous year’s
GCSE project work from both Resistant
Materials and Graphic Products.
Mr Paul Ugo was our guest speaker for the
Private View evening. Mr Ugo is a HABS parent
who runs Ugo Foods Group which makes
and supplies specialist pasta to a number of
leading quality supermarkets and restaurants.
The excellent PowerPoint presentation covered
a whole range of topics from how to be
successful entrepreneur to the importance of
developing a creative and enquiring mind.

At the end of the evening Mr Ugo presented
the following boys with Design Prizes for
their projects :
These Design Awards are given each year to a
student from each GCSE teaching group who
has, in our judgement, managed to combine
creative design with a very high standard of
workmanship.
For Resistant Materials:
Zachary Lande – designed and made a small
coffee table suitable for first time buyers.

Russell Hughes – designed and made a mobile
gardening seat.
Adam Morgan – designed and made a
collapsible seating unit that can be used inside
a small two man tent.
For Graphic Products;
Sajan Rajani – re-branded a fast food outlet
and completed some outstanding promotional
devices including packaging, menus, Point of
Sale Display and loyalty cards.

Junya Morioka (now living back in Japan) –
made a shogi and chess board (shogi is a
Japanese board game).
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Design and Technology Exhibition

Abbiram Varathan, Kingdom of Animals board game

Archie Preston, Advertising for
Fiero fast food shop

Bhavin Shah, CD Packaging

Lewis Greenan-Barrett, Merchandise for a Pop Band
42

Ali Kermalli, Confectionery Packaging
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Design and Technology Exhibition

Aran Logeswaran, Gadget Tidy

Emilio Risoli, Games compendium for the back seat of a car

Harry Jacobson, Games compendium for
the back seat of a car

Efrem Edel, Male toiletries storage unit in
the style of the Memphis school of design

Harry Wilkinson-Roberts, Spice Rack

Joshua Steinert, Child’s Shape Sorter
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King-Ting Liu, Advertising material for Nemos confectionery

Jeremy Kee, Point of Sale Display

George Tillisch, Advertising for Wokstop
chinese takeaway

Zachary Lewis, Advertising for Dragon
Noodles Chinese Takeaway

Dillan Devram, rebranding
for Fast Food Restaurant

Raj Tomar, Advertising for Potatohouse
Takeaway

Luka Abeywickrama, Advertising for a touring Band
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Design and Technology Exhibition

Nick Tekkis, Games Board

Keiron Westmaas, Boot
Storage System

Hari Asokan, Games compendium for the
back seat of a car

Jacob Knight, Kindle and book storage for
use in a tent with torch holder

Joey Chales, Pull-a-long Toy
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Viraj Alimchandani – Oxford Organ Scholar
also get the results of your interview and
audition incredibly quickly, as soon as
one day after leaving the auditions. As I
applied to both Cambridge and Oxford (an
option available only to Organ Scholarship
applicants), all the auditions and interviews
took place on one very stressful week; all
in all I had five playing auditions, two choir
directing auditions, three general music
interviews and five academic interviews!
It was a very tough week but I definitely
made it more difficult for myself by applying
for joint honours subjects. It was also a
very enjoyable week as I met a lot of new
people: some applicants and some who
were already at university. This meant when
I didn’t have interviews I could spend time
socialising with the current Organ Scholars.
In fact, I got on such good terms with the
scholars at Magdalene College, Cambridge,
that they invited me back to sing evensong
later in the year, which was also a great
experience!
Viraj Alimchandani, U6, was one of the
first students in the country to receive
an offer from one of the Universities of
Cambridge or Oxford this year. This is
because, alongside his application to
study Physics and Philosophy, he applied
for an Organ Scholarship, and was
successful in receiving one for St Edmund
Hall, Oxford. With the recent installation
of a new organ in the Seldon Hall, the
restoration of the Father Willis organ in
the Bourne Hall, and an ever increasing
number of students now starting to learn
to play the instrument, it seems the state
of organ playing at HABS is moving from
strength to strength. Here, Skylark chats to
Viraj about his achievement:What is an Organ Scholarship?
The main feature of an Organ Scholarship
is to provide music in the college chapel
as well as oversee general music-making
in the college. The Scholarships vary
greatly between the colleges; some mean
you essentially become just an assistant
organist in what is basically a cathedral
environment, while others make you a
director of music of the whole college. In
the latter case, this could involve splitting
all the work (organ playing, choir directing
and admin) with another Organ Scholar and
a director of music, or working solely with
another Organ Scholar without a director
of music. Obviously the time commitments
vary too, with some colleges having
chapel services every day and some only
once a week. There is usually some small
financial reward and other perks such as
free meals, subsidised music lessons,
and choir tours. In some colleges you also
have to take charge of college music and

organise recitals and concerts. There are
also opportunities to socialise with your
fellow Organ Scholars with the annual Organ
Scholar feast, and even tours to Europe
to gain experience playing on continental
instruments.
What do you look forward to most about
your Organ Scholarship at Oxford?
I’m mainly looking forward to the chance
to direct and conduct a choir and choose
repertoire for concerts and services which is
something that is difficult to do in a school
choir environment. At Teddy Hall there is
only one service a week which means that
I should be able to pursue other interests,
discover new things, and of course work
very hard! I’m obviously also excited about
all the other perks which come with being an
organ scholar such as going on choir tours
around Europe and other little things like free
formal dinners after evensong and getting to
wear a scholar’s gown.
How different is the university application
process to other candidates, and how was
your experience of it?
The main difference is that you have to
apply much earlier than normal applicants;
the deadline is usually before school starts
on the first day of September, compared
with mid-October for normal Oxbridge
applications. You then have to declare all
your AS module scores (even for Oxford,
who do not ask for these from other
applicants) and complete the Cambridge
COPA (similar to their Supplementary
Additional Questionnaire). Another difference
is that academic interviews also take place
much earlier than normal applicants; they
usually take place in late September. You

What do you enjoy most about organ
playing in general?
I would have to say that my favourite
thing about playing is the feeling of
accomplishment when I perfect a difficult
piece, but what is even better is being able
to play such a piece on an appropriate
instrument, for instance playing a piece
by a French composer on an organ built in
France or one built for playing French music.
Generally, I’ve found playing the organ to
be much more rewarding than playing any
other instrument because it is usually more
difficult and because you can change the
sounds considerably to create different
effects.
What advice would you have for future
applicants for Organ Scholarships,
and other music awards, at Oxford and
Cambridge?
For the Organ Scholarship, I would definitely
advise deciding whether you are applying
at least a year in advance and decide what
sort of Scholarship you want, and roughly
which colleges you want to apply to (you
can apply to more than one!). Once you’ve
decided that then immediately start work on
pieces as there are no easy pieces in the list
of Cambridge set pieces. I would also say
that practising keyboard tests such as sight
reading, score reading and transposition is
essential and should be started as early as
possible. Even preparing for the auditions
taught me so much in terms of performance
technique and general musicality so it is
a good experience even if you don’t get a
Scholarship in the end.
Gordon Hao U6
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HABS in UK Youth Parliament
In April 2014, I was elected to be Member
of Youth Parliament (MYP), or Youth MP,
for Harrow, my local area. The UK Youth
Parliament (UKYP) is the body elected
to represent the voices of young people
between the ages of 11 and 18. Endorsed
by the Government, we carry out youth
consultations to work on projects and
campaigns on behalf of the youth, and
report back our progress and findings
to the Government. Every local council,
or constituency, is allotted a certain
number of MYPs, depending on their youth
population. For Harrow, there is just one.
After a schools’ election involving over
11,000 voters, Harrow Youth Parliament
representatives voted their new MYP at our
AGM in March, where I was elected to the
role, ahead of some stiff competition. The
role of MYP means that I am essentially
the ‘Youth Voice’ representative for the
London Borough of Harrow. Thanks to this, I
have gone on to experience some fantastic
events, unique opportunities, and meet some
amazing people over the past six months.
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(June, October and December) and, located
across the country, are the biggest youth
forum in the UK. They have encompassed
many different elements, including hearing
speeches from an acclaimed gay rights
activist, to chairing a consultation with a
Director of Transport for London, and leading
a workshop for other youth representatives
on effective representation and consultation.
These conventions have enabled me to
engage with some inspirational people, and
also share stories with some fantastic young
people from London, and beyond.

My term started in April, with the British
Youth Council’s ‘Youth Voice Leadership
Development Training’: a programme for all
MYPs to engage us with UKYP, and train us
up for what was in store for the year ahead.
This weekend-long residential in Ashford,
Kent whetted my appetite for the year, and
also gave me my first chance to meet other
MYPs from across the UK.

Being the MYP for Harrow has led me to
be involved with some local youth action
projects within Harrow. I have worked with
Harrow Cut Films, a charity which hosts
a film-making competition for students to
produce short films about the dangers of
smoking. I was lucky enough to be a judge
on their panel, and also hosted their ‘redcarpet’ award show in July. Similarly, I have
been involved recently with an organisation
called the National Citizenship Service
(NCS) – The Challenge. The largest youth
social action programme in England, I was a
‘Dragon’ during their ‘Dragons’ Den’, where
young people had to pitch for money to run a
charity-campaigning day, which was a truly
fascinating and empowering experience. I
have also attended and presented at Harrow
Council’s ‘New Councillors Evening’,
presenting to newly-elected councillors the
ideals of the Youth Parliament.

As an MYP, I have the privilege of attending
the British Youth Council’s conventions.
There are three of these across the year

Through my role, I have had the privilege of
meeting some very interesting people. I have
met with two of my local MPs, Nick Hurd and

Bob Blackman, to discuss how they can lend
their help to the Harrow Youth Parliament, and
likewise met Hannah David, a prospective
parliamentary candidate in Harrow. I have also
travelled up to the House of Lords for a truly
inspiring meeting with the Lord David Puttnam,
the famous cinematic producer of ‘Chariots
of Fire’, for a meeting about the work of the
Youth Parliament. In October, as a leading
member of HYP, I also had the pleasure of
hosting a ‘Youth Democracy Event’ for local
young people, where we welcomed a number
of keynote guests, not least former Mayor of
London, Ken Livingstone.
I have also been lucky enough to appear on
TV in a few events. The first of these was
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BBC’s Question Time back in May, where
David Dimbleby’s show was welcomed to
Radlett. Amongst that night’s panel was
Minister for Justice Chris Grayling, and the
Deputy Chairman of UKIP, Neil Hamilton.
One of the topics of discussion was Prince
Charles’ controversial comments comparing
Putin to Hitler, and I was lucky enough to
be recognised by the presenter to add my
comments to the debate, and feature on
national television. In September, I travelled
to Bethnal Green for a live recording of BBC
Three’s Free Speech, a version of Question
Time, but for young people, where they were
hosting a Q&A with Deputy Prime Minister
Nick Clegg. I was again lucky enough to be
chosen by the producer to ask Mr Clegg my
question, which was regarding why young
people should trust him at the General Election
in 2015, after he failed for us on some grounds
since 2010. Like most of the audience,
the question I had in store was not overly
complimentary of Mr Clegg, and needless to
say, he did not respond satisfactorily to it.
A key part of the UKYP calendar is the ‘Make
Your Mark’ ballot period, from August until
October. This is where we aim to get as
many young people as possible to vote on
what their priority issue is for young people
in the UK. Options on the ballot paper ranged
from Votes at 16 to Work Experience to
Mental Health. Each MYP is put in charge of
co-ordinating the ballots in their constituency.
I pledged to achieve 10,000 ballots this year:
300% of 2013’s already impressive total.
However, after almost every laughed me off,
I co-ordinated a hugely respected total of
10,584 ballots – the 13th highest percentage
turnout in the entire country. Overall, a
phenomenal total of over 865,000 young
people were surveyed in just two months.
In November, I was chosen as one of 30
students across the country to take part in a
day of policy-making run by the Civil Service
and the Cabinet Office. The day, held at the
building around Horse Guards Parade, featured
a number of keynote speakers including
Richard Heaton, Permanent Secretary to
the Cabinet, and Ben Page, Chief Executive
of polling giants Ipsos MORI. As we were
preparing to present policy solutions that
we had worked on throughout the day, the
organisers surprised us by announcing that
we would be going around the corner for
this part. Little did we know that ‘around the
corner’ was Downing Street. We were lucky
enough to make our way up to Downing
Street, through the gates and have our photos
taken by the famous black door. Then we
were taken inside where we were then told
we were presenting our ideas in the Cabinet
Room, in a similar fashion to where all major
policy in this country has been debated, at the
famous long, green table. As we were leaving,
we also came across George Osborne who
was arriving home. The event was a fantastic
experience to debate at the most important
table in the country.

One of the main events for UKYP is the
Annual Sitting, which this year was held
in July at the University of Lancaster. This
is a weekend-long event featuring keynote
speakers, including the Speaker of the House
of Commons, John Bercow, and Dr Maggie
Atkinson, the Children’s Commissioner;
training sessions for MYPs; planning
sessions for MYPs; and lots of fun events
such as a dinner, a disco and a theatre
performance. It was an absolutely amazing
weekend and a privilege to be a part of.
However, the main event during my term
occurred in November – the UKYP Annual
House of Commons Sitting. The UKYP MYPs
are the only group of people besides actual
MPs that are allowed to use the House of
Commons Chamber to debate. Every year,
we stage our debates for what should be our
new national campaigns here. Around 300
MYPs from England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland descend on Westminster for
what is a unique day. The debates are chaired
by the Speaker himself, and, this year, were
attended by many MPs, including Leader of
the House of Commons, William Hague, and

Minister for Civil Society, Rob Wilson. Of the
300 young people present, due to the nature
of the day and timing constraints, only around
70 people get chosen by Mr Bercow to speak
during the day, which was broadcast live
on BBC Parliament. However, I once again
was very lucky, as I was chosen to speak
during the third debate of the day, about
mental health. To speak on the famous green
benches of the Commons is an experience I
will never forget, and something that very few
people get to do in their lives, let alone by the
age of 16, and it is a memory I will cherish
for a long time to come.
Over the past year of my parliamentary term, I
have been lucky enough to engage with some
inspirational people, attend some truly unique
events, and I have also been lucky enough to
be part of a group that had made a difference
for young people, both locally and nationally.
It is something that I have enjoyed being a part
of from the word ‘go’ and has given me many
new friends, and has really given me a new
perspective on the way things get done in this
country. It has inspired me for the future.
Zak Wagman Y11
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Interview with Dr Sloan

Most notable for his tenure as Head of
History, Roy Sloan this year retired from
HABS after 28 years of dedicated service.
In an interview with Gordon Hao, he
reflects upon his time at the school.
When you first joined did you expect to
stay so long?
No, I can’t say that I did, although it was my
first real job; I had a temporary contract in
Africa before that so this was a step into fulltime employment, even if I was initially only
appointed for two terms. I didn’t really have
any thoughts for the long term future, but I
very quickly found that I was well suited to
the school and didn’t give serious thought
to leaving it at any stage. I’ve never applied
for a job elsewhere, and I’ve only once even
sent for details for a job elsewhere; I’ve been
very happy at the school. Regardless of my
initial expectations, I certainly settled very
quickly into the school and I had no desire
to leave. Becoming Head of History in 1992
gave me the advancement I needed, so why
move? If I’d wanted to go on up the ladder,
I might have moved, but I was happy in the
classroom and have never wanted to spend
more time in an office.
You mention your time in Africa – what
was your life before HABS like?
I spent a very long time as a student, finally
finishing my PhD in 1982, and then I went
for three years to Zimbabwe and taught there
in a township school in Bulawayo. That was
a fantastic experience and that’s what got
me into teaching, because previously I had
no desire to teach. After three years teaching
in Africa I came back with that as my job
experience, and therefore it was natural to
have it as one of my options when I came
back to the country in 1985.
What have you enjoyed the most, and
least, about your time here?
I don’t think I’ve got an answer to the least.
I’ve enjoyed the spirit within the History
Department, a very close-knit group of
50

people, working with colleagues like Mr
Saddington and Mr Simm for a very long
time, but many others as well. In terms of
the students, I’ve enjoyed the interaction
with boys and the fun that we’ve had. I
do enjoy the intellectual and academic
side when boys say interesting things you
haven’t thought of before; but more often,
in fact every day, there is interaction which
is amusing and light-hearted that generally
makes everyone feel good, and that’s what
I’ve enjoyed the most. As everybody who
has been taught by me surely knows, I
regard myself as a major comedic talent, so
the humorous exchanges with pupils have
been greatly enjoyed; I’ve liked their jokes
and I’ve liked my own jokes even more. To
be called the Archbishop of Banterbury by
a Year 8 boy a few weeks ago pretty well
summed it up; he was funny, and he made
me feel funny! The fact we were studying
Archbishop Laud at the time made it quite
clever as well, which you have to admire.
Even when people want to annoy me by
denigrating Ireland or Liverpool or even my
own hero, Luis Suarez, it’s been fantastic
to be surrounded by so many lively friendly
people. I don’t expect to find that again in
my life, and I didn’t have it in my life before
I came here.

Is this “banter” what you’ll miss most
about HABS?
I don’t know yet, but it’ll probably be that. I
can do history, as much of it as I want, even
if I don’t teach it. It’s actually that interaction
with a lot of young people who are fun to be
with – that is the thing that I’ll miss the most.
And it’s probably the only thing I’ll miss.
How much has the school changed since
when you first joined?
The staff are very different now. I arrived
in the late 80s, 1986, and we were still
in the age of “the barons” then, with
long-established, strong-willed Heads of
Department, and you tried to give them a
wide berth. But the Head of History was a
lovely man, and he gave me a job! Yes, in
those days, Heads of Department had a lot
more power.
I don’t think the boys have changed too
much. They’re still mostly clever and mostly
pleasant. They’re less willing to read long
books, but that’s partly a society thing, where
people don’t read as much as one would
like, and partly our education system, where
we don’t use proper books anymore, just
pretty pictures with limited text. Our boys do
read novels; I think that’s true. Some of them

To be called the Archbishop of Banterbury by a Year 8
boy a few weeks ago pretty well summed it up; he was
funny, and he made me feel funny!
I must admit, though, that some of the jokes
go over my head; I did not understand until
quite recently, Gordon, why everyone in
that Year 9 class laughed when I said that
General Gordon was known at one stage as
Chinese Gordon. It’s been fun, just being
around so many young people who are
happy to engage in … banter.

read a great deal lower down in the school.
But they lose that, and we don’t somehow
manage to encourage it to continue; we
don’t have a great reading culture in the
Middle School, or even in the Sixth Form.
So I think that is a change, an unfortunate
change, that there’s less of a reading culture
now, although there’s a touch of rose-tinted
glasses involved in that comment.
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sadly they left. One comes to terms with
that, but it was a recurring challenge that
the Department, however strong, however
good it gets, it’s not going to last. You have
to rebuild it over and over. So that’s always
a challenge.

One of the things that hasn’t changed is the
career aspirations of our students. When I
came to the school, we already had the focus
on the City and the desire to get into the City
to make money. 1986 was the year of Harry
Enfield and loads of money and that sort of
thing (and Margaret Thatcher and get rich
quick). Unfortunately that’s still with us, in
spite of the fact that bankers have seemingly
discredited themselves by being greedy and
getting rich quick – that seems to be more
of an attraction than ever to our students
who actually think that sounds a good idea.
They’ve not been put off by the distasteful
side of the work of our financiers. How come
we live here, at school, in a place where
ethical values are evident every day, where
the boys do fantastic things, caring for other
people, but they all want to jump into a cesspit as soon as possible (maybe I’m missing
something here)? It’s a bit unfortunate that
people show an interest, a genuine interest,
in academic things in this school, but it’s
already decided really that it’s all temporary;
they’re all going to go into the City to make
a lot of money. Of course it’s not all, I
appreciate that, but it is disappointing that
we seem to produce so many people whose
main interest is just that.
What’s been the biggest challenge in your
time at the school?
Change was always a challenge. As Head
of History, the biggest challenge was people
leaving. Every time you got the History
Department right, with really good people,

We do care about
results, not because of
league tables (it’s 20
years since I’ve looked
at one), but because
of the impact on
individuals.

Accommodating other changes was also
challenging: a lot of syllabus change, that
sort of thing. Changing policies within the
school meant one certainly cannot rest on
one’s laurels. More and more IT. More and
more emphasis on pastoral issues. I think
this sort of constant challenge is a good thing
on balance, it keeps one lively. One cannot
simply get into a rut and keep doing the same
thing over and over; I think that would be very
bad for us. But it is a challenge.
There were other challenges: boys who
think your subject is pointless, boys who
are not scared enough to shut up when
you tell them to, disappointing exam
results (sometimes with momentous
repercussions). We do care about results,
not because of league tables (it’s 20 years
since I’ve looked at one), but because of the
impact on individuals.

impress enormously and for one therefore to
remember them as great talents.
What was the best school trip you ever
went on?
Going to Brazil in 2005 and walking on the
beaches, playing football, and just seeing
what a fantastic city Rio is was certainly
something special. As you know, Gordon,
as you’ve been on one or two, the trips to
Eastern Europe have been fantastic. There’s
nothing like the beaches of Rio, but there
is real history, very interesting history, and
done extremely well by Mr Simm and Mr
Fawcett (Gabriel to you). All of them have
been great, even the one to Poland where
we did three extermination camps in one
week, which was a bit much.
I enjoy all trips, especially the Year 7 trips
to Agincourt (a trip I set up myself, and I’ve
led each year). It is a joy simply because the
boys have such a good time – something
that rarely happens in my classroom! It
doesn’t matter that they’re having a good
time because of Blackadder or because
of singing “In the Navy” as much as the
history; it is a really happy trip, and a great
way to end each academic year, to go off
with 40 or 50, even 60 little boys who are
just full of life and happiness, and have a
sort of extended end of year history party.
It’s great.
And lastly, what exactly happened when you
were in Nigeria, where you were allegedly
held at gunpoint?

Are there any pupils that you have taught
that have stood out for you?
I’m not that good at remembering
individuals; once they’ve left here, I lose
interest pretty quickly. Lots of boys stand
out in my lessons; they are free to express
themselves, so the lively characters flourish
and we all enjoy them – but that’s for the
moment, not for ever. There were a few
who were very clever at school, and who
did impress me. There were some people
you would say “this guy is definitely smarter
than I am”, but I didn’t get that impression
too often. This is partly because we don’t
stretch them fully; A-Level, for example,
is not as demanding as it used to be, and
therefore the scope for boys to truly impress
(split infinitive there) is less. There is not
scope for people to be brilliant academically
if they focus on the sort of work that we do
for A-Level. That’s very unfortunate. You get
people who are clearly extremely clever, but
we don’t stretch them enough for them to

It’s interesting to hear you say that, because
that shows how this closely guarded secret
between me and about 200 Middle School
boys has become distorted and forgotten,
and what myths have arisen. I wasn’t held at
gunpoint, Gordon; I was held at knifepoint.
The allegation was that I had the gun. To
think that this glorious career – well, long
and happy career – would have ended
before it began, in the back seat of a VW
Beetle. No don’t get me started on that.
You’ve got work to do. Shut up now!
Gordon Hao U6
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Joseph Myers - My Gap Year Experience
Road. The team was of a similar size, but
the main thing about the project was the
relaxed, feel-good atmosphere. Everybody
there welcomed me with open arms, and
selflessly gave their time up to help me and
mentor me. Whilst there, I was a tester. In
other words, I would test the system being
implemented for any faults or mistakes.
As I was allowed to invent the data I was
inputting, I ran riot. I sold Cristiano Ronaldo
and Messi to Arsenal for the combined
total of £5. I also made myself the proud
owner of a Bugatti Veyron and the entirety
of the United Kingdom (including Scotland).
Fictionally, unfortunately.

A Gap Year is an incredibly daunting
thing to go into. Unlike university, where
you can ask older siblings and friends
about their experiences, each Gap Year
is unique to the person, serving different
aims and purposes.
The two main reasons behind my Gap Year
were maturity and language practice. If
I had gone straight to university, I would
have just turned 18 a month or so before. I
was nervous, scared even, of the prospect
of going and not being able to cope.
As a language applicant (Spanish and
Portuguese) I had a good reason for taking
a year off that strengthened my application;
I was going to go to Latin America and to
immerse myself in the culture, traditions and
language of Argentina and Brazil.
But first I had to earn the money to be able
to afford my South American extravaganza.
There are a number of ways to do this:
firstly, and most obviously, you can work.
A surprising amount of city firms offer Gap
Year Placements - Accenture, Deloitte, IBM,
Arup and Proctor & Gamble, to name but
a few. I applied to Accenture and Deloitte,
despite having no knowledge, let alone
interest, in Accounting or Consulting. The
application process was long - I had five
stages to go through, the last of which was
a partner interview. In a way, it was worse
than UCAS. Rather than, as with university
interviews, being asked about something
that I knew, studied and loved, I was asked
about businesses and commerce - two
things that I had absolutely no experience
of. Worse yet, they asked me about myself.
What was my biggest fault? Could I talk
about a time I had shown good teamwork
under pressure?
Fast-forward to the end of August, and I
had got my A-Level results. My place at
university, and Deloitte, was confirmed.
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We spent three weeks doing training with
the graduates who had joined at the same
time as us. The training in itself was a real
challenge. Reassuringly, it was as much
of a challenge for the graduates. It was an
intense period, where after working and
studying for the whole day, you were also
expected to socialise and stay up during the
evening. Needless to say, we all got home
absolutely exhausted.
We were allowed to relax over the weekend,
before returning to work on the Monday,
where we were put straight into the business
end. Consulting is ‘the practice of helping
organisations to improve their performance’,
and each piece of work with a company is
called a project. They can last anywhere
from a couple of weeks to three years,
and during the Scheme, I worked on three
entirely different projects.
The first project was with a multinational
beverage company. It was also the first
indication I got that I was not going to be
treated like a work experience student,
or an unpaid intern. I was, for all intents
and purposes, a fully paid employee
representing the company. I was doing
the same work as the rest of the first year
employees, and the same standard and
quality of work was also expected from me.
It was a steep learning curve, but all along I
had colleagues to help me.
By December I was moved onto my second
project. This was an entirely different beast.
The client was a section of the government,
and the project had already been running for
two years by this point.
I was enjoying this project, but unfortunately
it seems that whenever you start to get
into something and master it, you have to
change. And so I moved onto my third and
final project, an international auction house,
whose offices were in Tottenham Court

My seven months at Deloitte came and
went extremely quickly, and I remember on
my last day thinking back to the very first
day and realising how much I’ve changed.
I had met some amazing people, and had a
great deal of fun, but it was only April, and
my Gap Year was only just at the halfway
stage - in a few weeks I would be heading to
South America.
There are a few different ways to travel
during your Gap Year. Firstly, and most
popularly, people travel independently,
staying in any hostel they could find,
hopping from place to place, country to
country, in a rapid-fire tourist visit, as many
of my Deloitte friends did in the Far East.
This is much easier and more enjoyable,
however, if you are not alone, and I
personally did not have the courage to travel
like that, alone, in an unknown country. So
I went for the second option: volunteering.
There are a large number of volunteering
organisations that offer placements around
the world, and for me it was just a matter of
sifting through them to find what I wanted
to do.

I sold Cristiano Ronaldo
and Messi to Arsenal for
the combined total of £5
I went to Córdoba in Argentina for six weeks
with a company called Projects Abroad.
They offer a comprehensive range of
programmes in countries all over the world
and are well worth looking at if you want to
go down the volunteer route. They put you
with local families, who in this case only
spoke Spanish, and were very welcoming.
For the first three weeks I volunteered at
the local radio station. They only had three
full-time employees, and there was always
a chilled, relaxed atmosphere in the studio.
I got to research and speak about a wide
range of current affairs, from Ukraine and
Syria to David Moyes and Lewis Hamilton,
all in Spanish. While it was hard at first, the
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team was very supportive, giving me every
opportunity to practice my Spanish.
The second half of my stay in Argentina was
spent as an English teaching assistant in a
school. I was helping to teach two classes,
both around Sixth Form age. Having to
explain simple grammar points to students
was challenging, particularly as aspects
such as the difference between ‘is going
to’ and ‘will’ had always come naturally
to me as a native speaker. The biggest
culture shock in the school was what the
students wanted to ask me about. Instead
of talking about the ‘Hand of God’ or the

them, hoping that they would understand.
Thankfully, they generally got the gist. The
language school provided an intensive
introduction to Portuguese, with the
teachers refusing to speak English to me.
Thankfully we were allowed, but strongly
discouraged, from speaking to the other
students in English. I spoke in Portuguese
to anyone I could find who would listen to
me: street vendors, waiters, taxi drivers and
passers-by. My level of spoken Portuguese,
quite frankly, skyrocketed, and just in time
for the World Cup, the greatest football
tournament of them all.

The man on the flight back to London was a
completely different person to the boy who had
made that first, nervous train journey to Reading
11 months beforehand.
Queen, everybody was interested on my
opinion about the Falkland Islands. It is a
much more serious subject there, and they
are very nationalistic about those islands,
which I hadn’t given a second thought to on
arriving. The best thing about them being
a similar age to me was that they regularly
held barbecues and impromptu football
matches, which I readily got involved in,
although it was clear to them I was hardly a
reincarnation of Maradona.
Those six weeks went unbelievably quickly,
and it was soon time for me to move
on. Rio de Janeiro, a new culture, a new
language, and the World Cup beckoned.
As I didn’t know any Portuguese at all, I
did a seven week course at a language
school in the centre, called Bridge Brazil.
Again, I was staying with a local family
who spoke no English. Unlike in Argentina,
this was incredibly difficult at first, and I
had to improvise, babbling in Spanish to

For the first match (Brazil vs Mexico) I
went on my own to a local restaurant. Even
there, the tension and excitement in the
atmosphere was tangible. The presidential
elections in Brazil took place on 5th October,
and the fortune of the Brazilian national
team would have a huge impact on the
outcome of the vote. The game itself was
a roller coaster of emotions, from Brazil
conceding first, to eventually closing out the
game, ending in a comfortable win. Seeing
how passionate the locals were, I realised I
probably didn’t want to see their reaction to
a Brazil loss. Eventually, of course, I would
have to, and not just 1-0 to Mexico! Lessons
invariably concentrated on the previous day
of what turned out to be an engrossing and
unique World Cup, although discussions
about Roy Hodgson & co. quickly, and
predictably, became irrelevant. I was lucky
enough to get my hands on two World Cup
tickets at the iconic Maracanã stadium,

although my bank account would say I was
rather unlucky.
I watched both semi-finals and the final
on Copacabana beach, where there were
invariably more Argentinians than Brazilians.
After the 7-1 loss to Germany I got a full
taste of the emotion of the nation, via the
press. One newspaper decided to print
nothing but black pages: quite the overreaction, but nevertheless a good barometer
for the feelings of the country at that point.
With Argentina advancing to the final, to
see Lionel Messi lifting the World Cup on
Brazilian soil would have surely sparked a
full-scale riot. Thankfully for me, I never got
to see that.
People often warned me of the wellpublicised dangers that Brazil and Rio
would hold, but I found that as long as I
wasn’t alone once it got dark, I felt safe.
Latin America is a very different culture
to Europe: people were open, inviting and
friendly - strangers would happily start
conversations with me on the bus, on the
train, on the pavement. My time in Brazil
once again went too quickly, and I soon
found myself packing one final time for the
flight home. I was sad beyond words to
leave a continent I had fallen in love with,
and to end this latest exciting chapter in my
life, but at the same time I looked forward
with relish to starting university.
My Gap Year was undoubtedly the best year
of my life (so far). I had created endless
memories, made wonderful friends, and
developed enormously as a human being.
The man on the flight back to London was a
completely different person to the boy who
had made that first, nervous train journey to
Reading 11 months beforehand.
For anyone who is having doubts about
going to university, I say this: Go for it. Take
a (well-planned) year out. Do things you
would never otherwise get the chance to do.
I guarantee you will not be disappointed.
Joseph Myers OH
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Rwanda 20 Years On – My Personal Journey
One of the clear advantages of the teaching
profession is that you can find time to see
the world, and a very important part of that,
for me at least, has been to seek out as
much wildlife as possible. Whether standing
on a boat with humpback whales leaping
out of the water in Madagascar, birding in
Venezuela or walking amongst Magellanic
Penguins in Patagonia, I find myself in a
state of rapture every time.
When the time came I decided that the
Mountain Gorillas were next on the list, and I
started to investigate possible trips to Central
Africa. After much deliberation, the Volcanoes
National Park of Rwanda came up trumps.
This was 2014, but I then had a reason to think
back 20 years……
I was 17 and working on A-Levels in 1994,
and my family had invested in Sky Television
for the very first time that year. In order to
break up the monotony of revision I would,
from time to time, take a look at Sky News,
but it turned out to be far from the respite
that I had hoped for. There were strange
stories of two groups of people (I thought
‘tribes’, which I now know was a somewhat
simplistic view of the issue) who were, for
some reason, fighting in the hills of a beautiful
little mountain kingdom whose name I had
never heard before. There were suggestions
that an invading force had caused a number
of deaths and that people had been rounded
up and murdered. So much confusion raced
across the screens. Refugees poured across
the border into (then) Zaire and a humanitarian
crisis began to dominate each news item.
Images of bewildered people standing outside

Time and again we
stopped and learned of
incidents that I had seen
on television but not
understood as a teenager.
ruined churches that contained bodies of
seemingly innocent people (was this religious?
Political? Who really knew?) flashed to and
fro. I knew that a plane crash had somehow
triggered these events, and I knew that two
national presidents – those of both Burundi
and Rwanda – had been killed. Most clearly
of all I remember the dates – April 17th
and April 18th 1994 – shortly after which
around 20,000 deaths were reported to have
occurred over that one 48 hour period. Almost
simultaneously the United Nations Security
Council had met for hours, and yet would
not use the word ‘Genocide’ that could have
triggered an intervention that may have saved
hundreds of thousands.
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I did not understand. But in 2014 I
remembered what I thought I knew. I decided
to read more in advance of my trip. From
that point, the true horror of events over just
100 days in Rwanda was laid bare, and I
was sent reeling by my own ignorance and
lack of understanding. These were not really
‘tribes’. They were two ‘classes’ of people
who had been redrawn along racial lines
by German and Belgian colonists. A deep
resentment of the ruling Tutsi minority had
festered over decades, and had ultimately led
to a Hutu revolution. A Hutu general, Juvenal
Habyarimana, had seized power in a 1970s
coup and the Tutsi leadership had fled to
Uganda, where it watched and waited. When
the Rwandan Patriotic Front - a force formed

and developed by the exiled Tutsis – attempted
to invade in the early 1990s a new fear that
the Hutu majority would be enslaved by Tutsis
developed into a hate-filled propaganda.
Behind the political scenes military leaders had
planned a final solution to the ‘Tutsi Problem’,
and finally, on the 6th April 1994 the crash of
Habyarimana’s plane (now widely considered
to have been shot down by Hutu extremists)
was used as an excuse to set events into
motion. Within 100 days between 800,000
and 1 million Tutsis and moderate Hutus had
lost their lives. Men, women, were brutally
slaughtered as a strange hysteria gripped
this tiny nation. This was indeed genocide,
but the UN called it just that too late to make
difference. By mid-July, 20% of the Rwandan
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population had disappeared from the face of
the planet, and millions more fled into Tanzania
and Zaire. The RPF finally ended the killing
when it took Kigali.
These events haunted a trip that was designed
to allow me to see gorillas and chimpanzees in
the wild. I did just that, but our guides had so
much more to give. At one point we travelled
through the beautiful Lake Kivu region to the
lovely town of Kibuye. Sitting with our guide
at dinner look out over the dusky waters of
one of the deepest lakes in the world, we
heard the story of a stadium and church, both
in Kibuye, that had witnessed the killing of
20,000 Tutsis in just two days. The two days
were the 17th and 18th of April 1994, and
this was exactly the same incident that I had
remembered from the images on Sky News.
To suddenly and unexpectedly find myself at
the spot where the horror that I had known
of – but been detached from – was a sobering
experience. And so it continued. Time and
again we stopped and learned of incidents that
I had seen on television but not understood as
a teenager. Gradually, piece by piece I started
to understand what had happened.
A visit to the Kigali Genocide Memorial –
under which a quarter of a million people
are now buried – completed the picture as
much as it could be 20 years after the event.
We watched as one of the mass graves was
opened to reveal a mass of neatly stacked
coffins covered in peaceful flags. Almost
daily more graves are found in Kigali, and
the occupants are taken to the memorial, to
their final resting place. The tiny coffin that
was lowered into the open shaft was a clear
reminder of the innocence and vulnerability of
those killed in 1994.

How incredible it is that
a country can succeed in
such a short time.

said ‘Hotel des Mille Collines’. Behind the sign
lay the entrance to a building made famous
or infamous as ‘Hotel Rwanda’ in the film of
the same name. Here, a 1268 Tutsis were
sheltered by Paul Rusesabagina and many
lives were saved.
Rwanda is not afraid to confront its past, but
the dangers of denial will leave a history that
cannot be removed nor forgotten.
N Hamshaw

One of the most pleasantly surprising things
about this experience was the realisation that
Rwanda has made huge progress in the last
20 years. Every month the entire nation turns
out for two hours to clear the streets, and you
are simply not allowed to drop a thing. The
pristine tidiness leaves a sense of order and
calm. How incredible it is that a country can
succeed in such a rebirth in such a short time.
The people of Rwanda always seem to be
keen to talk about their past and want to look
to the future. This openness – perhaps the
very opposite of the near-denial of the UN at
the time – has been the very catalyst that has
allowed healing at such an alarming rate, but
the significant landmarks are still there. At one
point I found myself sauntering along a wide,
tree-lined boulevard in search of a Lonely
Planet (recommended Indian restaurant). I
stopped and turned to get my bearings, only to
find myself right in front of a sign that simply
55
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Bedfordia Cross Country
The HABS Prep cross-country squad
travelled to a muddy Lincroft School on
Tuesday 14th January to compete at the
prestigious and highly-competitive Bedfordia
cross-country championships. The Year 5
& 6 combined race saw the team finish in a
promising 5th place (from 6 to score), with
Jack Cobb the leading scorer in a fine 4th
place from a field of more than 200 runners.
Joseph Salt (28th), Jamar Iferenta (32nd),
Ethan Myers (33rd), Hugo Woodward (60th)
and Toby Levitt (92nd) were the other
finishers for this talented team, most of
whom will look to carry on their form into
the Main School next year.
Team: Jack Cobb (Year 6), Joseph Salt
(Year 6), Jamar Iferenta (Year 6), Ethan
Myers (Year 6), Hugo Woodward (Year 5)
and Toby Levitt (Year 6)
S Lowe

Year 2 Visit to the Seaside
Brighton was the destination for Year 2 on
18th June. Together with lots of lovely
parent helpers, 33 very excited Year 2
boys boarded the train at Radlett and
travelled to Brighton. Unfortunately but not
unsurprisingly, it was overcast and grey,
however the boys did not let the British
weather ruin their fun and they had a busy
day visiting Brighton Pavilion, eating lunch
on the pier, having delicious ice-creams,
playing on the beach and ending their day
with an Open Top Tour bus back to the
station.
V Peck
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Mad Science Day: Friday 7 July
With the help of Nitro Nick, the PrePrep went ‘Mad for Science’. Nitro Nick
delivered a highly entertaining whole
school assembly followed by amazing
workshops for each Year 1 class. The
Year 1 boys dressed up to fully immerse
themselves in the role of ‘Mad Scientists’
and spent the afternoon making their own
creations from junk and doing further mind
blowing experiments.
V Peck

Harrow AC Schools Cross Country Trophy
The Under 11 HABS Prep Cross-Country
Squad secured the team title in October
at the Harrow AC trophy meeting. Over
an undulating one and a half mile course
around the Bannister stadium, six Year
6 boys braved some extremely wet
conditions with all of them finishing in the
top 25 out of a field of over 200 runners.
First home was Jack Cobb in 3rd place
just 10 seconds behind the winner; then
came Jamar Iferenta in 5th, Joe Salt in
9th and Ethan Myers in 16th place. Toby
Levitt and Oliver Mosheim completed the
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race in 21st and 23rd respectively. The
points total of 33 for our first four runners
secured the win by just one point ahead of
West Lodge School from Pinner.
Well done to all the team; the Prep have
now won this title three years in a row.
Team: Jack Cobb, Jamar Iferenta, Joe
Salt, Ethan Myers, Toby Levitt and Oliver
Mosheim (all Year 6)
S Lowe
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U11 Hockey Tournament at UCS
Following a semi-final exit in the plate
competition of the IAPS Regional Hockey
Championships, the Prep team improved
their game considerably in the UCS
tournament on Friday 7th March.
Finishing 2nd in the group stages on goal
difference to St Johns from Northwood,
a semi-final draw against the host’s team
allowed HABS to play an expansive game
as they grew in confidence from the group
stages. They comfortably won their semifinal 2-0, and so a final against St Benedict’s
from Ealing awaited.
HABS dominated the midfield for large
periods of the final, with both Jack Cobb
and Oliver Mosheim working well together,
delivering passes with excellent vision
and, with Vayu Singhal, Ethan Myers and
Arav Nicum making telling runs around
the opposition’s goal. HABS established a
1-0 lead just prior to half time. In previous
fixtures the HABS team has been rather
suspect defensively but their record in

this tournament
was excellent
largely down to
some outstanding
marshalling by
Jamie Goodkind.
The HABS team
looked secure, but
in attempts to put
the game out of
reach conceded
a last minute
goal resulting in a
golden goal extra
time.
Virtually from the
re-start, though, HABS took command of
the midfield and stretched the Benedicts’
defence resulting in a move from the right
corner being concluded with a simple tap in
at the far post to give HABS the victory.

The team were,
David Cai, Theo Silverbeck, Jamie Goodkind,
Oliver Mosheim, Jack Cobb, Vayu Singhal,
Ethan Myers and Arav Nicum (All Year 6).
S Lowe

The Prep school has now won this trophy
for the third time in the last four years.

Pre-Prep Sports Afternoon: Wednesday 11 June
On a perfect summer’s afternoon, the
Pre-Prep held its Sports Afternoon on the
athletics track at the Main School. Hurdles
were a new event for Year 2 boys and
proved to be very successful – no boy
crashed into his hurdles! The boys took
part in 80m, 400m, throwing, long jump, a
fun run and, to finish, Year 2 relay races all
cheered on by the Kingfisher parents.
T Grossman
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Swimming Gala
We will never know whether it was the
sight of Mr. Lowe’s toes, the last minute
clamour for a spare pair of ill-fitting
speedos, the tense excitement of the
participants or the stifling heat within the
pool but the atmosphere poolside showed
that this year’s gala had all the potential
to be an absolute classic.

back into contention. Davids and Georges
had nosed out in front but all of those
watching knew that a slender lead at this
point was no guarantee of victory.

The Year Threes were excited and nervous,
Year Fours and Fives relaxed and ready and
the Year Sixes determined to put down a
final stamp in their last Prep Gala. With the
parents filling up the gallery, last minute
details swapped and checked and all the
boys settled it was time for the races to
start. Even before the first of the Year
Sixes reached the other end of the pool the
supporters threatened to give all of the staff
a headache with their superb cheering.
Their passion and competitive spirit was
in abundance.

The older pupils nudged Georges in front
during the breaststroke heats and did
significant damage to Patricks’ hopes of
causing an upset of their own. This left
the old adversaries, Andrews and Davids,
fighting it out for second place. But, yet
again, by the end of the breaststroke heats
Patricks’ youngest members had dragged
them back into touch with the pack whilst
Georges maintained their gap. They knew
they had a cushion but they most certainly
did not want to be caught napping. As
the front crawl heats started Georges’
lead began to evaporate with Andrews,
Patricks and Davids all doing their best to
slay the dragon but it proved to be a fiery
encounter.

With the butterfly races quickly concluded,
no house managed to find an edge and
with the senior years trading blow for blow
it was like watching Vladimir Klitschko
fight himself in three mirrors - hot and
confusing. Patricks looked in danger of
entering their very own relegation scrap
but their younger backstrokers did what
they could to stop the rot and brought them

As the heats drew to a close and Mr
Zucker was greatly regretting his choice
of trousers (rather than the cooler shorts
option), several parents found that the
multi-function programmes served equally
well as a fan. The air was hot but the
battle for 2nd place had reached boiling
point, separated by only one point after
38 events. Georges maintained their lead

Summer Science and Planting in the Pre-Prep
Once the fine weather finally arrived, the boys
in Year 2 took the opportunity to plant lots of
new plants in the raised beds in the grounds
of the Pre-Prep. The boys planted herbs,
vegetables and bee-friendly perennial flowers
along with some bright bedding plants.
As part of their Science Curriculum the Year
2 boys had to identify plants growing in the
school grounds. They were able to find
buttercups, daisies, oak trees, laurel bushes,
ferns and some new holly.
Sujan Dodhia 2AF: A fern likes to live in
dark places. The acorns grow on oak trees.
Ivy is bad for the trees because it strangles
the tree. When you hold a buttercup for five
minutes the buttercup dies.
Alex Richardson 2AF: Ferns need shady
places like under a tree or behind a green
house. When you pull a plant out of the
ground it stops absorbing water.
George Metcalfe 2AF: The petals on a
flower make the bees come to the flower
and the bees collect the pollen from
the flower.
A Fielden
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but were unable to make any more ground
and Patricks were still there, nipping at the
heels of their competitors.
If Patricks were just supposed to give up
and go home, nobody told them and by
the time the Year 3 medley relays were
finished, they had closed to within just six
points of Davids as Andrews set off after
a rapidly stalling Georges. It looked as
though an upset could be on the cards.
Unless they read all of this report, Patricks
will never know that they came within just
a point of catching Davids at one point.
Similarly, Andrews might never find out that
they too came nail-bitingly close to taking
the lead from Georges. It was consistency
that won in the end and the early leaders,
Georges, were victorious with 164 points.
Andrews came second with a healthy score
of 155, Davids held onto third with 145 and
Patricks fought bravely to end on
136 points.
The afternoon was a great success and
thanks go to all the competitors, staff and
parents but especially to Dr Lessons and
Miss Brandon for all of their hard work
in the run up and the organisation of the
event.
J Evans
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Sport Relief Afternoon: Friday 21 March
To support Sport Relief 2014, the
Pre-Prep boys came to school in
their favourite sports kit and took
part in a busy afternoon of sport.
The boys enjoyed activities
ranging from football, rounders
and basketball to table tennis,
parachute games and climbing
on the adventure apparatus. We
had four brilliant sixth Formers,
Jonny Daitz, Nabil Hajjar, Rahul
Shah and Sam Rodgers from
the Main School, who came to
help the boys with all the sports
games. Even the weather was
perfect – sunny but with a brisk
breeze. With generous donations
from parents, the Pre-Prep raised
an amazing £163.75 for Sport
Relief 2014.
V Peck

Prep Charity Fete – Footballs for Fun
On Tuesday 8th July, the Prep organised
a Charity Fete in order to raise money for
the charity Footballs for Fun who aim to
provide footballs for the children of Africa,
while at the same time generating funds to
support charities working for the welfare of
children. Since 2005, they have raised over
£25,000, helping children in Botswana,
Kenya, Namibia, Sierra Leone, South
Africa, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. The boys
got involved tremendously with the fete,
with activities ranging from the Crossbar
Challenge to Guess the Stadium and there
were also stalls selling home-made cakes
and sweets. Overall, it was a great success
as the fete raised almost £865 for Footballs
for Fun and, just as importantly, it was
brilliant fun for the boys. Our thanks go to
John Haycock, the founder of the charity,
who kindly joined the Prep for their day of
fundraising fun.
Daniel Reuben U6
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Prep Creative Work
The Mysterious Fortune Teller

Because of That Book
Tom was a lazy boy of 10 who could
never be bothered to do his school work
or his homework. All he wanted to do
was watch his precious 65-inch plasma
television. He never lifted a finger for
anybody else except when he pressed the
television remote control. He hated school
work, exercise and anything remotely
related to those two things. When he
wanted a biscuit, all he had to do was
shout and his mother would bring him
a biscuit. He didn’t have any friends; in
fact, every boy in the school loathed him
because he was a bully. Not that Tom
cared. His mother had been telephoned
countless times by the school principal
but Tom’s mother was very defensive
about her child.
At school, the staff announced that on the
following Monday, exams would begin. Of
course, Tom didn’t care. He was too busy
bullying some Year 2s who were standing
by his locker.
An hour later, during the Maths lesson,
Tom saw a sheet of paper on the
teacher’s desk.
Tom tried to read what it said but it was
very difficult to read as the paper was
upside down.
However, Tom caught a glimpse of the
words, “Answers to Year 5 Maths Exam”
in a book with a sticky note on it. Tom
could not believe his luck! With the book,
he could be awarded 100% in his Maths
exam! Tom was overjoyed! He hadn’t felt
this happy since the previous Friday’s
“Eddy Hair Show”! The Maths lesson
seemed to drag on forever. Tom was
becoming rather aggravated because
every few minutes, John, a boy in his

class, kept kicking his chair. Suddenly
Tom couldn’t take it anymore and with a
burst of rage he shouted, Will you stop
doing that!”
Mrs Whip, the Maths teacher, said in a
shocked voice, “Excuse me! What do you
think you are doing? I’m giving both you
and Tom a detention!”
The sound of the bell felt like music to
his ears. The door groaned open as a
swarm of children flooded out, including
the teacher. Now it was just Tom in the
classroom. He walked up to the desk and
picked up the answer book. He knew he
would get all of the questions correct.
Over the weekend, Tom wrote down the
answers on a sheet of paper that he was
going to stick onto his desk. Tom felt
excited! Now he wouldn’t feel rejected or
teased for getting ‘F’s in his exams. He
would get revenge….
On the day of the exam, Tom felt very
confident. He raced through the questions
and within five minutes, he was finished.
Suddenly the paper with the answers
floated onto the floor. Tom quickly tried
to scoop up the piece of paper but it was
too late!
“Show me that piece of paper!” boomed
Mrs Whip.
“You m..m..mean this one?” Tom
stammered.
Tom brought the sheet to her. “You
cheated! You are expelled from this
school!”
All because of that book!
lndi Kulkharni Y6

The first thing I saw when I entered the
mysterious tent was a glass ball on a table.
The next thing I saw was the fortune teller.
She was wearing purple robes, her teeth
were yellow and uneven and her dark long
hair smelled of saffron. There was a little
table adorned with ornaments: a candle,
some jewellery and some strange smelling
perfume.
The tent we were inside had colourful dark
red stripes. I was feeling curious about what
my fortune would be and I was nervous
to know if something bad would happen
to me in the future. Would I be involved
in a car accident, or would I fall seriously
ill? Also I was feeling drowsy from the
smoke of the candles. I could hear that the
other customers were going to the next
performance outside the tent, as I heard
them chattering excitedly. In front of me
sat a puffed, comfy looking chair with a
blue cushion sitting on it. A cool breeze
was drifting in from outside. My shirt was
sticking to my sweaty back, as the room
grew hotter. The delicious smell of fortune
cookies wafted up my nose. The fortune
teller’s sharp rattling breaths sounded like
bombs exploding as she waited for me to be
seated.
Slowly I took a step forward, my heart
beating like a fast athlete running the 200
metre sprint. The noise of screaming people
on the terrifying rides floated into the tent.
I took one more step and there was the
chair. I sat down gratefully, as my feet were
aching from walking around the circus all
day. Then, in a low - pitched voice, she said
“shall we begin?”
Keshav Kedia Y5, Harry Brand Y5 and
Christopher Chor Y5

Feelings in the Forest
The lush pink cherry blossom
waved its branches in the breeze, as it
edged towards the luminous sun.

The explosive array of golden and yellow
daffodils reminded me of spring as they
swayed in the breeze.

The soft moss crumbled in my hand,
the dark green colour told me that it
was still alive.

Peaceful

Rewarded

Relieved

The warm amber glow from the sun
beamed down towards the earth as it
illuminated the area and warmed us up.

The rotten, khaki brown tree rested
at a slight angle as we sat and watched.

Adi Vatsyayana Y4

Drowsy
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The Magic Box
I will put in the box
The eye-blinkingly bright blossom from a
blueberry bush,
The crowd’s adrenaline-bringing cheers
when England score a try in the Six Nations,
And the delicate flutter of a butterfly’s
flapping, flying wings.
I will put in the box
A bouncy, hyper elephant standing on its
hind legs and doing the Harlem Shake,
The paper-white, fluffy clouds whispering
shining pearls of Adat wisdom,
And an agile unicorn galloping gracefully
over treetops whilst trailing rainbows and
moonbeams.
I will put in the box
The beautiful, pulsing Om chant vibrating all
around the Earth,
The first attempt at a strong and fearless
bark from a newborn puppy,
And the last gasping spark from a dying
match.

Evacuee Letter
Dear Mum and Dad,

Friday 16th March 1940

Finally, I’m at my billet! My train ride was rough and bumpy. Cigarette smoke
filled our carriage, making it very smelly. After four long hours, the train
came to a halt at a station. Nervousness crept up me as I was barged onto
the platform. I was pushed and shoved into what looked like a fifty metre
line of children. Suddenly lots of women came onto the platform and started
inspecting and taking children. It was only then that I realised what was
happening. Sadness engulfed me and my heart pounded as loud as a drum.
Fortunately I was picked, at that moment, by a lady called Mrs Childwick
who seemed nice enough to be my host for three years. As she told me her
name, a flow of kindness filled the air around me and for the first time that
day happiness emerged from my heart like Jesus rising from his grave. After
a few seconds, she started leading me out of the station and the moment I
stepped out onto the street, I became dumbstruck. It was paradise! My heart
pounded rapidly causing excitement as a million questions raced through my
mind. When we turned the corner, I couldn’t believe my eyes. In the distance,
there was a farm house in the shape of a mansion. The beauty of it made the
excitement in me go to a whole new level. Mrs Childwick took me inside to see
her two sons, Jack and Timothy, who are both older than me. I have a bedroom
facing a distant cave which I have visited a couple of times and I listen to the
wind howling through the night along with jackal howls.

I will put in the box
The remembrance of a past life and a flame
that cannot be put out,
A karaoke set that you kick around a nd
score goals with,
And a football that shows the words to your
favourite song and amplifies your voice.
My box is made from platinum, nature and
the joys of life,
With angels on the top and happy memories
in the corners,
And its hinges are made from the last dodo
bird’s claw joints.
I shall dig through the earth in my box,
Speeding past precious metals and radiant
molten lava,
Burst through topsoil into water, and swim,
a dolphin through the aqua-marine sea
Joban Mulcock Y6

The village where the farmhouse is situated is much more spacious than
London and my billet is huge! Flowers are sprouting everywhere and the nature
is beautiful. Whenever I look out of the window, the stunning grassy fields
meet my gaze as they sparkle in the sunlight. The rats that plague London have
become extinct here and the children are cleaner. I have seen cows, horses and
a small furry animal they call a squirrel! My heart begs to see you again but I
know I won’t for some time. The sadness in me is so strong sometimes I can’t
bear the pain but Mrs Childwick is very comforting when that happens. I hope
you are both alright and Dad is alive.
Love from,
Sohan xxxxxxxxxx
Sohan Das Y4
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Snickerland
I was staring at the Snickers bar, wishing it would
fly into my mouth. I could already taste the delightful
treat just from the chocolate scent coming out of the
enclosed wrapper. It was almost as if my name was
engraved on the wrapper. Even by just looking at the
wrapper I knew it was the tastiest chocolate in the
galaxy.
I ripped open the bright, lustrous wrapper hastily.
I laid it on my desk with care, as if it was the most
important thing in the world. My mouth was watering
like the River Nile. Slowly and steadily, I picked up the
scrumptious snack lying in front of me. I could not take
my eyes off the heavenly treat. Chocolate, chocolate,
chocolate was all I could think about. Chocolate, who
doesn’t like it?
I took a small bite and in my mind a million flavours
entered my mouth. The Snickers bar was crumbly and
chewy, just how I like it. I swallowed, glanced at the
rest of the packet and gobbled it all in one.
It felt as though I had gone on holiday to ‘Snickerland’.
I wish I really was there. All I could think about was,
chocolate, chocolate, chocolate………………
Rohan Maini Y6

The Magic Toothpaste
“Jack, I’m home!” yelled mum as she
stomped into the house loaded with
shopping bags, “And guess what!” - My
heart was beating as loud as a lion roaring
pain - “I bought you the new Toothasia
Breath toothpaste!” The wait - two solid
months enduring the pain and disgust
of my revolting toothpaste – was over! I
darted down the stairs to find a shining new
tube of sparkly blue toothpaste. Stealthily
I seized the toothpaste from my mum’s
hands and zoomed back up the stairs into
my bedroom. Without hesitation I locked
the bedroom door to prevent anyone
stalking me as if was a criminal. I stared at
my glittering tube with glee. Time to trash
the other foul toothpaste!
Joyfully I skipped towards the bathroom,
picked up the Sensodyne toothpaste and
dumped it into the bin. Since it was seven
o’clock in the evening I tested the new
toothpaste.
“One… two… three!” I exclaimed to myself
before brushing. The toothpaste seemed to
make my teeth tingle however I loved the
peculiar feeling. That night I slept feeling
over the moon!
The next day I ambled towards the colossal
Prep school building. I hurried into the
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playground eager to meet my friends.
Suddenly I spotted Matthew.
“Hey Matt!” I called walking towards him.
“Hi Jack, have you done …”All of a sudden
a burst of fire sprung out of my mouth. I
was dumbfounded.
I blurted, “Matt look at that!”
He swivelled round to see nothing but an
empty field. Furtively I dashed towards
the bathroom. I thought for a moment
and I realised the toothpaste was the evil
troublemaker. Casually I walked back into
the playground trying to blend in with the
crowd. The commotion could’ve popped
my ears like a balloon. Though luckily it
didn’t.
The plan then popped up in my head. I
found Mr Stevenson musing over The Daily
Mail newspaper.
“Mr Stevenson I don’t feel well,” I
complained.
“What is the matter?” he questioned,
looking at me suspiciously.
I took a deep breath and blew a burning
flame in front of him. He stared at me
nervously and then instantly telephoned my

mum from the office. I wanted to grapple
with the man who invented this punishing
toothpaste. The tube is bright blue and
there is a toothbrush with some toothpaste
neatly squirted on top along the side of the
tube. It is attractive packaging but I realised
I had made the wrong decision in wanting
this toothpaste. I felt time didn’t want
to move on whilst I waited for my mum
outside the office. Finally she arrived.
As I stepped into the car mum said, “I’m
taking you to hospital!” I was speechless.
They greeted us as if we were lying about
the toothpaste. However they were more
surprised than I had been in the playground
when they saw me throw flames from my
mouth. After an hour of endless tedious
x-rays I was finally discharged. The doctors
were still as puzzled as they were before.
They just didn’t understand! Now I was to
have a health check every three months,
thanks to a silly tube of toothpaste. I was
not to use Toothasia Breath toothpaste
again and thankfully because I followed
this advice, I returned to my normal self.
I would never complain about Sensodyne
toothpaste again.
Jack Teoh Y6
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The Magic Toothpaste
The school bell rang out in its shrill, high
pitched voice and almost simultaneously I
leapt up, stuffed my school books into my
bag, and raced for the door. I snatched at
the polished door handle, wrenched the door
open, looked left and right for any teachers
that might tell me off for running, and was
away down the corridor, down a flight of
steps and into the sun. I ran all the way
home, which was five streets away, and
arrived panting on my doorstep. I let myself
in with my key and dumped my bag in the
hallway. I wandered into the kitchen, looking
for something to snack on. I took a piece of
bread out of the cupboard and put it in the
toaster. Reluctantly, I set out my homework
whilst I waited. As the toast popped up, the
front door opened. Then the kitchen door
swung inwards and my Dad strode in.
“Ready for the rugby game tomorrow?” my
Dad queried, ruffling my hair.
I winced and muttered, “Yes Dad.”
Why did he always have to ruffle my hair? I
walked over to the toaster and picked up my
toast. I took a bite and then Mum burst onto
the scene.
“How was school today, Jonny?”
“Fine,” I answered.
“Oh, by the way, I got you some new
toothpaste,” Mum continued as she
unpacked the shopping. A green, rectangular
package poked out from the top of one of
the bags. I pulled it out and shopping spilt all
over the table. “Jonny,” Mum complained,
desperately scooping the shopping back
into the bags. The green box read ‘MIGHTY
MINT’ and a picture underneath was of a

tooth with sparkles coming off.
“Thanks Mum,” I called as I walked up the
stairs. I placed the box proudly in the middle
of the ledge in front of the mirror in the
bathroom.
I trudged back downstairs and then heard a
voice from the study, “Stop procrastinating
over your homework,” which made me
hurry. I started on my maths homework
but after a while, I heard the kitchen door
open and Mum scream down the hallway,
“Supper!” It was pasta and meatballs. “To
give you energy for the game tomorrow,”
Mum explained.
That night, I brushed my teeth with ‘MIGHTY
MINT’ and was about to shout “Goodnight”
down the stairs when I realised that my
throat felt blocked up. I tried to clear it but
it just stayed the same. “Night Mum, night
Dad!” I called down the stairs in my gravelly
voice.
The next morning I got up and hastily
scribbled a note that said “Lost my voice”
and stuck it on my bedroom door. I then
went into the bathroom and washed my
face, looked in the mirror and saw four red
spots with white heads glaring back at me.
“Please don’t say I’ve got chickenpox!” I
groaned in my high and low varying voice. I
brushed my teeth with ‘MIGHTY MINT’ and
crept back to my bedroom and pulled on my
rugby shirt. It fitted well length- and widthwise, but shoulder-wise it didn’t fit me at all.
In fact, the seams along the shoulder were
threatening to burst. I quickly opened my
wardrobe and took out the rugby shirt that
Mum had bought me for next year and pulled
it on. It was very big on my waist and torso,

but at least it contained my shoulders now.
I suddenly felt the urge to itch my armpit.
I reached underneath my shirt and to my
horror, surprise and dismay, felt hair. “What
can be happening?” I wondered out loud. I
decided that now would be a good time to
have breakfast and leave for the match at
school before Mum or Dad woke up.
I sprinted towards the other team’s defensive
line, and hit it hard. I bowled over the boy
that had attempted to tackle me and was
clean through. I ran to the try line and dived
over, scoring my fourth and the school’s
fifth. We scored another two tries and
then the match ended. “Well done Jonny,
you played well today,” my coach said. I
walked home, proud of myself. I opened
the front door and went upstairs to have a
bath. When I looked at the ledge in front of
the mirror, I saw a bottle of throat wash. A
note was stuck on it. It said, “To help with
your sore throat.” I took out the bottle and
poured some of the vile tasting liquid into
my mouth. I gargled and then spat out the
medicine in the sink. “That didn’t help at all,”
I remarked, and then felt my throat. “Hello,”
I said, listening carefully to my voice this
time. It was back to normal! I felt my face
and there were only two spots, my rugby
shirt was too big and my armpits were back
to normal. I would have jumped for joy had it
not been for the front door opening.
“So, Jonny, did the toothpaste ‘refresh’ you
for your game?” my Mum called up the
stairs.
“Not really,” I called back down. “Could you
get the old one next time?”
Jonny Sawday Y6

My Nature Poem
Rustling, swaying trees filled the grand forest with calm sounds.
Relaxed
Decaying leaves floated slowly down from the large trees.
Calm
Rotting branches trapped the spring air with sadness.
Worried
Rough twigs covered the forest ground like a sheet of grass.
Free
Giant trees stood like statues in the distance.
Inspired
Cameron Pullen Y6
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Bridge Club
The 2013-14 season has trumped many of
the successes HABS Bridge has achieved
in recent years. Our season began
disappointingly with heavy defeats in our
first Middlesex League and Middlesex Cup
matches, both of which came after having
led at the halfway point. However, after this
early setback, the team went on to draw
our next league match before hitting our
stride and winning the last six to claim the
Division Three title. The exceptionally young
squad consisted of Jonathan Clark, Dylan
Dissanayake, Kripa Panchagnula (all year 11
at the time) and Mr Haring, whose team will
begin next season’s campaign in Division
Two for the first time in a HABS team history.
Consequently HABS has decided to field a
second team in the league, also for the first
time ever, in order to give the opportunity to
more pupils and encourage the development
of more strong players.
Another key challenge faced by the 1st IV
this season was that of the retention of the
Schools’ Cup. The team played well in the
group stage, proving that inexperience had no
bearing on the quality of bridge played. We
ended up progressing through to the semifinal which was fought fiercely and ended
with the team securing a tight victory in order
to progress to the final where we were faced
with our usual rival, Loughborough School.
This too was a tight affair with the only
significant score going in our favour with Jack
Ronayne (Year 9) making a doubled contract
to add to the solid play from his teammates
(Jonathan Clark, Dylan Dissanayake and
Kripa Panchagnula) and earn HABS their fifth
consecutive National Schools’ Cup.
However the highlight for HABS Bridge Club
this year was its performance in the Easter U19

National Pairs Championship.
The 1st IV partnerships of
Jonathan Clark and Dylan
Dissanayake along with Kripa
Panchagnula and Jack Ronayne
demonstrated their huge
enthusiasm for the game as they
organised their own participation
in the competition independently
of the school. The four players,
all U20 England Squad members,
faced top competition from
across the country including a
tense penultimate match against
each other. However the quality of bridge
played at HABS once again shone through with
Kripa Panchagnula and partner Jack Ronayne
achieving 2nd place in the competition only to
lose to Jonathan Clark and Dylan Dissanayake
who earned the prestigious title of U19 National
Pair Champions.

Thanks must go to Mr Haring whose expert
level coaching and encouragement had a
huge impact in helping the team achieve
such success this year. The club runs every
lunch time in M04. New members are always
welcome with no previous experience required.
Jonathan Clark L6

Jewish Society
This year at Jewish Society has been
tumultuously exciting. Last year’s committee
set the bar sky high: with guest appearances
from Daniel Taub, Israel’s ambassador to
the UK, and globally charting pop-star Alex
Clare, to name but a few. This year, we
have been so fortunate to get an even wider
range of exotic speakers from all corners
of the world. The year started explosively,
when the world-famous Talmudic scholar
YY Rubinstein, a Scottish convert to the
religion, spoke amusingly of his life,
work, and relationship with HRH Queen
Elizabeth II. Other minor events that were
equally fascinating were talks on: Israel’s
contribution to technology; Jewish Gangsters
of New York; Holocaust Memorial Talks; and
Jews in World War I.
Jewish Society mainly consists of three
separate activities. The first one is a weekly

event on Tuesdays called ‘Nosh ‘n’ Learn’.
In ‘Nosh ‘n’ Learn’, hot food (nosh) is
distributed among the boys who come,
alongside external speakers, to talk for
roughly 30 minutes on topics concerning
Judaism, religion, or more broadly anything
theological or political. The second activity
is Shacharit (morning prayers), in which
boys of the faith meet before school to pray,
socialise, and on Fridays, eat a delicious
Kiddush (food and drink to consume after a
prayer service). The third set of activities are
the festival parties which are definitely focal
points of the society’s year. First up we had
the ‘ChanuKarnival’ to celebrate Chanukah:
the festival of lights; and the ‘Purim Fancy
Dress Party’. The event saw nearly 200
carnival-goers, who enjoyed activities
that ranged from pinata bashing to Israeli
dancing, backed up by our live band: the
Ohrenstein Brothers Band.

A highlight of the year was a talk from
American Disney animator Saul Blinkoff.
Blinkoff has worked, and even been director,
on a multitude of classic Disney animations
that we have grown up with: he worked as
animator on Mulan, Tarzan, The Hunchback
of Notre Dame; and has directed Kronk’s
New Groove, Spy Groove and Winnie The
Pooh. To have such an esteemed man in
film speak so intimately about his rise to
become a Disney animating success, and
how this affected his journey as a Jewish
man, was intriguing, a delight for regulars
and first-time J-Soccers.
Overall, the Jewish Society is a tight-knit
community of boys who enjoy learning
about their rich, fascinating heritage and
most of all, love being a part of the schools
most active, populous and enjoyable society.
Adam Goott U6
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Debating Society
of Sahil Baid and James Caplan, finished
1st, 6th and 5th respectively on the team
tab, Ben once again continuing his rampage
and topping the speaker tab. The A team
were unlucky not to win the regional final,
but all teams performed sufficiently well
to progress to the international Finals Day
at the Oxford Union. Here, however, faced
with competition from literally all over the
world, the teams failed to break to the
international final, finishing 12th, 16th and
15th respectively. With preparations for the
2015 competition having already begun, and
the recent discovery of a significant loophole
in the competitor age eligibility rules, we are
hopeful of an equivalent if not better outcome
next year.

For the past few years, the school’s
competitiveness on the national debating
circuit has been on the wane (supplanted,
worryingly, by a commensurate rise in the
popularity of MUN); HABS teams were no
longer “breaking” at national tournaments,
let alone winning them, with as much
frequency as before. This year, however,
with the appointment of university-level
debaters as coaches – Pam Cohn and
Michael O’Dwyer for weekly sessions,
and Richard Robinson for special Sunday
“boot camp” – we received the necessary
stimulus to set us on the way to becoming
a force to be reckoned with once more.
The season began with the opening round of
the English Speaking Union Schools’ Mace,
where the pairing of Jack Lewy and Jordan
Bernstein successfully saw off competition
from the Girls’ School to advance to the next
stage of the competition, where they would
face the likes of Harrow, QE Barnet and St
Helen’s. Unfortunately, despite seeming
to have won their debate convincingly, an
“outrageous” judging decision stalled our
progress in the competition any further.
HABS received marginally better luck at the
Oxford Schools’ competition, with the A
team of Jack Lewy and Ben Harris, and the
B team of Gordon Hao and Jordan Bernstein
(rhyming forenames purely coincidental),
both qualifying for the Finals Day at the
Oxford Union. However, tasked with motions
as baffling and challenging as “This House
believes that the state should use subliminal
messaging in order to foster tolerance of
all races and sexualities”, both the A and B
team missed out on any success, finishing
23rd and 47th respectively on the team tab.
Our performance at the Cambridge Schools’
competition was more encouraging, with all
three teams entered (Jack Lewy and Jordan
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Bernstein composing the A team, Ben Harris
and Simon Cobb the B team, and Gordon
Hao and Charlie Peto the C team) achieving
spots at the Finals Day, having won both
the local and regional rounds and qualified
at the expense of every other team in the
region. The free Sainsbury’s pizza provided
for lunch was unable to adequately invigorate
any team to break to the semi-finals, but
the B team did come agonisingly close; a
somewhat questionable judging decision in
the final round left them only one point away
from achieving this. Special mention must
go to Ben for coming a respectable 17th on
the speaker tab at a competition dominated
mainly by sixth formers: a result that should
cement him, along with Jordan and Gordon,
a trial for the England team at the World
Schools Debating Championships next year.
At the Durham Schools’ competition, HABS
seemed in good stead after the first day with
the A team of Jack Lewy and Ben Harris
sitting comfortably in third place overall, but
a disappointing second day across the board
saw both them and the B team of James
Rosen and Simon Cobb finish just short of
a place in the quarter-finals. All hope was
not lost, however, as the C team of James
Caplan and Theo Lewy broke to the novice
semi-finals, which they would go on to win
to reach the novice final; unfortunately, they
were unable to take home any silverware,
as they lost out to very strong opposition.
Nonetheless, with four Year 10 boys finishing
in the top 10 of the novice speaker tab, and
Ben coming 1st, the future of HABS debating
seems to be bright.
This was confirmed at the regional round
of the International Competition for Young
Debaters, where the A team of Ben Harris
and James Rosen, the B team of Zak
Wagman and Theo Lewy, and the C team

Despite failing to achieve the glittering
success in external competitions that HABS
was once famed for, debating within the
school remains one of the most popular
extra-curricular pursuits, with unmanageably
high attendances at Wednesday sessions.
House rivalry was laid bare at this year’s
inter-house events, with a hard-fought final
in the senior competition seeing Meadows
narrowly snatch the six Crossman points
over Russells in proposing that the UK
should leave the European Union. Revenge
was gained, however, when Russells
emerged victorious in the middle school
contest a few months later, persuasively
opposing the abolition of the monarchy.
This year, we decided to diversify the activity
of the Debating Society beyond the mere
hosting of British Parliamentary debates
hidden away in the English Department.
With the hosting of so-called “debates”
becoming a popular trend amongst other
(inferior) clubs and societies within the
school, we took it upon ourselves to make
clear what real debating actually entailed.
On the suggestion of Jordan Bernstein, this
led to the first “Debating Society event”,
where a panel of teachers (and Jordan) led
an impassioned discussion on Scottish
independence, as documented elsewhere
in this publication. With the Aske Hall quite
literally overflowing, the event was a hitherto
unparalleled triumph.
As ever, special thanks must go to Mrs
Gleeson, Mr Endlar, Mr Eyre-Maunsell
and all of the external coaches for their
unquestioned commitment, unrelenting
enthusiasm and invaluable guidance, without
which the quality of debating at HABS would
undoubtedly suffer. With plans to enter
more competitions and have more coaching
sessions than ever before this coming
season, it seems the momentum of the
Debating Society has moved decisively in the
right direction.
Gordon Hao U6
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Model United Nations
Whether it is the issue of nuclear
proliferation or how to balance economic
growth with environmental sustainability,
Model United Nations (MUN) is an
extracurricular activity that offers boys
the opportunity to debate global affairs
with like-minded individuals. This year
has seen HABS boys of all ages engage
with international relations at a number
of different MUN conferences across the
country and abroad.

In addition to a handful
of individual awards
won, the delegation of
the USA as a whole
was presented with the
Highly Commended
Delegation award,
an award that was
presented to only two
out of the 61 delegations
that were present.

The year began in October at the Cheadle
Hulme Model United Nations (MUNCH),
where 17 HABS boys forming two
delegations braved gelid conditions to travel
to Manchester. Having completed countless
hours of preparation and research, the boys
were ready to represent the United States of
America and South Africa.

With solid performances at both the Tudor
Hall School conference and the Royal
Russell School international conference
(where, for the third year running, HABS
received a “best delegation” award),
we were set in good stead for the Paris
International Model United Nations
Conference, hosted in December at the
UNESCO world headquarters in the Paris
neighbourhood of Avenue Kléber. HABS
have attended this conference for a number
of years in the past, recently winning a
prestigious Best School award that has
only been handed out three times in the
conference’s history – the first and third
times were to HABS delegations.

What followed was an excellent two days of
intense debating, forming alliances with other
nations and of course, exercising diplomacy
to tackle some of the world’s most pressing
issues. Topics ranged from the issue of
landmines in the Middle East to the question
of the UN’s approach to global counterterrorism in relation to national sovereignty.
The boys thoroughly enjoyed debating not
only the aforementioned issues but also the
conference’s ‘crisis situation’, which involved
an underground nuclear explosion and
subsequent earthquake in Qatar.

The three-day conference saw delegates
debate under the theme of ‘global equality’,
with issues ranging from the future of
global economic policy to how to tackle
climate change.

Despite the large size of the committees
– some of them exceeding 150 people in
number – HABS delegates still managed to
shine in the midst of steep competition of
international scale. Special mentions must go
to Simon Cobb, Curran Kumar, Boaz Levy,
Gordon Hao and Zachary Landé (all pictured)
for being awarded the coveted Best Delegate
award in their respective committees. The fact
that only 12 of the 900 delegates attending
were presented this award is a true testament
to the boys’ performance.
Model United Nations continues to move from
strength to strength at HABS. The school
is going to hold its seventh conference,
HABSMUN, in March 2015. We wish best of
luck to the organisers of the conference and
all boys who will be attending future external
conferences both as chairs and delegates.
Gordon Hao U6 and Curran Kumar U6

Politics Society
The Politics Society is known to be the
most prolific at attracting the best and
the most guest speakers, and this year
was no exception. It opened with Douglas
Carswell, the then Tory MP coming to
speak about ‘What is wrong with the
British political system?’ The following
year, Mr Carswell decided to defect
from the Conservatives to UKIP, but we
trust his visit to HABS did not influence
his decision, especially considering he
bluntly denied even considering such an
action when asked by a sixth former at
the time.
It could be that he was swayed after a
compelling performance from Russell
Hughes representing UKIP in the HABS
Mock EU Elections in May, which ended up
with a Conservative win for Vishnu. Other
notable visits include Jesse Norman talking

about the influence of Edmund Burke on
modern politics, and the problem with
Lords Reform, which was extremely useful
in giving us an insight into the workings of
the British legislature (not simply because
it was the question that came up in the
AS examination). Just before study leave
in the summer, author Hugo Dixon spoke
convincingly about staying in the EU, while
the Leader of the Green Party, Natalie
Bennett, gave us the rundown on why
her party adamantly objects to fracking,
with a record attendance. The last event
of the year saw Conservative candidate
for Hertsmere and former Deputy Chief of
Staff to the Prime Minister, Oliver Dowden,
give a brief talk on the issues that would
define the 2015 General Election, before
being harangued by the audience on his
admiration of Thatcher, his affiliation with
David Cameron
and the increase in
university tuition fees.
Putting his uncanny
facial resemblance
to Mr Handley to
one side, particular
highlights were

his obstinate refusal to say whether the
Conservatives would rather go into coalition
with the Liberal Democrats or UKIP, and
the line “the Liberal Democrats don’t really
stand for anything other than being warm,
friendly and wonderful”.
Finally, the year ended with a trip to
Parliament for the AS Politics group, with
Keith Vaz drilling into the head of the
Passport Agency with the same vigour as Mr
Simm when giving back his pupils’ essays.
Sam Grossman U6
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Scope
Heroin. Phantom
limbs. Wood
thrushes. To the
uneducated and
the ill-read, these
are three totally
unrelated things;
but to the wellinformed and
all-round amazing
Scope reader, there’s a link. That is, they
all featured in this year’s magazine. From
printing organs to Formula One, Scope’s
25th publication had it all.

It was early September when the deadly
duo of Harman Grewal and Rishi Dattani
set about revolutionising Scope, trying to
boost its readership from the one keen Year
12 biologist early to his lesson to a schoolwide magazine. And a whole year on from
that now, we can proudly say that they,
together with staff editor Mr Gauntlett, have
been successful. This year saw the newlyintroduced Microscope scale its heights,
and the first ever Scope essay competition
discover some exciting scientific talent
in the lower years of the school. A
special congratulations must go to Aniket
Chakravorty of Year 7, who found his way

into this year’s issue with an inspiring piece
on Evolution. Scope’s success is really a
tribute to the scientific inquisitiveness of the
Haberdasher, who is determined to break
away from the confining shackles of the
science syllabus (albeit after painstakingly
trawling through bucket loads of scientific
jargon), as well as Mr Gauntlett’s drive and
passion for perfection.

two editorial evenings, where we probably
spent more time feasting on Domino’s pizza
and chicken kickers than doing anything
productive. Memorable, too, was Scribe’s
publicity campaign in the Spring Term; the
combination of the “rite 4 scribe pls” tagline
and the manipulation of famous quotations
(“The only thing necessary for the triumph of
evil is for good men not to write for Scribe”
remains a personal favourite) revealed our
marketing prowess.

War Pogrom” and Will Missen’s “Clout” were
unmatched, while Adiyant Lamba must be
congratulated for piecing together an incisive
analysis of South African literature within the
two days’ notice I’d given him.

As ever, Scope’s aim is to fuel the curiosity
of all you budding scientists out there and
we hope that this year’s edition has done
exactly that!
Chanuka Ranmuthu U6

Scribe
The 2013/14
academic year
saw the production
of two of the
most successful
editions of Scribe
in the publication’s
recent history.
Under the
leadership
of Gordon
Hao and Mr O’Sullivan, we received an
unprecedented number of submissions,
confirming the continued passion for literary
creativity within the HABS community.
The highlights for me must have been our

In terms of the submissions we received, of
particular note were David Verghese’s many
poems and his unintentionally hilarious review
of a Kanye West rap album. The emotive
impacts of Archuna Ananthamohan’s “The

Thanks must go to Mr O’Sullivan and the rest
of the editorial team, without whose two terms
worth of hard work these two editions would
not have been possible; special thanks must
go to our illustrators, Nikhil Ladwa and Neil
Shah, for producing two extraordinary pieces
of art to use as our front covers. As Jordan
Bernstein takes the helm for the next academic
year, I can only wish him the best of luck in
making Scribe reach even greater heights.
Gordon Hao U6

Veritas
Two years ago,
Veritas was
founded with the
express aim of
providing a platform
for those with a
burning desire to
explore Theology
and Philosophy
beyond the syllabus. Today, three editions
later, this goal has been realised. The real
strength of Veritas is to draw upon the
ability of theological and philosophical
concepts to be understood at any level. In
this vein, we have welcomed submissions
from any student at HABS, regardless of
their age or whether they take the subject.
This has produced some incredibly
entertaining and varied editions of this
relatively new publication, embodying
all manner of articles. Veritas is the only
place where a Year 7 boy can write about
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whether religion causes war or a Sixth
Former weighs in on the philosophical
connotations of gambling in the modern
world.
The academic year 2013/14 heralded the
introduction of Mr Bronson as staff editor
of the publication; his vision and ambition
have seen Veritas go from strength to
strength in the short time he has been with
us. Together with Curran Kumar, it has
been my pleasure to act as Senior Editor
of Veritas and I can honestly say that we
have seen the creation of something rather
magnificent. The latest issue dealt with
questions relating to meaning, both in the
context of religion and faith, and also in
the framework of abstract philosophical
concepts. We received some truly
exceptional pieces from across the student
body, but a special mention must go to
our prize-winners: Gordon Hao for the

senior school and Abhiram Bibekar for the
juniors. While the latter dealt (with wisdom
beyond his years) with the question of what
it means to say something is ‘real’ or in
some way more valid than another entity,
the former (and this publication’s editor)
instead tried his hand at what exactly it
means to be human.
We’re still learning, and improving
constantly on our past work, but it is really
the continued support of the Theology
and Philosophy department that grants us
scope to develop to the highest level our
passion for Veritas. Mr Cawley and his
entire department, not least Mr Bronson,
deserve considerable praise. Here’s to
another year of searching for those allimportant answers!
Jordan Bernstein L6
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The Key
With three days to go
before the end of the
Summer Term, the
Economics Society
thought it would be
a good idea to begin
production of this year’s
edition of The Key:
the school’s annual
economics journal. We eagerly began
scouting the school for potential students
willing to contribute, only to realise that
we had left ourselves far too little time to
have anything available to distribute by the
end of term. In any case, only two articles
were actually submitted. After 44 hours,
despite our initial optimism, Dr Koestlé-Cate
officially ceased production and, much to
our dismay, decided not to have an edition
produced this year at all.
But this didn’t stop us from trying to publish
our own bootleg version online. Free from
the editorial constraints that come with being
an official school publication, we ran riot and
hastily cobbled something together, having a
photo of Vladimir Putin adorn our front cover
(we wanted to fill the background of the picture
with rainbows, but not even the Photoshop
skills of our hitherto fantastic poster designer
were able to achieve this). Sadly, a few days
later, still with only two articles ready to be
published, this, too, was spiked.

Despite this double failure, Priyesh Patel
somehow managed to resurrect the magazine.
Driven by a desire to ensure this year’s
Economics Society left a legacy to be proud
of, a deputation of disturbingly enthusiastic
U6 boys successfully persuaded Dr KoestléCate to approve the continued production of
The Key, with the plan being to have the issue
released by Christmas.
We circumvented the universal reluctance to
submit articles by simply deciding to copy
and paste Aske Projects into one massive
document on Microsoft Word. We soon
realised that these Aske Projects needed
cutting down, because a collection of fulllength Aske Projects would have made
printing costs exorbitant. A few seconds later,
we realised that nobody would have been
bothered to do this. A few seconds after that,
we realised the continued existence of The
Key was once again in jeopardy. However, we
remained calm and composed, waiting until
everyone had sent off their UCAS applications.
Cunningly, we then ordered people to cut
down their Aske Projects, threatening that they
would otherwise not be published, and that
they would therefore have blatantly lied on their
personal statements which had (probably) said
“I have written for my school’s economics
magazine”. This shrewdness worked wonders,
and Aske Projects were duly cut down to
acceptable length.

Even with only the limited capabilities of
Microsoft Office software at our disposal, we
managed to create our very own template that
put to shame every other school publication,
especially those who went to the effort of
hiring an external printing company to create a
template for them. Articles this year covered an
eclectic mix of topic areas, ranging from those
as conventional as international trade and
game theory, to those as obscure as whether
economics is a science, and the economics
of happiness. Nikhil Ladwa produced an
absolutely stunning pencil drawing of the
heads of the teachers of the Economics
Department lined up side by side, like that 60s
communist poster; we forgot to include (of all
teachers) Dr St John, but this did not detract at
all from the quality of the end product.
Special thanks must go to Nikhil Ladwa for his
artistic genius, Priyesh Patel for proof-reading
all 16,000 words contained in this edition
of The Key (and, of course, his unrelenting
persistence in ensuring the magazine’s
survival), and to Dr Koestlé-Cate and Mr
Tomkins for their guidance and support. As
I’m sure you’re all aware, any utterance of
praise from Dr Koestlé-Cate is a moment to
be savoured, so when she said “you have
exceeded my expectations” on first seeing
The Key, we knew we had accomplished
something extraordinary.
Gordon Hao U6

Sigmag
Scribe. Scope. Skylark.
And now Sigmag.
After coming through
the school, I was
acquainted with various
magazines. Many were
related to subjects I was
studying at the time.
However, one notable
absence was a magazine based around
Mathematics. Hence, I and the 2013/14
Mathematics Society Committee created

Sigmag - an easily accessible resource
where non-curricular Maths can be found.
The magazine was a huge success
evidenced by its increasing readership and
lunchtime discussions among students
about certain aspects of it. Articles such
as ‘A World without Numbers’ and ‘False
Proofs’ took the corridors by storm and it
was great to see so many younger boys
excited by the first ever Maths magazine at
HABS. Clearly a gap in students’ longing
for further enrichment has been filled and

a huge thanks must go to the committee,
without whom this would not be possible:
Noah Halberstam, Simon Cobb, Mukunth
Raveendran and Casper Siu. Another huge
thanks must also be given to Mr Hamshaw
who actually gave us the opportunity to get
this publication out there. Hopefully over
the years we will see Sigmag establish
itself as one of the most popular of HABS
magazines (despite more than 400 being
printed on its debut edition!).
Rafay Kamal U6

The Score
2014 saw the birth of
a new magazine to
join the pantheon of
journals written and
edited by Haberdashers’
students: The Score.
Focused on the musical
life of the school, The
Score’s inaugural edition was published in
summer 2014 under the joint editorship of
Peter Sequeira and David Verghese, and
has been met with considerable acclaim

among students and teachers alike. Topics
covered in the first issue included the work
of John Tavener, French impressionism
and the role of the guitar in modern music.
Aside from this, readers also enjoyed a
summary of the year’s musical events by
Alex Astruc, focusing on the contemporary
side of musical life.
Music has traditionally been a somewhat
insular part of HABS life, and the magazine
has concentrated to an extent on delivering
insights into the department’s work, such

as a major feature on the Barbican Concert.
Thanks must of course go to Mr Muhley for
his role in overseeing the editorial direction of
the magazine, as well as to our two assistant
editors: Jack Green, who managed the visual
side of The Score, and Shamil Shah, our Year
11 representative, who will now be taking on
the mantle of editor for the next edition of this
magazine.
David Verghese U6
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The 2013-2014 academic year was set to
be a big challenge for the House with all the
boys wanting to replicate the success we
had achieved the previous year, which had
also been Mrs Wright’s first in the role as
Housemistress. Our aim was to retain the
Dunton and the Crossman Shields; however
we could sadly only manage to finish a
close second, with both being decided in
dramatic fashion on sports day at the end of
the year. Throughout the year the House was
also busy raising money for the Harrow MS
Therapy Centre, a local charity close to the
hearts of members of the House.
The Autumn Term was mixed in terms of the
inter-house competition, with a weakness in the
house’s long distance running found out early
on when three out of the six age groups finished
a valiant, although disappointing, last in the
cross country. We readily bounced back from
these upsets, though, with the charity events
of the year getting underway. First up was the
Charity Triathlon and then came the Calverts’
Christmas Fete, which cumulatively raised more
than £3,000. The highlight of the term had to
be either the inter-house drama or the interhouse rugby sevens day, both requiring hours

of training prior to the event, where the lads
finished 3rd and 2nd respectively.
The Spring Term saw the return of the famous
Calverts Cake Break, this year taking on a
new look, with doughnuts, rather than cake,
on offer. It once again raised money for
the charity of our choice and really got that
big family feeling going again, something
we would desperately need in our chase of
Meadows in the Crossman. The events once
again brought mixed results with ups and
downs in both the aquatics and the hockey.
The water polo was the proverbial ‘down’ in
the pool, and the Swimming Gala was most
certainly the ‘up’, with the House winning this
event for the second year in a row. By the end
of the hockey tournaments and subsequently
the term, we had caught Meadows in what
was turning into a two-horse race.
The Summer Term is dominated by the one
event that sits at the end of the calendar and
is unique in that it involves almost every boy
in the house - sports day. For a second year
running it came down to Meadows and the
Orange Army. However, this year it was a role
reversal with the old enemy leading the way,

and us being the ones playing catch-up. We
sadly did not manage to pull off the miracle we
needed but some of the performances on that
day were more than enough to make up for
the lack of silverware and it served as a lovely
end to both mine and Mrs Wright’s time with
the House.
Special mention must go to Mrs Wright who,
although only having two years with the house,
managed to revive a pride and spirit in the house
which I never knew existed. She made Calverts
a real pleasure to be a part of, and I know she
and her get-up-and-go attitude will be sorely
missed by all the boys. However, I am sure the
newly appointed Housemaster Mr Amlot will
bring his own style in leading the house and
achieve equal success. Hopefully, I will hear
more stories of Calvertian domination and the
continuation of the #OrangeEra in the future.
Who am I? I am a Calvertian!
Samuel Schusman
House Captain
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For many years now, Hendersons House
has been the underdog of the Inter House
world. The House that turns up on time,
and strives to give its best, only to be
found wanting in the Crossman Shield.
Of course, a House is not all about the
Crossman Shield, but to boys, parents
and staff, this is seen as the measure of
success for a House. This year, our woes
continued in the sporting arena, but, as we
begin to see a more balanced Crossman
reflecting the huge variety of talents we
have here at Haberdashers’, Hendersons
House is beginning to emerge as the
House of culture. The introduction of
House music finally reflects the wealth of
musical talent we have in the House. The
likes of Zach Breskal who leaves us to join
the Jazz course at the Royal Welsh College
of Music, Noah Max – young musician
of the year - and Rohan Virani, winner
of the audience prize at the HABS Music
Festival, prove that when it comes to our
musical offerings, Hendersons sit head
and shoulders above the competition. In
drama, wins in both Senior and Junior
competitions alongside several individual
prizes demonstrate the quality of our
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budding thespians. 2013-14 saw five
trophies enter the previously bereft trophy
cabinet and it is certainly the will of the
tutor and prefect team of 2014-15 to add
further success and silverware.
Hendersons Charity continues to raise
enormous sums of money for our charity
Third Hope, and as we end our three year
relationship with them, we are proud to
have raised almost £20,000 building a
living circle in the process. Our efforts
turn to supporting a new charity, Noah’s
Ark Children’s Hospice, for the next
academic year. Editions 3 and 4 of our
now established House magazine, The
Bernard, were released and particular
credit must go to Jake Sacks for taking
this publication to the next level, using it
as a terrific opportunity for Hendersonians
to get involved in writing articles about the
House. The House website continues to
lack the ‘hits’ of other houses but under
the stewardship of Chanuka Ranmuthu,
we look forward to a year ahead of up to
date information and news of Hendersons
success. Of course, the easiest way to
keep abreast of the progress of Hendersons
house is to follow our Twitter feed @

HendersonsHABS, updated almost every
second by our House tweeters Tamilore
Awosile and Guy Dabby-Joory.
Our prefect team of 2013-14 deserve huge
thanks for their efforts in improving the
House. The team, ably led by House Captain
Tom Senior and his Vice Captains, Oliver
Kariel, Jonny May and Ed Jeans have been
rocks of support throughout their time in
the House and through their example on the
field or the organising of activities behind
the scenes, the House has continued to
make positive strides forward. It falls to new
Captain Sam Rodgers, Vice Captain Joshua
Navarajasegaran and the 2014-15 team
to translate this ground work into further
success. If they can transmit some of their
sporting prowess throughout the House
then the future looks particularly bright for
Hendersons.
Final thanks must go to the Hendersons
Tutor Team, arguably the strongest team of
tutors in the school, and we are immensely
grateful for their diligence, care and unfailing
support of all Hendersonians.
Sam Rodgers
House Captain
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Without a sense of caring there can be no
community and without a sense of daring
there can be no individual. Joblings is a
house that embodies both, a thoughtful
house bursting with kindness and a sense
of togetherness, yet populated with people
who are truly individuals, in every sense
of the word. From the strongest rugby
players, to the keenest debaters, Joblings
prowess extends into every aspect of
school life and beyond. Supporting the
Druk White Lotus School in North Eastern
India is only one of the many contributions
that Joblings boys make to society outside
of HABS.
Inevitably I must draw attention to Joblings’
mixed fortunes in Inter-House events,
although a strong 3rd place in Athletics
did mark an improvement in our overall
placing. Despite a lean trophy period,
Joblings boys have fought hard and with
great aplomb; not letting the House sink
down the rankings after the Swimming
Gala, but talking back, literally, by taking
1st place in Junior Debating.
This is an exciting year for us as a House.
We wave goodbye to the wise old faces
of House Captain Rory Cartmell and his

team who we thank
for their drive,
commitment and
leadership. As they
take up the mantle
of University life,
we wish them
every success
in conquering
these, somewhat
more intimidating,
academic
institutions. And if
change is growth,
then Joblings is
growing in every way,
with a new cohort of students flooding in,
welcomed by the new Upper Sixth who
take up the burning torch of the Green
House. I have no doubt that with a dynamic
team and a horde of fresh ideas Joblings
will be soaring to the top of the Crossman.
Finally, it would be foolish to think that
we could strike terror into the hearts of
our enemies or talk our way to the top
of the Crossman tree were it not for our
mighty leader, our bearded wonder and our
fountain of knowledge, Mr Swallow, and

his dignified deputy, Mr
Taberner.
In summary, I think Joblings philosophy is
simple. As T.S. Eliot once said:
“Only those who will risk going too far
can possibly find out how far one can go;
if you aren’t in over your head, you don’t
know how tall you are.”
Christopher Combemale
House Captain
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Meadows is a house which has
always been renowned for its success
academically and in inter-house
competitions, as our boys have
consistently proved themselves the very
best among their peers. Losing the
beloved Crossman competition to Calverts
last year, for the first time in six years,
was a blow, but what I have been most
impressed with and what I think really
epitomises the Meadows ethos is the
manner in which we have bounced back.
A great energy, passion and enthusiasm
has emanated from the boys this year,
without which I am certain we would
not have had the great success we did.
Personal highlights of the term include
our dominance in the water polo and
cross country competitions, winning all
but one age group in each. Moreover, our
charity team have organised a fantastic
swimathon, ‘prison break’ themed fun-run
and of course the annual Battle of the
Bands competition.

In addition, my thanks must go to our
Housemaster Mr Bagguley and Deputy
Housemaster Mr Garvey for their efforts in
supporting both myself and the house team
this year. Without them this house would
be nothing. It is often said of Mr Bagguley
that he is the eternal Housemaster and
the source of Meadows’ cosmic power
and unprecedented success in the past
few years. It is therefore very appropriate
that we take time to honour a man who
has given so much joy to the post as he
prepares to step down as Housemaster at
the end of the 2013-14 academic year. On
a personal level Mr Bagguley has certainly
nurtured my excellence and many others in
his years of service. We can’t thank him
enough for the job he has done. It is with
great delight therefore, that we can honour
his service through the regaining of the
Crossman this year after such superb efforts
from the House on Sports Day.
While his leadership and presence
will be sorely missed at the top of the
house, it is with great anticipation that

Meadows welcomes the newly incumbent
Housemaster, Mr Garvey, to the role. The
entire student body wishes him every
success for the future and I am certain he
will lead Meadows to even greater glory.
However, while much is frequently made
of Meadows’ achievements, there is a
tendency to forget the real merits of the
House system. It allows boys to take on
leadership roles over their peers, organise
themselves in stressful and competitive
environments, while providing a fantastic
vessel for boys of all ages to mix and build
friendships. As my time as house captain
draws to a close, I have come to realise that
it is these sort of co-operative relationships
that not only make Meadows great, but have
made the school such a fantastic place to
spend 11 years.
I wish my successor Russell Hughes the
best of luck next year and hopefully we will
be hearing of further Meadowsian triumphs
in the not too distant future.
Adam Nash
House Captain
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What a year Team Russells has had. The
new cohort of saplings arrived in September
and got themselves stuck right in,
straightaway, in all aspects of Russells life.
For me the highlight has to be the Junior
IH drama competition which saw almost
75 junior lads audition to be involved. The
gruelling audition process paid off, however,
with Russells winning second place, along
with runner-up best actor (Ed Fage) and the
special prize for best original writing. The
senior lads had an equal amount of success
earlier in the year with Zubair Dhalla’s
original piece ‘The Widow and The Watch’
again coming in second, with runner-up best
actor (James Hart) and the special prize for
best original writing. The usual long list of
Russells’ boys’ names was again present in
the programmes for all three school plays
this year. For some it was their first, for
others their last, but all of the lads, as usual,
gave it their all and were fantastic.
Russells has also strongly represented
itself in music and sport this year. The
new initiative of the Rugby 7s day back in
October was another highlight for me, with
‘shed-loads’ of lads getting involved, either

by supporting, playing, or attempting to
play! More recently was IH athletics where,
thanks to a massive win from the returning
senior lads and a great effort from the rest
of the house, Team Russells saw an overall
second place allowing us to retain 3rd
place in the Crossman. The dedication of
the senior lads manifests itself in nothing
more than winning the Senior Work and
Conduct Shield, and that really is a deserved
testament to them all. The £5,000 raised for
this year’s house charity, CLAPA, equally
shows the integrity of the entire house staff, boys, friends and parents together.
Leading the house this year has been
fantastic and I have truly been able to
see the effort that every single Russells
lad puts in. The middle school boys have
been incredible in coaching and training
the younger lads, truly showing them what
being a part of Team Russells is all about.
Mr Haldane has been a welcome addition
to the house this year, with ‘Haldane’s
Highlights’ at the end of each term neatly
summing up all of our successes. Mr
Hardman’s speeches have been of the usual
high calibre, inspiring us always to do our

best and stay true to ourselves - wise words
that I know I will always remember.
The past year has been a great year for
Team Russells, and more selfishly, for
me. Leading a house that gives so much
to everyone in it has been an honour and
has given me friends and memories for
life. Best of luck to the departed U6 on their
various journeys to university or gap year
adventures. I wish the house the best of
luck and all the success it deserves in the
coming year; ably led by Jake Krais with
Jonny Daitz, Gordon Hao and the rest of the
lads, I have no doubt that next year will be a
great one!
James Hart
House Captain
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The Strouts machine rolls on relentlessly
and I remain intensely proud and honoured
to be the current Strouts Housemaster.
There has been a Strouts Housemaster for
more than twice as long as I have been
alive. Just like Dr Who, one day it will be
my turn to regenerate and give way to the
next man, or indeed woman, but for now I
am definitely sticking around.
During the year the boys of Strouts have
accomplished so much. Many memories
spring easily to mind; our outstanding
performances in the Swimming Gala, where
we won the Welsh Cup, and in the gladiatorial
Inter House Rugby competition, which was
masterminded by our own Mr Metcalfe.
Some of our boys absolutely excel at sports,
while others do not; but all of our boys play
sports like sportsmen in the traditional sense
of the word. Seeing Strouts win the Senior
Inter House Drama competition with a simply
magnificent and captivating performance is
also a memory which will stay in my mind for
years to come.
In music Strouts boys featured strongly in
everything from the spectacular Summer
Concert to the Big Band, and we did
extremely well in Mr Simm’s great new Inter
House music competition. Once again I
delighted in seeing boys who are not natural
musicians having a go for their House. In
charity, too, we raised considerable funds.
With the theme of ‘The Secret Millionaire’ in
mind, we only decided who to donate the
funds to after the money had been raised,
and did our best to make the donations
anonymous. My sincere thanks to everyone
who got behind our charity endeavours,
not least those boys who performed in our
Christmas Concert.
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Students of academic statistics will note
that the Strouts boys excelled again in the
public examinations last year at both GCSE
and A level. Our tracking grades across the
year groups were better than ever, and of
course we won the Michael Cook Shield for
work and conduct in the Middle School. Yet
our boys continued to cloak their sparkling
academic achievements with a disarming
modesty, demonstrating that they are more
than simply excellent academics.
Out Strouts Prefects did a magnificent job
during the year, and I am so grateful to Ed
Curtis and his team, all of whom are now
safely settled in pastures new. We shall
miss them, along with all of our Upper
6th leavers, but they know, as do we, that
one never really leaves the Strouts family.
Indeed the notion of family values remains
of central importance to all that we do
in Strouts; through consistent kindness,

modesty, integrity, respect, acceptance and
all other manner of gentlemanly behaviour,
we continue to grow together as individuals
and as a family, and that matters much
more to me than anything else.
My grateful thanks to our outstanding
pastoral team, to our parents and of course
to our magnificent Strouts boys for what
has once again been a wonderful year to
remember
G Hall
Housemaster

CCF
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Army

The Army section continued to go from
strength to strength this year receiving
its biggest intake of new Year 10s on
record while a strong Lower Sixth year
group was able to help deliver the
section’s most expansive programme.
Year 11 finished their Advanced
Infantry Training whilst the junior boys
became proficient upon the Cadet rifles
and completed their Bronze Duke of
Edinburgh (DofE) Awards.
Our first field day at Bramley came around
quickly with Year 10 developing their
camp-craft skills under Harry Sammons
and his team with the customary initiation
of wet weather. Simultaneously Year 11
executed a night reconnaissance which
led to a subsequent infiltration of the DofE
camp and the capture of yours truly. The
academic year swept on seeing the L6
develop their leadership skills through MOI
(Method of Instruction) lessons while Rajiv
Ark’s organisational talents as section head
caused the lower years’ training to run like
clockwork.
The spring term saw two large events: the
Longmoor field day and the Contingent’s
Biennial General Inspection.
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Longmoor saw the new cadets experience a
military expedition for the first time, setting
up an observation post and going through a
‘round robin’ of stands introducing them to
the basic infantry syllabus. Simultaneously
the older cadets led an ambush and a
casualty evacuation while the support
competition pitted Theo Dixon’s sniper
section against Jordan Hastings’ recce in a
timed CQB lane. March brought the Biennial
General Inspection, and although this was
the RAF’s turn to lead, the Army section
still played a major role hosting certainly
the loudest event with a blank firing section
attack demonstration complete with a liberal
use of smoke grenades. Weeks of prior
practice bore fruit in the afternoon with the
Army winning the hard fought inter-section
competition, dominating the Orienteering,
March and Shoot and Command Task
stands.
Summer can be a difficult time for the Army
section as public exams and block leave
remove boys, yet it is testament to Year
10 that they continued to train efficiently
without the help of any senior cadets, and
indeed this showed on an excellent field
day to Barnham when the Lower Sixth
returned. Army summer camp in the first

week of the holidays is always a highlight of
the year and indeed the section’s fantastic
time at St. Mawgan, Cornwall rounded off
an exceptional year. On the unique sanddune Penhale training area all 86 boys
were part of the largest exercise in recent
memory led by a team of regulars from
The Rifles which combined two ambushes
and an assault upon a scale we had never
experienced before as cadets. Subsequent
adventure training, military training and a
range day completed an outstanding week miraculously in the sun!
The section says goodbye to Major Simm
and Major Saddington whose devotion
to the section is reflected in the boys’
enjoyment and the army’s continuing
popularity. It is an honour for me to lead the
Army onto new highs in the coming year.
UO Russell Hughes
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A Fond Farewell

The departure of Major Simm, Major
Saddington and UO Wheeler undoubtedly
marks the end of an era within the
Army Section. No-one will soon forget
the exceptional summer camps they
presided over, such as Garelochhead,
which marked a high point in everyone’s
holidays. Under their leadership, HABS
took part in camp competitions in
which, without exception, we won or
came second. In 2011 we were runners
up in the Fusiliers competition and
in 2012 we fought on to win. None of
this would have been possible without
their commitment and ongoing support
for the Army. The support sections
were created and flourished with
their attention, and has provided the
opportunity for dozens of Cadets to
excel in specialised areas. It’s all too
easy to dismiss teacher involvement
in trips as humorous and causal,
but in doing so you forget that they
have sacrificed countless weekends
and weekdays so as to provide these
spectacular experiences, which stand
out to everyone looking back on their
HABS career. Otterburn stands out in
my mind as a superb example of their
commitment not only to Army, but also
related DoE activities.

Major Simm’s effort and commitment was
rivalled by none and as such his departure
will forever be too soon. His easy-going
manner, combined with an innate grasp of
the issue at hand, rendered him an effective
and efficient leader, of a stock we are
unlikely to see again. Major Simm, who
has been with us for what seems like a
lifetime, has led the Army section to triumph
in several fields. The best time around the
assault course is held by Army, just as the
school shooting team is made up primarily
of Army cadets. His continued commitment
and attention has meant that every cadet
possible has flourished and excelled to the
best of their potential.
Likewise Major Saddington, who brought
an energy and excitement to the Corps. I
have been told his efforts were the only
reason that boys got up and about at 7
o’clock in the morning in whatever field we
had decided to inhabit. Look for the man in
high boots and shorts, sporting a dizzyingly
suave sunhat, and you have found Major
Saddington. A famous story comes to
mind; halfway through an officer training
lesson, in which they were to assault the
enemy position, Major Saddington forgot
his part and with great confidence ordered
his men to abandon their defensive position.
Letting loose an almighty
“Charge!!!”, he began to
assault the enemy head-on.
The judges were suitably
impressed (he failed).
Nevertheless he made an
exceptional leader and was
instrumental in orchestrating
so many of the field days we
came to love.
Finally we come to UO
Wheeler, known to the
cadets only as ‘The Man
with a Plan’. His leadership

and constant attention to the safety
and well-being of the cadets under his
substantial command cannot be anything
short of legendary. If any cadet was ever
in trouble or needed assistance, you could
be sure that you would find UO Wheeler by
his side offering moral support as well as
general life advice. Whenever a cadet was
in danger, Ian would always be there to
ferry them away to safety, as Sam Fenn can
attest.
The tyrannical trio who for so long have
taken Army section under their wing have
now moved on. All that is left are fond
memories and the pungent aroma of coffee,
freshly brewed. In time, I’m sure, the pain
will fade, perhaps as a new able leader
takes to the stage. Nevertheless Major
Simm’s eternal motto shall stay with us
forever: “Hurry up and wait”. Quite so.
C/Sgt Jamie Bonomi
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Army Field Day at Longmoor

Excitement filled the air as the HABS Army
section prepared to set out to boldly go
where no sane man has gone before.
Undoubtedly there was fear present, as the
organisation had seemed strangely lacking
(unusual for army), but luckily our spirits
were raised by the ever-present smile of
Lance-Corporal Cem Degermenci. Six hours
later we found ourselves face down in the
thick of it, blanks whizzing overhead, as
we ambushed our dastardly enemy. Sleep
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was our next priority, followed by an early
morning to prepare for the days activities.
The attacks went swimmingly well, with our
foe thoroughly beaten. The lessons were
superbly executed, with a startling level of
engagement from all the cadets. Overall it
was a splendid event and thanks go out to
all those involved in its formulation.
Sgt Samuel Fenn
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Army Summer Camp

and camaraderie that permeates an Army
summer camp.
Had you happened to be in the coach park
of HABS at 8am on Saturday the 12th of
July, you would have witnessed a troop of
excited young men, many of them eager
to attend their first ever summer camp.
Had you still been there an hour and a
half later, you would have found a slightly
disillusioned but still strong group of men,
with rifles. The weather was behind us
as we set out from HABS on our six-hour
coach journey. On arrival at St Mawgan
eight-hours later, we were met by the type
of weather you would expect on a CCF trip:
rain, with a dash of wind. Nevertheless
we settled into our accommodation and
mentally prepared ourselves for the week
ahead.
Over the next seven days we faced many
different trials and overcame all adversity in
our path. As soon as we arrived, we were
informed that our overnight expedition was
that very day so we hurriedly packed our
equipment and set out. Once there, each
man chose a little patch of grass to call his
own and set up sleeping arrangements. The
next day, our activities began as we set up
a cunning ambush for a group of enemy in
the vicinity. Once the dastardly foe were well
and truly dead, which took several hours, we

bussed back to camp and, having cleaned
rifles, settled in to watch Germany destroy
that other team which happened to be on the
pitch for the World Cup Final. Then we were
straight into Adventure Training the following
day. Sailing, Kayaking and Windsurfing were
all on offer, and everyone had a try at all of
them. It is important to note here that no-one
in the Army section is anywhere near capable
on or near water.
The next day saw military skills day. Burning
heat, combat jackets, vegetable pasties:
all formed an integral part of the day. Tim
Benger proved to be an exceptional danger
behind a rifle, and spent the next four days
recovering from a broken nose. Nevertheless
HABS distinguished itself in the eyes of our
teachers and went on later that evening to
come second with our crack squad of 10
men in the contingent competition.
Another Adventure Training day followed,
packed full of surfing and various heightrelated activities. While a few people were
stung by jellyfish, one cadet lost his glasses,
another cadet cut open his hand, and Boaz
Levy severely injured his special place.
Overall the day was a roaring success. We
returned to camp to the surprise of immediate
Scorpion weapon
handling lessons
followed by tests.
It came to light that
our teachers, with
good-humoured
spirit, had decided
not only to fail to
tell us that we had
tests, but also to
make sure that, due
to activities, we
were late for them.
Yet another example
of the humour

Finally Range Day came. Although sadly
not everyone got to live fire, those who did
distinguished themselves. As the Lower
Sixth shot groupings of 40mm (15 in
Theo Dixon’s case), so the Year 10s shot
groupings in the hundreds (215 in Bernard
Stoker’s case). The Scorpion air rifles were
a new experience for everyone and Ben
Wright (Joffrey) performed particularly
well. At the DTRT, Rojeev Kunar in Year 10,
with 20 rounds, managed to get a score
of 0. Still no-one was disappointed and
our evident skill owes a great deal to the
leadership of our training staff, in particular
UO Wheeler.
Then the dreaded day arrived and we were
packed back on the coaches for a sixhour drive back home. At the end of the
nine-hour coach trip, in which the driver
decided it would be strategically wiser to
avoid motorways and use country roads,
we arrived to the usual fanfare of returning
heroes in the eyes of HABS mums.
Overall the trip was a roaring success which
left everyone eager for the year to come.
Out of it rose a new generation of leaders
for future years. Special thanks goes out to
all involved.
RSQM Sebastian Binns
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Biennial General Inspection
On Friday 14 March, the CCF held its
centenary Biennial General Inspection.
We had the privilege to welcome Air
Commodore Martin Sampson to our
school for the event. It was a glorious
sunny afternoon for the honour guard
and the Drum Corps, who were starting
the proceedings. This year it was the
role of the RAF to host the Inspection.
One of the activities that cadets learn
about during their education in the
RAF was demonstrated; a full flight
simulation with pedals and a joystick
to operate the programme. The Army
and Navy had similar demonstrations,
presenting a Section Attack and a Sail
Past respectively. After this the three
sections gathered to watch a Spitfire pull
off marvellous aerobatics as it flew over
the school, with the Prep School joining
the entire contingent paraded in front of
Aldenham House to witness the spectacle.
It was truly amazing to witness!
Finally, the main events of the afternoon took
place: the Inter-service Competitions. The
competitions began with raging enthusiasm
from all three sections, and all events
were closely contested as each section
attempted to be the overall victor of the
day. First Aid was demonstrated brilliantly
by all three sections. March and Shoot was
dominated by the Army with the RAF beating
the Navy to second place by one point! An
Orienteering activity took place around the
school grounds in which the Army took the
lead. The cadets were able to show off their
team skills in the Practical Leadership test
with the Army again winning. The Tug of
War gave the sections a chance to show
their brawn and while the Army won the
senior Tug of War, the RAF took the victory
in the junior event.
The Drill Competition was a chance to see
the discipline of the boys in the Sections
which the Army also won. No doubt the
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most anticipated Competition was for the
Wheatley Trophy, presented to the section
with the fastest time over the obstacle
course. The Navy took the victory in the
senior event and the Army won the junior
event. The results were announced to an
eager crowd of cadets and officers in the
final presentation in the Seldon Hall with the
Army taking the victory, the RAF in second,
and the Navy a close third. Nevertheless, the
whole day was a brilliant display of training,
as well as teamwork and cooperation. We
look forward to future competitions meeting
these high standards and a big thanks to all
those involved.
After the event had finished, the SNCOs,
composed of U6th students and the Officers
of HABS CCF who had organised the
CCF, were given a chance to relax and be
congratulated on their efforts for putting
together an unforgettable event. It was an
extremely memorable year for the CCF.
F/Sgt Kishan Sangani
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Navy

The Navy Section has been exceptionally
busy this year. The Year 10s were immersed
immediately after the school broke up for the
summer with the traditional Summer Sailing
course. This is always a highlight and this
year was no different. With the help of Jack
Talboys OH, Harry Jukes and Mark Donnelly
from Aldenham Sailing Club, as well as LtCdr
Hardman, Lt Hall, Lt Ward and Dr Chapman,
all the boys achieved RYA Level 1, with many
going on to achieve the more advanced
Level 2. It is testimony to the high level of
enthusiasm and sustained investment which
HABS maintains in sailing that we can run
such an extensive and successful course as
this each summer. Our new cadets left the
course delighted with their achievements,
and can now look forward to continuing to
develop their sailing skills at HABS during the
years ahead.
Once back at school, the Duke of Edinburgh
programme began with a trip for the Year 10s
where they went to Bramley Army Base to learn
essential survival skills such as cooking, map
reading and sleeping in an alien environment!
The Scrub Bashing initiative, as created by
LtCdr Hardman, has gone from strength to
strength since its inception three years ago,
and this year was no different. Armed to the
teeth with loppers, secateurs and protective
gear, the Year 11s attacked the shrubs and
overgrown thorns with a vengeance. After a
quick tea break, and a few more hours of bacon
sandwich-fuelled cutting, the park at Croxley
Common Moor was transformed. Indeed, when
Mr Hardman continued his weekly visits with
volunteers, it took several months to burn all the
wood which was chopped on that day.
After field day, it became imperative for the
section to prepare for the Biennial General
Inspection of the Cadet Force. On arrival, the
RAF Officers were greeted by the Drum Corps,
who were impressed by the competence and
precision of our drummers. The officers then
enjoyed a short trip down to the reservoir where
six of our elite sailors were waiting to perform a
sail past. As the officers filed onto the grass, the
wind picked up and our six toppers majestically
breezed downwind, tacked around a buoy,
saluted the officers and then sailed off into the
distance. Back at school the inspecting staff

were treated to a series of activities including a
tug-of-war, a shooting competition and a run of
the assault course, which the Navy won. The
BGI was a very successful event as usual, and
all the boys who participated enjoyed it.
Yet another field day quickly came around, this
time to Datchet Water. At 0900, the cadets
boarded the bus, wondering whether they
had brought enough waterproof layers for the
very strong wind conditions and the fast boats
they would be sailing. Lt Hall and Dr Chapman
however appeared smug in the knowledge
that their dry-suits would prevent them getting
wet or cold, a fact that the cadets were rather
jealous of! Upon arrival, the cadets disembarked
and approached their high-speed vessels with
nervous anticipation and trepidation; however,
as is typical of a HABS boy, especially a Royal
Navy cadet, the boys took to their aquatic
steeds and embraced the weather. The sight
was truly one to behold; cadets who usually
gently bobbed on the surface at a maximum
speed of a snail glued to a large weight were
now at the controls of a high speed Laser 2000
in wind speeds of up to 40km/hr, and enjoying
it! It is a true testament to the Haberdashers’
cadet that he can adapt to anything thrown
in his path, whether it be a tricky homework
assignment, or a brand new type of sailing boat
that he has never sailed before. The cadets took
charge of their boats and with immense velocity
powered down the lake and back again almost
as quickly as the powerboats. Come lunchtime, the cadets returned to the canteen with
grins plastered across their faces and a sparkle
in their eyes. After lunch, the winds picked
up even more, and so a race was devised
whereby two people would sail to a buoy in a
single hander, turn round it and then sail back
in a relay fashion. However the race was soon

abandoned in favour of a game of “Who can
capsize the most number of times in one lap”,
which was won by a two cadets who had a
record of four capsizes, and one complete
inversion. The cadets reluctantly returned to
school after this a tired but very satisfied group
of boys.
As the year swiftly began to reach its
conclusion, the final field day approached.
Rockley Point is the traditional destination
for the final field day, and it was certainly a
memorable experience. The weekend did not
start well when, after only a few hours on
the water, one cadet was hit on the head by
a boom and had to spend several hours in
A&E. Luckily he was fine, and able to resume
sailing the next day. During the evenings the
activities varied from rock climbing to a visit
to SplashDown! water park, which exhausted
everyone enough to get some well-needed
sleep. During the day, the staff at Rockley took
us on a day trip to a beach further down the
harbour, where an impromptu game of football
was held. We were taken on fast catamarans
and jumped off the sides into the sea, and we
picked up some great sailing experience. It is
safe to say that Rockley Point is by far the best
field day that the Navy Section has to offer.
Now a new year has begun, and already
change has begun to occur. New rank slides
for the cadets have appeared, as well as two
brand new boats to replace the old Wayfarers
that were unused. It is my pleasure to lead the
Royal Navy CCF section this year, and with Lt
Ward at the helm, and my two Bosuns, Patrick
Gallagher and Alec Moore, I know that we can
keep this section in peak condition, and remain
the best Navy section in the World!
Cox’n Harry Jukes
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Presentation of Colours at the Tower of London
The autumn field day marked a rare event as
the Army section and Drum Corps set out to
the Tower of London in order to hand in the
old Colours, and receive new ones to bring
back to HABS and use in time for this year’s
Remembrance Parade. The ceremony went
off without a hitch, and the band made a
spectacular performance which attracted the
attention of several hundred tourists. A very
solemn ceremony, made all the more so by
the attendance of former officers Mr Simm
and Mr Saddington, who both ‘happened
to be in the area’. The cadets were then led
to lunch, after which we were given time to
explore the grounds and see the sights. As
was expected, the ceramic poppies proved
to be a very touching and thought-provoking
display, which we were exceptionally glad
to have had the opportunity to see. Overall it
was a very memorable day, with the Army
showing itself to the world in immaculate
uniform and order, which will stick in our
minds for years to come.
Lt G Hall

Navy Field Day at Datchet Water
Sixteen cadets from the Royal Navy CCF
section spent an action-packed Field Day
at Datchet Water. The cadets set sail in
winds averaging 20 kts and gusting up
to 38 kts, delighting in the challenging
conditions. Datchet Watersports
instructors Rosie and Charlie put our
cadets through their paces, employing
various dinghies from the RS Quba
to the Topper Xenon. Meanwhile, Dr
Chapman and Lt Hall spent a good while
determining the top speed of a Topper
Buzz, pausing only to carefully invert the
dinghy from time to time to check on the
safety of the cadets.
This was a fantastic and inspiring day
of sailing. The on-shore winds howled
over a mile of open water generating
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waves of more than 1m
in height, with plenty of
white surf and even, at
times, a strong swell.
Royal Navy CCF sailing
stalwarts such as Harry
Kingdon, Harry Jukes and
Paul Wright wrestled the
dinghies manfully while
less experienced boys
such as Joshua Diamond,
Alex Grodner and Lucas
Sakamoto dived headfirst
(sometimes literally) into
the fray with great good form. All of the
boys demonstrated both the spirit and
determination which make the Royal Navy
CCF section one of the very best in the

country. We are most proud to confirm
that the lust for truly adventurous sailing
remains alive and well at HABS.
Lt G Hall
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RAF
The Royal Air Force section has had a
fantastic year of change and progress.
It started with the implementation of a
new flight simulation system which the
Sixth Form cadets were able to practise
on before actually getting up into the air
at RAF Benson. Flying is just one of the
many experiences the RAF was able to
offer the cadets this year.
Following on from last year’s success with
rifle training, the Year 11 cadets were trained
on both the L98A2 semi-automatic rifles
and the 0.22 No 8 rifles. This training was
very useful, particularly as the CCF hosted
Air Commodore Martin Sampson for the
Biennial General Inspection during which an
inter-section competition also took place.
The RAF placed first in the junior Tug of
War and beat the Navy to second place in
the March and Shoot. This resulted in the
RAF being placed second overall. It was
a valiant effort by WO Ark and his SNCOs
and we hope to best the Army at the next
BGI. Aside from inter-service rivalry, all the
sections came together in an Honour Guard
and Drum Corps to give a brilliant display
to all the commanding officers. This was
accompanied by an exhilarating Spitfire
display over the school which even excited
the Prep School Boys! It was an incredible
day, which was expertly organised by WO2
Sandercock and Maj Moffatt.
Flt Lt Stiff’s Junior Non-Commissioned
Officer training programme was also

continued from last year which provided
the Year 11 cadets with exercises and
activities to boost their leadership skills.
The L6th cadets went through the Method
Of Instruction programme with Maj Moffatt
which taught them how to give lessons
and teach other cadets new skills. This
experience will prove invaluable to them next
year when they will lead the section. The
Year 10 cadets received First Aid training
from Maj Moffatt which will benefit them in
all walks of life.
Adventurous Training is always a highlight
in the RAF section and, in the past year,
the cadets have been able to undertake
a vast range of activities from high ropes
courses to raft building. The L6th even had
a survival course where they learnt how
to build a fire and cook. The Year 10s had
their first taste of Duke of Edinburgh as the
L6th accompanied them on their first CCF
field day which served as their Bronze Level
practice expedition. During the day, they
were taught many expedition skills such
as bag packing, how to put up a tent, and
orienteering. Many cadets completed their
Bronze and Silver DofE Awards and six
cadets completed the Gold DofE Award and
will be expecting an invitation to St James’
Palace to meet the Duke of Edinburgh for
their Gold Award presentation. Other exciting
field days included a day on an electronic
shooting range for the Year 11s and a
leadership activities day for the L6th which
was used to pick next year’s SNCOs.

Next year sees the CCF Centenary
celebrations and the SNCOs will go to the
Tower of London for the presentation of a
new standard. F/Sgt Kapoor, Sgt Shah, and
I look forward to taking over the running
of the section for what promises to be an
eventful and exciting year.
Sgt Adj Viraj Alimchandani

RAF Field Day at RAF Benson

This year, the Lower Sixth Junior NonCommissioned Officers of the RAF section
had the incredible opportunity to go flying
at RAF Benson in Oxfordshire for their
summer field day. As an event that had
been eagerly awaited, the trip proved to
be hugely successful.

On arrival, they
received a warm
greeting from the
Royal Air Force
pilots who would
be instructing them
while up in the air.
After an extensive
safety briefing,
involving parachuteusage training and
correct procedures
in the case of an
emergency while
in flight, nerves
were heightened
at the prospect of
the cadets being
able to fly one of the Grob 115E aircraft, or
“Tutors,” as they are conventionally called,
for themselves. They waited for their turn to
be called up to strap on the necessary gear
and head out to the runway, where their
designated pilot awaited.

Yet these nerves translated into excitement
as they finally did so, with each one of
them gaining at least 30 minutes in flight.
They were taught to use the various in-flight
instruments by their instructor, and not only
shadow-piloted the aircraft, but took a hold
of the controls independently. The training
the cadets had received in the principles of
flight and airmanship paid great dividends
here. Towards the end of each cadet’s flight,
they were also given the chance to conduct
a wide range of aerobatic manoeuvres with
their aircraft, including loops, barrel rolls,
and stall turns.
The JNCOs can say they thoroughly enjoyed
their time at RAF Benson, and found it to be
a phenomenal and worthwhile experience.
Everyone who took part displayed courage,
enthusiasm, and a determination to
succeed, with all cadets achieving their firstflight qualification. They learnt a lot, but also
had lots of fun!
F/Sgt Karan Kapoor
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RAF Field Day at RAF Halton
The Year 11 cadets went to RAF Halton
to engage in leadership training as
part of our field day on Friday 10th
October. There, we met Corporal Price,
who spoke to us about a person’s
employability and the qualities
needed for a positive relationship to
be experienced between oneself and
an employer in the workplace, with
specific focus on the RAF. He also
spoke about having respect towards
your colleagues and your work so that
you are able to work with the maximum
effect and efficiency. His next topic
was determination, explaining that
without a personal drive for hard work
you cannot succeed. He related his
speech’s lessons to the RAF using the
phrase “service before self.” As RAF
personnel are on call 24 hours a day,
they must put the needs of the RAF
before the needs of themselves. This
can range from working a long week, to
throwing yourself on a grenade to save
your comrades in battle.

Additionally, we had a presentation from
another officer, Sergeant Price, who
described current RAF operations in
Syria, aiding them against Islamic State,
and West Africa, helping to contain the
Ebola virus. She went on to speak about
jobs in the RAF and the benefits and
problems of having a job in the armed
forces. 5% of a total of 30,000 RAF jobs
are pilots and they are stationed at a
variety of bases similar to RAF Halton
around the UK and abroad in places such
as the Falkland Islands and Kuwait.
Finally, the group took part in team
building leadership exercises using MTA
kits (plastic construction equipment) and
were given two tasks. We were spilt into
five teams and the first challenge was to
build the tallest self-supporting structure.
This seemed simple initially, but when
the structure became very large it proved
a struggle to maintain a balance between
having a heavy base for stability, and
allowing the structure to have sufficient

height. In this task we identified
organisation, delegation and planning
as important aspects to the success of
the project. The second challenge was
to construct a vehicle that could hang
from and ride along a rope suspended in
the air, similar to a zip wire. An effective
approach quickly established and used
by the two most successful teams, was
a cable car design.
Overall, the trip was a brilliant experience,
and being able to learn and use skills that
are applicable both to the RAF and to our
everyday lives was extremely valuable.
We are grateful to Fg Off Whiteman and
Mr Brown for accompanying us.
Cadet Sai Mehta

Hartley 12 Dinghy Acquisition
The HABS Foundation has been the source of funding for many new, innovative and exciting projects over the past few years. Although
the RNCCF has a large collection of aquatic vessels from which to choose from - two laser picos, six lasers, two wayfarers and 20
toppers - the decision was made to spice up the fleet with two new boats.
However, when the question of what kind of boat was asked, it was clear that nobody had a sensible, practical and fun boat in mind. After
an initial bid was denied due to the boats being too expensive, the annual field day to Rockley Point came about, and it was there that the
boats to be bought were discovered. They were easy to handle, rig and de-rig, and could be righted by just one person. The boats were
Hartley 12s, and all the cadets thoroughly enjoyed sailing them. The bid was then amended to ask for two Hartley 12s, and was accepted,
and so £7,000 was allocated to purchase these vessels, which arrived in time to be shown to the new cadets in Year 10 on the Summer
Sailing course. My thanks go to Dr Chapman, for editing the bid, to Lt Hall and the finance department for purchasing the boat, and to the
School Council for making the Section aware of the HABS Foundation. The boats have already been used several times over the past few
weeks, and the cadets have found them to be utterly enjoyable.
Cox’n Harry Jukes
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SCS Overview
This year 208 boys were involved in
SCS with over 50 different groups giving
around 8,000 hours of service to the
school and to the wider community. The
boys have continued to impress their staff
supervisors with their diligence, their
initiative and their positive attitude.
Almost half of these boys were involved in
giving service outside of the boundaries of
the school including:
• v isiting a number of care homes and
developing a great relationship with
many of the residents;

• v isiting local primary schools where
they worked with younger students in a
variety of sports and in some creative
science activities;
• working in several local charity shops;
• teaching various sports to younger boys
and girls in the community, including
tennis, football, cricket and judo;
• r unning activities for younger children in
many synagogues and temples;
• helping to run a local scout group.

Feedback from supervisors has been
universally positive, making particular
mention of the calibre of our boys in terms
of their maturity, their independence and
their eagerness to get the most out of the
programme, both for themselves and for
those with whom they work so selflessly.
I continue to be justifiably proud of the
generosity of our boys in so willingly giving
of their time to serve others, and thank
them all for their contributions this year.
G Kissane
SCS Coordinator

English SCS
This year’s English SCS saw one of the biggest projects that they had ever undertaken. They aimed to clean out and sort the whole
book storage room in the English Department. This included books for GCSEs, AS Levels and A2 Levels as well as books for Years
7-9.
This vast amount of books made the task hard, but the group of 4 under Mr Hall met every Friday Lunchtime to discuss and then execute
the task at hand. We sorted hundreds of books, sending the old ones to Africa so that people in other countries could have the same
opportunities linguistically as us. It was fulfilling to then organise the new books that came in so that all boys studying for public exams
had new books to work from and the teachers had a recognised system of taking books out. We thank Mr Hall for his tireless work and
we hope that in years to come our renovation will help!
Jess Alexander U6

Cricket SCS
The Cricket SCS team this year was
based in Harrow Weald Preparatory
School, helping children of all ages on
all aspects of their cricketing game.
We focused on catching, fielding,
bowling and batting and the marked
improvement that we witnessed in the
team was very pleasing.
In the winter months when we could not
play cricket, the team improvised and we
oversaw a number of successful football
sessions while we waited for spring and
summer to arrive. The children seemed
to really enjoy the experience and it was
especially nice to hear that many of them
will be playing for squads next season,
taking our advice and assistance on
board and trying to improve themselves
at cricket, as well as in football. We had
a great time at Harrow Weald Prep and
will be delighted to hear of the children’s
sporting progress.
Rahul Dawda U6
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SCS Hampstead Garden Suburb
Synagogue
For more than 20 boys at HABS,
Hampstead Garden Suburb Synagogue’s
youth services have provided much
needed respite from school’s busy
schedule over festivals and Sabbath. The
youth team has put on many amazing
events and we meet the Sixth Form boys
responsible at HABS for organising these
events.
Hugo Davidson’s independent SCS this year
at Hampstead Garden Suburb synagogue
saw him undertake the strenuous role of
organising the reading of the Torah. More
commonly referred to as ‘leyning’, he
was in charge of coordinating the leyning
rota for more than 300 eligible boys in the
Hampstead Garden Suburb area. Along
with his supervisor Rabbi Marc Levene,
meticulous planning has gone into the
co-ordination of the rota, and they have
successfully been doing this for over two
years now.
This year, Thomas Prais and Samuel Gottlieb
have had to organise events for more than
900 people at Hampstead Garden Suburb
Synagogue. They have worked closely with

Rachel and Steven Kaye who have helped
us organise celebrity visitors and other fun
and inspiring events! They have had Britain’s
Got Talent finalists, Holocaust survivors
and even a James Bond casino night. This
coming October a communal Sabbath for
more than 2,000 people will take place
in the Synagogue and they look forward
to attending. They have both enjoyed the
rewarding side of seeing people’s enjoyment
as well as learning invaluable skills.
Jake Summerfield this year oversaw the
youth committee’s charity rota of making
sandwiches for homeless people in the north
London area. Every Sunday night for the last
two years, boys and girls have arrived in an
upstairs building of the synagogue and had
fun while making nutritious meals for the
people we help. The people who arrive have
found it incredibly worthwhile knowing that
people less fortunate than them are being
fed because of their actions. Sometimes, we
organise weeks where people bring food of
their own to give. Called ‘Sunday Sandwich
Service’ we have gone from strength to
strength in terms of numbers of attendees
and people helped.
Hugo Davidson U6, Samuel Gottlieb U6 and
Jake Summerfield U6
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Stage SCS
Stage SCS this year was extremely successful under the watchful
eyes of Mr Ross and Mr Norton. The SCS group of five helped
maintain and prepare the Bourne Hall stage for senior productions.
The main job was for the Senior School Play ‘The Recruiting
Officer’ where the crew worked hard to paint and design the whole
stage set, including SCS prop department’s fantastic props. The
marvelous set included painted libraries, intricate architecture and
smooth transitions between scenes. Every Friday for two hours
after school, the team would meet and, by dividing up the jobs at
hand, we made light work of a seemingly extortionate task. Credit
must go to Robert Kyprianou for his diligence and commitment to
ensuring the upkeep of the Bourne Hall stage.
Alec Sternberg U6

Scrub bashing
Six months ago, Mr Hardman sent out a
call for Sixth Form volunteers to give up
part of their Sundays over a seven month
period. The task was to travel to Croxley
Common Moor, a Site of Special Scientific
Interest, and help the Friends of Croxley
Common Moor tackle the scrub that has
been encroaching the site in recent years.
The Friends meet once a month from
September to March and remove scrub
(hawthorn, blackthorn, bramble, ragwort)
which allows site-specific flora and fauna
to flourish. The work takes place at this
time of year only once birds have finished
nesting and some of the large hawthorn is
left to provide nesting and display sites for
birds in the breeding season.
The challenge for the next four hours was
to clear a large area of hawthorn and
blackthorn. True to form, the lads fell upon
the task pausing only briefly to munch
bacon sandwiches and slurp cups of tea
at 11:30. The school provided the money
from the SCS budget with which we bought
some top-of-the-range loppers that went
through four inch diameter boughs like a
hot knife through butter, with a satisfying
“kerrrrrthunnk!!” The boughs were then
cut into five-foot lengths and burnt on an
enormous bonfire! Bow saws made short
work of the thicker trunks.

Independent SCS - Rays of Sunshine
Rays of Sunshine is a charity organisation which grants wishes to terminally ill children
My independent SCS involved me helping to organise concerts and balls put on by the
charity to help raise funds and awareness for the charity as well as providing an amazing
day for everyone involved. Big names such as JLS performed at the concert and my SCS
allowed me to interact with these children making it wholly worthwhile and fulfilling. I look
forward to continuing this independent SCS in the future.
Harry Graham U6

The lads soon found themselves working
to a rhythm; some boys were deep inside
the thicket cutting the boughs whilst others
made short work of the felled material.
As the sun climbed into a clear blue sky, the
temperature soared, but the lads pressed on
until the entire thicket had been cleared. An
outstanding job! The lads had a great day,
worked extremely hard despite the heat, and
the Friends of Croxley Moor couldn’t quite
believe just how much had been achieved in
the time available.
T Hardman
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Props SCS
Last year, members of the SCS Props Team
contributed to a range of elaborate props
in both ‘The Recruiting Officer’ and ‘Great
Expectations’. The slabs of Mod-Roc(ed)
meat smothered in red and white paint
were so realistic, they could almost have
been served up in the Bates! Moreover, our
teamwork was at its peak with the creation of
the deteriorating cake for ‘Great Expectations,’
which required multiple hands to perfect.
Sweat and tears were truly shed in order to
meet with Mr Norton’s deadlines but this was
all in good faith so as to fulfil his vision for
each production. With the up-coming autumn
term production of ‘Guys & Dolls’ looming
ever near, developing art skills are reflected
in the outcome of several painted magazines,
modelled by the men of the team.
Adam Charles L6

Sunrise Assisted Living SCS

Last year a group consisting of Rahul
Kanani, Rahul Rohatgi, Mukunth
Raveendran and Theo Lewy went to
Sunrise Assisted Living, a care home for
the elderly, every Friday afternoon.

Every week brought smiles from the
people we visited who would always
eagerly be looking forward to our visits.
While we started off apprehensive to what
we were going to be doing, with everyone
crowded around the kitchen so that we
weren’t confronted, we settled in quickly
to our roles in time with everyone around
us being very warm and kind. Every week
we would make cups of teas and coffees
for whoever wanted one, and then we
would talk to them about their lives which,
in some cases, was their only real source
of conversation in the day. We alternated
between the two floors there, one being

Wilsmere House SCS
Every Friday afternoon during the school
term Rahul Rohatgi, Armaan Ghei, Arun
Doegar and I, along with Mr Todhunter,
visited Wilsmere House Care Home in
Harrow Weald.
The care home is split into four wards and
caters for residents of all ages with a variety
of conditions be it physical or mental such
as Alzheimer’s and Dementia. Whilst there
we spent as much time as possible talking
to the residents and over time built strong
relationships with many of them. All of
them have a story to tell and whilst it can be
challenging at times I cannot emphasize how
much of a rewarding experience this has been;
not only for the residents for whom our visits
may be the only one they enjoy that week but
also for ourselves. Without a doubt this is not
for the light hearted but the most important
qualities needed are listening skills, the ability
to empathise and most importantly a good
sense of humour! Finally I would like to thank
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Barbara and Billie Jean who work at Wilsmere
House for allowing us to spend time with the
residents and Mr Todhunter, without whom
these visits would not be possible.
Jatin Mistry L6

for people with cognitive difficulties and
the other for those who were mentally
sharp but had physical difficulties.
The two floors needed very different
approaches but in the end this was no
problem and everyone enjoyed the visits,
both us and the people we visited. Doing
this as an SCS gave us all a sense of both
respect and compassion as it showed
that you never really can judge people by
their looks, as many of the frail, old and
seemingly uninteresting people all actually
had amazing stories to tell.
Theo Lewy Y11
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Rugby
The cold northerly wind batters against the
window as I sit and reflect upon the rugby
season just passed. Indeed, the long sultry
days of late August and pre-season training
are a memory of limited recollection, such
has been the impact of a long but enjoyable
rugby season at Haberdashers’.
The innate enthusiasm for the game amongst
this year’s Year 7 is an appropriate starting
point. Over 45 boys attended training every
Wednesday evening-amongst this number
were members of Game 2 who simply
wanted to gain further experience of rugby.
Their first competitive game was away
against Tiffin. Three teams of young hopefuls
not only endured the long coach journey but
emerged victorious against their opponents
from Kingston. A great start! Further notable
successes include wins against Latymer
Upper at B,C and D team levels and a
determined performance from the A team to
beat their local rivals QE Barnet 17-12.
The U13 squad (Year 8) built upon an
encouraging first season by becoming a more
cohesive unit over the course of the term. By
positively supporting one another, the boys’
began to harness individual athleticism with
a strong team ethic. Nowhere was this more
obvious than in the A team draw (31-31)
away against St Albans.
The U14 squad enjoyed a season of
sustained progress without, perhaps, finding
the killer instinct required to win the close
games at A team level. The Biarritz tour at
half term served to simplify the approach on
the field and a team culture began to emerge
from time spent together whilst in France.
Strong performances against St Albans and
QE Barnet outlined the potential of the A
team squad whilst congratulations are to be
extended to the B team who were the most
successful team in the school, winning 9 out
of 10 of their matches.
Despite being beset with injuries, the U15
rugby squad continued to develop and
improve under the guidance of Mr Taberner
and Mr Holmes. The B’s recorded excellent
wins against Tiffin and Watford GS whilst the
A team convincingly beat QEB (avenging an
earlier defeat in the Natwest Vase), Watford
GS and St Albans. The performance against
St Albans will live long in the memory.
The U16 squad showed remarkable resilience
throughout a difficult season. The loss of key
players and a lack of squad depth combined
to make it a true test of character. Before a
match, every sportsman needs to know that
there is a possibility of winning and to take
the field every weekend with little chance of
doing so was a chastening experience for all
involved. However, out of the ashes arose a
phoenix of defiance and the boys put in some
superb defensive performances, most notably
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against Merchant Taylors’.
The 3rd XV enjoyed their rugby under the
stewardship of Mr Lloyd- Williams and their
enthusiasm was obvious from the outset
with a strong showing in the early season
tournament at Merchant Taylors’. They
finished the season with aplomb, too with an
excellent win against QE Barnet.
The 2nd XV enjoyed a highly successful
season, recording notable victories against St
Albans and Shiplake College within a playing
record of played 11, won 8. This success
reflected a strong pool of playing talent at
the top end of the school and a superb team
spirit. The 1st XV struggled to compete
against physically superior opponents but the
squad was capable of some excellent rugby
when injuries permitted, most notably during
the successful Biarritz trip and in the first half
against Merchant Taylors’ at The Allianz.
A Metcalfe

is that we have come back fighting every
single week and our morale has not been
dented.
The two highlights of the season were our
tour to Biarritz, where we were undefeated
against our French counterparts, and our
game against Merchant Taylors’ at the
Allianz stadium. The Biarritz tour was a huge
success, combining match play, intense
training and most importantly the team
bonding sessions. Although we lost to MTS
at the Allianz, the first half of rugby we played
was “the best” that Metcalfe had seen a
HABS side play. It was a truly commendable
performance from all players involved.
The season did, however, finish on a high
as we defeated QE Barnet 15-12 in a keenly
contested fixture.
A special thanks goes to Mr. McIntosh and
Charlie Hughes for their continued support
and coaching expertise this season.
Sam Rodgers U6

1st XV
The 1st XV have had a tough season, winning
five out of a possible 13 games. The season
started off against St. Columba’s College
and the 24-22 loss was bewildering for
all of us having been leading 24-0 at half
time. It should have been an early W on the
scoreboard for HABS; however, this was a
used too often this season. We came close
in a lot of games, which could have resulted
in three or four extra wins. Unfortunately, the
lack of bulk in the senior squad this year let
us down in the close games, and we suffered
heavily from a number of key injuries all the
way through the season. Two satisfying
wins came against our local rivals Watford
Grammar School and Dr. Challoners, both of
which were convincing victories. I shall not
dwell too much on the losses but the most
impressive thing about the squad this season

2nd XV
The 2nd XV started the season very
promisingly, with a convincing 48-5 victory
over St Columba’s. The momentum from
this game took us on to win a closely fought
match against local rivals St Albans 10-7, in
which Liam Baines scored a last-gasp try to
seal the result. A string of four more games
without a loss, against Tiffin, Shiplake, UCS
and Watford Grammar, gave us a six-game
unbeaten streak and thoughts of an elusive
unbeaten season started to surface.
However, it was not to be. When we came up
against a very strong Berkhamsted side, we
did not trouble the scorers, and went down
by a convincing 34-0 margin. Defeat to a very
physical Merchant Taylors’ side and a victory
against Dr Challoner’s put the team in high
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spirits going into the last two matches.
The hardest fought match of the season saw
us lose on a frosty December morning in
Oxford to a well-organised Magdalen College
School. The team rallied magnificently from
13-0 at half time to lose by just two points.
The never-say-die attitude of us as a team
could be seen from the panting chests and
the bloody faces of my team mates.
To fall short in this manner had a profound
effect on the team, as it led to a fantastic
final performance of the season, in which we
won convincingly against QE Boys’ School,
leaving us with an impressive 8 wins and 3
losses this season.
We would like to thank Mr Clark and Mr
Brotherston for their support and coaching
this year, giving up their time for training
sessions and matches. I would also like to
thank my team mates for making my last
rugby season the best one yet. #GoGoats
Paddy Sidwell U6

U16 Rugby - Summative Report
Beset by injuries and the loss of two key
players to the 1st XV, the U16 squad had
to summon up reserves of human spirit to
sustain their effort over a long and arduous
season. A season in which we played the
powerhouses of the circuit - Merchant
Taylors’, Magdalen College, Oxford and
Berkhamsted with barely enough players
for two teams. The fact that these boys
competed manfully in extremely testing
circumstances was a testament to their
character. They simply refused to yield.
The current Year 11 does not have the deep
reservoir of playing talent of other year
groups so it didn’t take many injuries before
we began to struggle to find a competitive
edge, particularly in the A team. Key men
like Rudran, Shuker and Nash (the mainstays

of previous campaigns) were injured at one
stage or another and the subsequent lack
of continuity in selection hindered any real
development of our game plan from week to
week.
That said, rather like the arctic fox who must
adapt to the harsh winter, some of the less
experienced players began to flourish in such
an unforgiving environment. Men like Franklin,
Grodner, Sliwa, Howe and Oza improved
markedly over the season and I hope they
will continue their rapid rise and challenge for
positions in the senior teams next year.
The ‘regulars’ of A team seasons’ past
continued to show leadership and direction
on the field and special mention must go
to three boys who have been absolutely
outstanding in this regard.
Captain of the A team, Bruce Parris led from
the front and never took a backward step.
His softly spoken manner hid a fiercely
competitive instinct and his defensive work
and driving play in the loose was of the
highest order.
Oliver Nash was the mainstay of our forward
effort. Playing prop, he made an enormous
contribution in the loose, either by making
tackles or carrying the ball. Moreover, he
became the talisman for the squad with his
unerring dedication to training and matches. A
shoulder injury dealt Oliver a cruel late blow.
Later on in the season, Sudeep Khadka was
moved to fly half and he began to assert
control over the back line with real authority.
In time, he can become an accomplished
player in this position.
I must also acknowledge the collective spirit
within the group. The touchline was filled
each week with those boys who were injured
but wished to support their friends on the
pitch. Those boys who played did so with real
effort and determination in extremely testing
circumstances and they never, ever gave up.
Thank you to Dr Hobbs for his unflinching
support over the course of the season.
A Metcalfe

against Tiffin in similar fashion, dominating
the first few exchanges before Tiffin broke
away to score a try against the run of play.
They scored another just before half time, and
after a scoreless second half in which our
captain, Iyon Rudran, was lost to injury, we
succumbed to our third defeat of the season.
For our match against Dr Challoner’s, we
had a multitude of players missing and we
started poorly. After some encouraging
words form Mr Metcalfe, we approached the
second half with renewed vigour, as Kewin
Sliwa scored an excellent try to reduce the
gap to only 8 points only for a fumble on our
try-line to gift Challoner’s with victory. With
many players returning, we were anxious to
avenge the defeat Hitchin had inflicted on us
the previous year. With tries from Isaac Zamet
and Anish Oza, and Josh Ageyman carrying
fantastically, we managed to do just that to
win by a large margin.
After half term our organisation in defence
let us down against UCS, and despite
making ground in the second half by picking
and driving, we lost 39-18. Our next three
matches were all against strong opposition:
Watford Grammar, Berkhamsted and
Merchant Taylors’. Although we lost all three,
the score lines do not reflect the superb effort
shown by all the boys who took part. Special
mention must go to Oliver Nash, who played
with great tenacity in defence, as well as
Chris Frangeskides for his fantastic defence
at outside centre against Berkhamsted. In our
penultimate match against Magdalen College
we controlled the game for large periods of
the second half but could not convert this
pressure and lost 17-7. This was followed
by a disappointing defeat to QE but these
two games should not overshadow the
commitment of the entire team, especially the
many boys called up from the Bs.
As a team we have learnt some difficult
lessons but these will stand us in good stead
as we progress. On behalf of the team I
would like to thank Mr Metcalfe and Dr Hobbs
for their unerring commitment as well as Mr
DiLieto and Mr Kerry. Lastly I would like to
thank all the staff who work to prepare the
pitches and cater after matches.

U16A

Bruce Parris Y11

It has been a difficult season for the U16As
but, despite a long injury list, the team has
shown great perseverance and determination
throughout.

U16B

Our first match was against St Columba’s.
Disappointingly, our defensive organisation
was poor and Columba’s scored multiple
times, exploiting overlaps in the outside
channels. Eager to improve upon this
performance, we started our next fixture, at
home to St Alban’s, with excellent intensity.
However, a lack of fitness proved to be our
downfall as St Alban’s pulled away during
the second half, winning 29-0. We started

It has been a season of two halves for
the U16B XV. Before half term the team
performed well, winning all of their matches
except a narrow defeat to a powerful St
Alban’s School side in a strongly contested
match. They looked an organised and
effective outfit in those first two months.
However, after half term, injuries and
unavailability in both the A & B teams took
its toll on the B team and, without any
strength in depth, many players played out
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of position and the team lacked the structure
and combined strength they had previously
displayed. Despite the valiant efforts of
many individuals, who gave their all until the
bitter end of the season, they didn’t manage
another win.
G Hobbs

U15A
It is not often that, having completed victories
over QEB, St Albans and Watford GS that
you still come away at the end of the season
a little disappointed about what might have
been. Due to a number of injuries throughout
the season there was little continuity in team
selection and often players were being asked
to play out of position. The endeavour put
in by the whole squad was impressive, right
from the first day of pre-season. In addition
to the victories mentioned, there were good
wins against Tiffin and Hitchin as well. The
step up against MCS, MTS and Berkhamsted
was a little too much and, when Cup games
were included, the five wins and seven losses
was not such a bad return come the end of
the season. However, the results do not truly
reflect the ability or potential of the squad.
To mention all the players would take too much
time but the following impressed throughout;
Michael Miller let the team, originally from
no.8 but predominantly from fly half,
throughout the challenging season, putting
up with the trials and tribulations of working
with me and trying to galvanise different
team selections from week to week. Dom
Evans was top try scorer, picking up tries
from both wing and outside centre, Max
Blum punched more than his weight around
the pitch, Animesh Misra carried the ball
superbly, Dylan Kaposi played in all back
positions apart from wing, Alistair Affeva
grew in confidence on the wing as the season
progressed and Harry Garland was solid in
defence. James Davis, whether playing at
prop, second row or flanker never turned in
a poor performance, carried the ball well and
turned over numerous opposition balls.
D Taberner
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U15B

U14A

The U15 B’s had a mixed season full of ups
and downs but one we can learn a lot from.
Our opponents being able to physically match
us this year meant we were not as dominant
as last, but we certainly gave them all a run
for their money.

This year has been one of progression for the
U14 rugby team. There were a large number
of new boys joining the squads and the
team worked hard to ensure they settled into
HABS rugby. There have been some close
and hard fought matches and, while results
have not always gone our way, the team has
always picked themselves back up again and
returned stronger.

We started the season with an agonizingly
close fixture against St Columba’s where
we narrowly lost by 2 points. Then we faced
St Albans where we won 29-17, this was
followed by a comfortable victory against
Tiffin which we won 34-5. Our highlight of
the season was not only beating Watford by
a hefty score - but playing some of our best
rugby as a team - with aggressive forward
play linked in with superb back organisation.
We were then faced with a major blow - a
chunk of the team was lost through injury
and school play commitments - meaning that
many C team players had to step up. I would
like to commend Freddie Ugo and David
Smith for getting stuck in.
This setback severely weakened our team
resulting in loses against Berkhamsted,
Merchant Taylors, Magdalen College and QE
boys.
Standout performances throughout the
season came from Jamie Leslie, and Max
Goldstone. Top try scorers included myself,
Gabriel Michaels and Akin Ojolola.
I would like to thank Mr Tabener and Charlie
for helping us throughout the season and
in particular to Mr Holmes who dedicates
so much time and effort into making the
U15 B team as successful and enjoyable as
possible.
Joseph Gale Y10

The team has powerful forwards and pace
in abundance throughout the backline. The
forwards carry the ball very effectively in the
loose, especially off first phase. This gives
the team the platform to bring the backline
into play with some intelligent running lines.
However, it has been the defensive work
ethic and intensity that have been the defining
characteristic of the team - making the
opposition work very hard for every point.
This was highlighted in the matches against
St Albans and QEB.
I think that everyone in the team can agree
that the half term trip to Biarritz was a
massive highlight of the year and we would
like to thank Mr Metcalfe, Mr Handley and Mr
Lloyd-Williams for the experience.
We are looking forward to next season with
confidence.
I would like to thank Mr Stiff, Mr DiLieto,
and Mr Handley for all their help with their
coaching and Mr Sabato for refereeing our
matches.
Oliver Hocking Y9
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U14B
The U14B team has developed and improved
so much this term and the squad has fully
deserved the great results that they have
achieved. There have been a number of
standout individual performances throughout
the year but what pleased me most as the
coach was the team cohesion and “dogged”
spirit which was maintained throughout the
season.
The term started off brilliantly with a strong
win over St Columba’s at home, but the
following week was the big learning curve for
the team. A defeat against a strong St Alban’s
team had dented confidence a little but it had
also brought the team closer as a unit. As a
consequence, the boys’ performed brilliantly
in the following two games, overcoming Tiffin
and Watford.
What was also pleasing to see from a
coaching perspective was the development
of a number of individual players which led to
a heathy competition within the squad. It did,
however, make picking a team a nightmare
on occasion!
22nd November was by far the team’s best
performance and my stand out game of the
season when we played Berkhamsted away.
In was a thrilling game, the team defended
superbly and counter attacked with success,
which allowed us to come away with a close
17-14 win. The sheer desire to play and
succeed for the team was so evident that
there was a strong belief that the rest of the
term would yield three more wins.
The individual class and good all round game
management led to wins over Merchant
Taylors and Magdalen College. The team
did not disappoint in the final game, where
a strong and very classy team performance
resulted in a 43-5 win over QE Barnet.
I would like to thank the whole squad for
making my first season as a coach so
enjoyable.
O Di-Lieto
Played 8, Won 7, Lost 1

U13A
This season, the rugby players of Year 8
stepped up to the 15-a-side format with
good heart. Despite some naivety about the
structure of the game, there is a very strong
core of athletic and skilful games players
in the group who will develop well in the
future. Two key areas to concentrate upon
are tackling in defence and the use of the
width of the pitch to broaden the play. We
saw some improvement in both facets as
the team blended into an effective unit. The
maturity of individuals as to how they deal
with victory and defeat is as important and

it was pleasing to note the growth of team
spirit and resilience. Our results were very
encouraging as the team recorded victories
against Watford Grammar, Tiffin, and QEB
and a fantastic 31-31 draw against St Albans.
Our defeats against St Columba’s and Hitchin
were good reminders of where we have to
improve. The match against Dr Challoners
was abandoned at half time, because of
injury, with the team leading 12-5 and looking
good for another win.
At this level, many tries are scored because
of physical attributes in growing boys and
we were able to use the strength of our ball
carriers and runners to break through. Jeevan
Bhuller, Stefan Bontas and Haorui Fang all
demonstrated their speed and power. It is not
just this that makes for success; intelligent
play at scrum half from Alex Loan and the
ferocious appetite for tackling shown by Arun
Thavosothy were examples of the size of the
fight in the dog. Henry Mattey did very well to
captain a side of strong individuals and show
commitment even when injured. In his place
we were able to call upon Jake Charnley who
had a superb season as a rampaging forward.
The team as a whole needed to follow the
example of these players and our final match,
a 46-5 victory over QEB, was a great finish.
Ben Bellman, Jacob Steinberg and Theo
Sibtain had their best games and the team
was well directed by Andrew Rogers at fly
half. The promise for next season is evident.
Well played to all in the Game 1 group and
our thanks go to the B XV and Mr Gauntlett for
their unstinting support of our rugby.
C Bass

U13B
This year the B Team has mainta
ined
an intense, exhilarating spirit whatever the
result, which helped us greatly throughout
the season. In our first game against St
Columba’s we lost 30-15 due to us not
getting stuck in and making enough tackles.
We needed to improve! Next, we visited an
extremely big and fast St Alban’s side on a
cold and wet Saturday morning; we needed to
play our best. St Albans dominated us in the
first half but with some great encouragement
from Mr Gauntlett, Aidan Tang, our scrum
half, made us pass it out to the wing and
we eventually scored. Aidan reacted quickly
and scored an extremely creative try.
Unfortunately, we did not win this game
either, due to the same mistakes as before.
However, we were starting to look strong.

out to the wing.
The whole
team was
encouraged and
everyone was
making the big
tackles. This
resulted in a
great win. With
this high morale
we looked
forward to our
last game. We
arrived at QE Boys, knowing that this would
not be an easy fixture. The opposition fielded
a big, tall, strong team and unfortunately,
we crumbled in the first half, letting players
through our defence. With a great team talk
from Mr Gauntlett at half time, we managed
to win the second half, scoring 3 great tries
and did not let QE score any. Although we
eventually lost by one try, we came off
the field with our heads held high. Special
thanks must go to Mr Gauntlett for being so
committed and a great coach, and special
mention goes to Zamaan, Arjun, Matthew and
Oleg, who all had a great season.
Ronit Anand Y8

U12
The inexperienced U12s had to step up to the
plate as we played are first game at HABS.
Thankfully, we stepped up, beating Tiffin (4117) with the only mistakes being in the tackle.
Pleasingly, the B and C teams also won.
Next up, it was Dr Challoner’s who were a
very well-drilled side. We did not see very
much of the ball due to lost rucks, scrums
and line outs. However, even though we lost,
we were not disappointed with the effort
shown throughout the team.
The A team match against Latymer Upper
was a great disappointment, particularly with
the B, C and D teams all winning!
Unfortunately our game against Hitchin got
called off due to an icy ground.
We ended our season on a high, beating the
strong side of Queen Elizabeth Barnet (1712). We started with a fantastic team try,
finished with some beautiful footwork from
Kyle Perera.
Thanks must go to Mr Kerry and Mr Cooper
for coaching the teams.
Joseph Granger Y7

We then played a Tiffin team which resulted
in a comfortable win. We pressured them
from the beginning, ran hard and dominated
the play. This kept us ready and eager for our
next match – against Dr Challoner’s. From
the beginning, our forwards were committed
to every single ruck and maul, and the backs
were making swift, hard runs, getting the ball
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1st XI Hockey
It is fair to say that the hockey season
has been a rollercoaster, with some huge
victories, some crushing defeats and
plenty of injuries.
The season started poorly with a loss
to Hitchin that Mr Cooper described as
the worst game of hockey he’d ever
seen. Fortunately, an 8-1 win over High
Wycombe followed this, which gave us huge
confidence going into the actual season.
From pre-season, a team was put together
which stayed the same throughout the
season. In goal we had Kishan whose
greatest achievement this season was
finally learning the rules of hockey. At right
and left half, we had Jordan Hastings and
Aaron Yick. Making up the defence was
Adam Morgan and Cian O’Riordain, who
both resembled Lennie from Of Mice and
Men on the ball but made up for it with some

big tackles. In midfield, we had the playmakers of Canishk Naik, Tom Colverd and
Anand Patel. Our forwards were Will Wright,
Tommy Almond and self-proclaimed hard
man of the team, Ollie Marshall, may not
have scored as many goals as they wanted
but put in good work rates. Rufus McAlister
was also a 1st team player.
The actual season started sensationally
with wins over our main rivals, Watford
and St Albans. Unfortunately, after these
matches, the team suffered a horrible loss
when Mr Cooper managed to injure his
knee, keeping him at home for two months.
With Mr Yoxall away representing the UK for
softball, the team was left in the hands of Mr
McIntosh. Unfortunately, despite his great
understanding of hockey, he was not able to
get the team through two tough opponents.
The team then got back to winning ways

with a big 3-2 win over Stowe. Two draws
followed before HABS had its biggest
match of the season, the Kukri Cup against
Merchant Taylors’. That is probably all that
should be said about the game.
I would like to say that our last match was a
fitting end to the season. However, it was a
0-0 draw which saw me needing stitches in
my lip after taking a stick to the face. Despite
this, the last match was a very sad moment
for those in Upper Sixth.
I would like to thank all those in my year
who have played hockey over the years.
We would also like to thank all the coaches
we have had this year. Thank you to Mr
Cooper, Mr McIntosh, Mr Yoxall and Mr Stiff
for pulling us through the season.
Ed Curtis U6

2nd XI Hockey
Last year’s hockey season was the second
most depressing time of my life, with
the most being this year when Ed Jeans
looked me dead in the eye and told me
that he was injured and couldn’t “go gym”
anymore. What followed was two weeks of
near constant crying, which left me on the
edge of despair.
But enough about me. Our team, which
went through some changes throughout
the season, ended up consisting of Russell
Hughes in goal, Amit “the rock” Kurani and
Edwin “man of the match” Birch at centre
back, with Charlie Briggs snaking down the
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wing at right back and Rohan and Dubo
holding things down on the left hand side.
In the centre of the park, I was honoured to
share the pitch with Matt, who was voted
as the most improved player and Boaz,
who nominated himself for, and won, an
award which unfortunately I was not able to
award due to lack of sufficient evidence. Up
front we had the crack team of Rob, Paddy,
Harry, Milind and Sam, who were moved up
from the 1sts to play for us.
Thankfully, this season has been almost the
complete opposite of last year, although it
started on a bad note with Jaimin “Go Pro”

Patel breaking his wrist in a first personrecorded skiing accident. Undeterred, the
season started off brightly with a close
4-3 loss to Aldenham. For a team that only
managed to score half a goal last year,
scoring 3 in the first game was a flying
start. Another close loss followed against
St Albans, where we transferred the ball
impeccably round the back five, but forgot
that we also needed to score goals as well.
The loss at Magdalen College School can’t
be described as close, however, as we went
down 6-1 to a very good side. However, this
game had its positives as well, with Vishnu
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scoring a nice goal, dribbling past a few
defenders and Russell putting in a contender
for goal of the season with an impeccably
timed back heel into his own net. Russell
also wins the Russell Hughes “health
awareness” award for screaming at various
points in the match that he had a headache.
I’m not quite sure what he wanted us to do,
but it was nice of him to let us know how he
was feeling, and I feel the team supported
him morally and emotionally very well.
Our first win came against Bishops
Stortford. After a warm up strategically
chosen in front of the ongoing netball game,
we dispatched Stortford 3-1 in another
brilliant performance, which included a
hockey first of “zonal refereeing” from
the Stortford umpire who spent the whole
game at the corner flag. Marcus capped
off a beautiful team move with a smart
finish to seal the deal. It was here that the
legendary “Rohan” move was invented
as well, as Rohan played an exquisite
first time pass down the line without even
looking. A subsequent games afternoon
was spent trying to recreate the moment but
unfortunately the magic wasn’t quite there.

If Russell’s backheel was Messi-esque,
Boaz’s performance can only be compared
to Heskey. Put through one on one, he
trickled three shots toward the keeper, who
saved all of them and politely kicked the
ball back to him to have another go. He
eventually gave up and passed to Marcus,
who also managed to miss. Lovely.
Next up was Stowe, where we came out 1-0
victors against a strong side, playing some
fantastic flowing hockey. Paddy Sidwell won
man of the match for a well-taken goal early
on, before missing exactly the same chance
about two minutes later. However, a win is
a win and the team was in high spirits. We
finished off the half term with an away trip to
Harrow. Mr Garvey informed us that a meet
at 4:02 pm was imperative so that we could
get there on time. We reached the minibus
park as scheduled only to spend 20 minutes
watching him attempt to reverse out, winner
of the funniest moment of the season.
Five stalls and later we eventually arrived
at Harrow and went 2-0 up quickly thanks
to Milind scoring a screamer from the top
of the D: attacking goal of the season.
Unfortunately we couldn’t hold on and ended

up drawing 2-2. A draw against Haileybury
and a tight loss against Watford brought us
to the Kukri Cup game against Merchant
Taylors’. Unfortunately, the result didn’t go
our way, but the amount of heart and spirit
shown was phenomenal. MVP Edwin and
most improved Matt put in excellent shifts,
along with workhorse Harry Mistry and my
ever-reliable vice captain Amit.
It was testament to the team that half an
hour after a devastating loss, we were all
together in the MTs clubhouse enjoying
ourselves like we’d won 7-1 instead, with
the party continuing on to the classy,
opulent haven of nightlife that is known as
Oceana. This team spirit is mostly thanks
to Mr Garvey, who has coached and
encouraged us fantastically well throughout
the year, keeping spirits high by quashing
any pessimism, mostly by telling Anton
to shut up. On behalf of the team I’d like
to thank him a lot and I’d also like to say
thanks to the team for making this season
so memorable.
Harsh Prasad U6

U14 Hockey
For many of the team, this year was our
first experience of playing 11-a-side
hockey on full sized pitches. Our season
started before term had even begun with
a warm up match against Aldenham,
where we learned just how hard the step
up from last year was going to be.
As the season went on, the whole squad
trained hard and this paid off with our
development as a team through improved
passing, distribution, tactics and teamwork.
Although we faced some difficult games
against experienced teams, this teamwork
and training helped us to improve week on
week. The squad has showed resilience
and determination, particularly in the match

against Watford Grammar where we came
back from 2-0 down to draw 3-3. A great
win against Haileybury increased our
confidence and the highlight of the season
for the A team was the County Cup.
Despite a disappointing set of results in
our Saturday fixtures, the team travelled to
Bishops Stortford for the all day tournament
confident that we could do well. Everyone
played incredibly well to come 2nd to
Bishops Stortford in the County competition
and qualify for the Regional B tournament.
This was another all day tournament, where
we won 2 games, lost 2 and came 3rd
overall.

Going forward, the squad will need to focus
on finishing our chances and improving our
tactical awareness.
The under 14B’s had a mixed season with
the standard of play improving dramatically
over the last few weeks. Memorable results
include coming back from 2-0 down to
beat Harrow School 3-2. We also had two
other wins and a draw, so all bodes well for
next season.
We would all like to thank Mr Bown, Mr
Haldane and Mr Yoxall for all the hours of
training and matches.
Michael Miller Y10

U12 Hockey
The U12s had an extremely pleasing
season with a major progression. We had
our first game against RGS who were quite
a solid side. It was a nervy game seeing
that it was our first game we had played
as a squad. The results were a draw for
the As and a loss for the Bs. The outcome
was something we had to work on. We
then faced an extremely tough Bancroft’s
side which the As and Bs both lost. We
then upped our game with thorough
training working on short corners and game
patterns. Unfortunately the Dr Challoners
game was cancelled. We then faced

Hitchin boys and played some excellent
hockey with good possession and good
passing. The As managed to pull off a very
good goal following a long ball down the
line which was passed around and then
tapped in. We held on with some good
defending by the whole squad. Unluckily
the Bs lost but the game play was a major
improvement from some of the play we had
earlier been playing. Special thanks must
go to Mr Gathani for his brilliant coaching
style and his cheerfulness on the side.
Special thanks must also go to all the other
staff who helped this side become what we

are and we hope to improve and become
a fantastic team in the future. This was
capped off by a brilliant inter house hockey
competition which all the boys had played
superbly in. I would also like to mention
some of the boys who played exceptionally
well in the A team, these include: Imran
Kermalli in the defence, Jacob Steinberg
in goal, Zamaan Dudhia as a striker and
finally Andrew Rogers and Edward Cleaver
for producing a solid mid field, with me in
the centre.
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Senior Football
There has been keen competition for places
in the 3rd XI this season. Dreadful weather
and waterlogged pitches meant that only
one game was possible before half term, a
disappointing defeat away at Berkhamsted.
Since the break the weather has improved
and we have played two more games,
losing to Merchant Taylors’ and then an
encouraging 5-4 victory against Aylesbury
Grammar. Despite two further defeats to
UCS and St Columbas, the commitment
of the players has been encouraging, with
many finding opportunities in the 2nd XI at
some point.
The 2nd XI enjoyed a fairly successful
season, winning 2, drawing 2 and losing 3.
Stand out performances came from Kush
Purohit, Alex Whitefield and captains Harry
Sammons and Ben Hikmet, along with
leading scorers Harry Graham and Richard
Lamuren. The position of Goalkeeper has
been a difficult one to fill, and thanks must go
to Sam Sharpe who has fulfilled the role with
credit this term.
The HABS 1st XI looked towards the football
season with optimism, especially due to
the news that after four years out injured
Josh Goldstein miraculously healed from a
career ending injury to return to school sport.
However, this optimism quickly vanished after
our first LB cup game against Berkhamsted.
HABS had most of the first half possession
and we created plenty of chances but we
couldn’t find the opening goal. We knew
that Berkhamsted would be a big, physical
side - this was clearly apparent from the
Rugby season - but our Football team were
even smaller than our Rugby team, and we
ultimately succumbed to two set piece goals.
Our second LB cup group match was
against St Edmunds. The game was even
in the first half, so at the half time interval,
HABS released the Jerusalem Express, the
Wednesday Wonder (now renamed the
Tuesday Thunder), Clark Norton. Mr Ward’s
tactical substitution went on to score to
break the deadlock. Jonny May then went
one on one with the ‘keeper and after seeing
his shot saved, Josh Navarajasegaran was
on hand to tap home the rebound and we
cruised to an important 2-0 victory. The
deciding match in the LB cup group was
the re-run of last year’s Cup final against
St. Albans. St. Albans dominated the first
half and after a few brilliant saves from Jake
Krais we were fortunate to go into half time
0-0. It was time to release the Wednesday
wonder once again. Clark Norton majestically
lobbed the keeper from an improbable angle
with 10 minutes to go and proceeded to do
a Didier Drogba-esque knee slide in front of
the adoring HABS fans, and the 1st XI topped
their LB cup group.
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Spalding Grammar in the quarter final of
the LB cup were next. Josh Goldstein was
brought on after 15 minutes and made an
instant impact; a trademark mazy run ending
with a shot off the far post to decide the tie.
The Cup campaign ground to a halt in the
semi-final, away at Radley. HABS again had
most of the possession but we couldn’t take
our chances. Once again, the other team’s
physicality told, and after a Stoke City-style
set piece we conceded with little time to
respond. After trying to push for the equaliser,
we left ourselves open and conceded two
more in a short space of time. Unlike last
season it just wasn’t to be.
In friendly fixtures we began with new
opponents in the form of Abingdon. The
weather was awful, wet and windy and even
Jonny May’s touch deserted him. Despite
going 1-0 down, HABS still managed to play
their usual passing football and after a Josh
Navarajasegaran equaliser, two strikes from
Ben Lewry secured a 3-1 win.
We again came unstuck against Aylesbury
Grammar, but the next game against Old
HABS saw the first occasion when the School
had a physical advantage over the opposition.
Goals from the Captain, Josh Goldstein,
Jonny May, Ben Lewry and 2 from Vicecaptain Rory Cartmell saw the Upper sixth
boys secure a comfortable 6-2 win.
A testing match at home to Brentwood saw
the visitors keep the ball well in the first

half, but the back four of Dan Brennan, Kian
Savvides, Jamie Murray and Zach Mandel
made sure Brentwood didn’t convert their
possession into clear shots on goal, and
stand-in keeper Sam Schusman managed
to pull off two important saves in the first
half. HABS were camped in their own half,
but a quick counter attack from myself and
Jonny May found Jonny Daitz (who had
surprisingly made it to the opposition penalty
area without pulling his hamstring) whose
shot deflected off Ollie Kariel to put HABS,
surprisingly, into the lead. The 1sts played a
lot better in the second half and limited a very
good Brentwood side to very few chances.
Things got a bit physical and aggressive near
the end, but HABS kept their discipline and
composure to earn a notable victory. We
learnt a lot about ourselves after that win,
most notably that Josh, sporting his now
customary ponytail, was an avid feminist.
A big thank you goes out to Mr Oldfield and
Mr Charlwood for their help with the 3rd XI,
as well as Mr Kerr for coaching the 2nd XI
and helping out at training. Finally, I would
like to thank Mr Ward who has given his
time and dedication, from organising the
fixtures to helping us at training, especially
as this year marks his 25th season of taking
HABS 1st XI Football.
Billy Lee U6
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U16A Football
The Under 16A football team completed
an outstanding season by beating
Haileybury 4-0.
Captain Dylan Kaye led by example by
scoring all four goals in an excellent team
performance. A last-minute injury to
goalkeeper Stefan Darbari led to a team reshuffle and striker Adam Burchell bravely

stepped up to the plate as an emergency
goalkeeper.
The successful season has been a true team
effort with goals evenly distributed throughout
the side, Joel Citron, Ali Allam, Shiv Sekaran,
Ben Bointon, Adam Burchell, Alex Freedman,
Max Marmor and Eddy Mort all scoring this
season.

The tenacious defending of Josh Davis, Adjay
Mistry, Benji Katz, Ben Ebrahimi and Max
Russell with Stefan Darbari in goal, have all
played a huge part in our unbeaten record. It’s
been a pleasure playing with each of these
boys and I hope many of us will push for a
place in the 1st XI next season.
Dylan Kaye L6

Cross Country
The weather has not always been
favourable this season. For example,
owing to the large amount of falling over
in the mud, someone watching the Goater
Cup from afar may have thought the race
was an amended version of the game
show “Takeshi’s Castle”.
Despite such arduous (and sometimes
humour-inducing) conditions, HABS Cross
Country has had a remarkably successful
season, especially among the lower year
groups. A clear highlight was the magnificent
display at the North London Ellis Committee’s

IAPS championships in February, where
the combined U11 and U13 teams won the
Cholmeley Shield by more than half the score
of their nearest rivals. In a competition where
the lowest score is best, HABS’ 208 points
obliterated the second place score of 426.

age titles. Jamie Harper from Year 8 ran
commendably, finishing 1st in his age group.
However the performance of the day surely
went collectively to the Year 11s. They put
in a magnificent performance with 4 runners
finishing in the top five.

Last year, HABS won 4 out of 6 age
categories in the Watford and District
Championships. It therefore seems
superfluous to say that the bar was set
very high for this year. Nonetheless, HABS
managed to emulate such success by
again winning the U13, U14, U15 and U16

I’d like to thank Mr Waddington for his efforts
for Cross Country at HABS over the last two
years. His dedication enabled Cross Country
at HABS to thrive.
Edward Upson U6

ISGA Golf National Finals at Carnoustie
HABS Golf team of William Aldred (U6),
Jack Myers (L6) and Joel Citron (Y11)
travelled up to Scotland from 26th - 28th
April to compete for the fourth consecutive
year in the ISGA National Matchplay finals
at Carnoustie.
A practice round at St Andrews over the
Eden course served as good practice for
the windy links conditions on the Saturday,
before making the short trip up to Carnoustie
for the first competition round over the
Burnside course at Carnoustie on Sunday.
Playing in his first ISGA finals, Joel carded
a very tidy 79, and with William posting a 1
over par 69 and Jack a creditable 75, HABS
were in 5th place overnight just 6 strokes
behind the three joint leading schools.

On the Open championship course on
Monday, Joel played to his handicap with
an 87, while Jack posted a fine 75 despite a
disappointing final hole, and William returned
in 72 strokes. This saw HABS move up a
place to 4th overall, and while this wasn’t
enough to secure an automatic trip to next
year’s finals at Royal St Georges, it still
represented an excellent effort against the
traditionally strong Golf schools. Whitgift
won the overall competition ahead of
Wellington and Millfield.
Joel received a bronze medal for his
performance over the two days, while
Jack (9th overall) and William (3rd) were
awarded Gold medals. It was tremendous
performance and one which sets the

benchmark for the up and coming golfers in
the Junior School.
A Ward

William Aldred wins Herts Schools Rose Bowl Scratch Championship
William Aldred produced a stunning 9
under par round of 60 on his former home
course at Mid-Herts Golf Club in March
as he won the Herts Schools Rose Bowl
scratch championship by 9 strokes from
the nearest challenger.
William got under par as early as the second
hole when a 7 iron to 6 feet set up the
opening birdie of the day. Further birdies

arrived at the 5th, 7th and 9th holes to reach
the turn in 4 under. A birdie at the long 11th
hole took William to -5 before a 30 foot putt
at the very next hole put him at 6 under.

I wasn’t sure of this at the time because I
had lost count of my birdies!” The chip went
7 feet past the hole, but he holed the putt
for a 60.

The short par 4 14th yielded another birdie
to get to -7, before two closing birdies at 17
and 18 finished a memorable round. William
said “I missed the green on 18 short and
right which left me a chip for a 59, although

This is a fantastic achievement for any golfer
but with a bright golfing career in front of
him this will undoubtedly spur William on to
greater successes.
A Ward
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Cricket

The 2014 Cricket Season saw mixed
fortunes for HABS teams as once again
the weather played its part. Of 129 games
played, 77 (60%) were won by HABS
teams, five were drawn or abandoned as
draws with a further two games ending in a
tie with scores level, while 45 were lost. A
further 44 games were cancelled, almost all
as a result of inclement weather. The win
rate is slightly down on recent years but
highlights the fact our fixture list continues
to get stronger and the vast majority of our
games, certainly below 1st XI level, involve
limited overs.

1st XI
On paper, this year’s 1st XI looked slightly
stronger than their immediate predecessors
and hopes were high going into the season.
All appeared rosy going into the opening
fixture away at Queen Elizabeth’s, Barnet.
At the toss, Colverd called correctly and
immediately chose to bat first, after which
he hit his first ball for six and HABS scored
21 runs over two overs. However, he was
well caught at slip off the 12th ball of the
game and thereafter HABS struggled against
the strong QE Barnet bowling attack, with
only Harris (52) making any headway. A
quick-fire 33 from Ishaan Patel towards the
end of the innings boosted the HABS total to
169 for 9 after 40 overs. In reply, QE Barnet
lost an early wicket but reached 108 in the
31st over before the second wicket fell and
we were able to re-exert our dominance.
The opposition eventually finished on 145
for 9, 24 runs in arrears with leg-spinner
Jay Purohit (4 for 25) the most successful
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bowler. Three days later, Colverd again won
the toss at Berkhamsted and this time made
the obvious decision to insert the opposition,
which proved correct as Berkhamsted were
restricted to 113 for 8 in 30 overs, the match
shortened after heavy overnight rain and the
threat of more during the day (only this game
and the 2nd XI game at HABS managed to
survive the weather!). Strike bowler Ishaan
Patel (3 for 20) and Naresh Rasakulasuriar
(2 for 15) both used the conditions well but
off-spinner Charlie Mack found it difficult to
grip the ball. Alarm bells started ringing when
Will Wright was caught immediately after
hitting a boundary and Colverd, who struck
two boundaries, hit a catch straight to short
fine leg. Harris (31) and debutant Jordan
Urban (16) steadied the ship but found it
difficult to pierce the field as the required run
rate steadily increased. Our last hope, Ishaan
Patel was brilliantly caught on the boundary
and HABS were dismissed for just 98.
The annual MCC game brought welcome
respite. Our illustrious opponents rattled up
258 for 3 before declaring and in reply HABS
lost two early wickets before a partnership
of 166 for the 3rd wicket between Colverd
(86) and wicket-keeper Rohan Mandumula
took the school within sight of its target.
Mandumula completed a fine maiden century
before Dan Kerry bowled him for exactly 100.
HABS eventually settled for the draw, finishing
on 236 for 5.
The following Saturday HABS travelled to
Mill Hill in confident mood. Colverd won
his third toss in a row and again asked
our hosts to bat first. At 5 for 3 we were
clearly on top, but Mill Hill battled hard and
lasted for more than 53 overs before being

dismissed for 140, Patel (4 for 28) again the
most successful bowler. Coach Dan Kerry
changed our batting order - a mistake, he
later admitted, as Mack and Wright both fell
cheaply. Harris (20) and Colverd (41) gave
us hope, but when the latter was adjudged
lbw, the remaining wickets fell quickly and
HABS were all out for 127, another hugely
disappointing defeat. With more heavy rain,
we had to wait two weeks before our next
game at St Alban’s and then wished it had
rained again as an unbeaten century by the
outstanding George Scott condemned us
to the heaviest defeat to date. Colverd (38)
and Harris (41) were again among the runs
but we were unable to convert a favourable
position after 25 overs into a sizeable total.
A score of 164 for 4 in 40 overs was never
going to be enough with Scott and his brother
Patrick in form and St Albans won at a canter
with 9 wickets and 13 overs to spare.
Later the 1st XI returned to winning ways,
defeating Bedford Modern for the fourth
season in a row. Batting first, HABS
struggled in difficult conditions throughout
the morning session, during which the game
was reduced from 50 to 42 overs a side after
another rain break. However Ian Harris stood
firm, top-scoring with 61 off 101 deliveries
and after lunch Charlie Mack, with a maiden
half century at this level, and Ishaan Patel
(27 off 19 balls) helped take the final total to
204 for 8. In reply Bedford Modern began
positively, scoring 23 runs off 11 balls before
their captain was well caught by Harry Mistry
off the bowling of Mack. Wickets fell steadily
thereafter as BMS were dismissed for 97. A
hastily arranged midweek T20 game against
University College School ended in another
comfortable win for a weakened HABS team
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who successfully chased down the UCS total
of 131 for 6 (another three wickets for Patel)
to win by 8 wickets, Nikhil Amin top-scoring
with an undefeated 68. Another victory
followed three days later against Magdalen
College School, Oxford. Captain Colverd
won the toss again and had no hesitation in
batting first, a decision which soon proved
correct as he and opening partner Wright
at last recaptured their 2013 form together,
putting on 115 for the first wicket. Colverd
looked set for a hundred but was caught on
62 and Wright followed for 78, but Harris
(41), Mistry (29*) and Mack (23*) kept the
momentum going as HABS posted 256 for
4 in 50 overs. A fine spell of seam bowling
by Wright immediately put pressure on the
opposition reply. He finished with figures of
3 for 20 from his 10 overs and MCS could
muster only 185, victory going to HABS
by the comprehensive margin of 77 runs.
Colverd (106) was again in imperious form
in another midweek T20 game, this time
against Watford. His first 50 came in just
18 balls and he went on to complete his first
century of the season off 54 deliveries. He
and Wright (31) shared in another century
stand and the HABS total of 190 for 5 in 20
overs was far too much for Watford, who
finished on 135 for 8. The next visitors to
Elstree were Geelong College from Australia,
who we beat here in 2011. Needless to say,
we gave them another warm welcome and
defeated them again, this time by 35 runs.
Mandumula (37) and Harris (45*) led the
way as HABS were dismissed for 166 with
one ball of the allotted 30 overs remaining to
which Geelong College replied with 131 for
9, the wickets shared among our bowlers.
The rain returned the following day and the
game against Bancroft’s was eventually
abandoned as a draw shortly after tea. For the
third game in three days, this time against Old
Haberdashers’ CC, the sun was back and the
school narrowly took the honours in a closely
fought contest. Colverd (50) and Wright (43)
again batted well against some tight, accurate
bowling, but when the captain was run out by
Jordan Urban a decent total was still some
way off. Urban (31*) partially atoned for his
error with good support from Milind Chohan
(18*), deputising as wicket-keeper on this
occasion, as HABS posted 175 for 5 in 45
overs. After a solid start in reply, Old HABS
lost wickets at regular intervals and eventually
finished on 167 for 9, 8 runs in arrears.
We therefore entered the penultimate week
of term on the back of six wins in seven
games, but now proceeded to lose the next
four, albeit to strong opposition in each
case. Runs for old boys Nish Selvakumar,
Kushal Patel, Vinny Vaithianathan and
Athman Sivakumar enabled Dan Kerry,
captaining Doug Yeabsley’s XI to declare on
266 for 8, a total which proved well beyond
the school’s capabilities, all out for 175.
The following day, thanks to a fine innings
from Ian Harris, we got much closer to the

Fraser Bird XI total of 256 for 7 declared
before falling 34 runs short. The next game
was one we had been looking forward to all
term…a first ever two-day game against our
main rivals Merchant Taylors’, who won the
toss and not surprisingly chose to bat first.
The morning session arguably belonged to
HABS, however, particularly when Charlie
Mack held on to a sharp slip catch just
before lunch to give the home side a 4th
wicket with the score on 97. After lunch a
fine partnership of 170 for the 5th wicket
put MTs in the ascendency and they were
able to declare on 275 for 6. Wright and
Harris batted well for a while, but once the
latter was bowled further wickets fell leaving
HABS struggling on 93 for 5 overnight. The
second morning was overcast and MTs
made good use of the conditions to dismiss
HABS for 141, thereby enabling them to
enforce the follow-on. This time, Colverd
(37) and Wright (72) were able to negotiate
the period before lunch and afterwards took
their partnership to 109 before the captain’s
dismissal. Wright followed soon after but
Harris (56*) and Mandumula (55*) wiped
off the arrears and batted on after tea to
make the game safe seem. Coach Kerry
had other ideas and hatched a plan which
involved MTs giving HABS some easy
runs to enable us to declare and set the
opposition a target which they would go
for. HABS declared its 2nd innings on 234
for 2, setting MTs 101 to win in 10 overs, a
target they managed to achieve, despite the
best efforts of Ishaan Patel in particular, for
the loss of 5 wickets with just one ball to
spare…an exciting end for the large crowd
to a hard fought game, but one which was
hard for us to take.
S Charlwood

2nd XI
The 2014 season began disappointingly with
a draw and a defeat but thereafter normal
service was resumed with the team winning
the remaining seven games on the trot. In
the opening fixture against QE Barnet, HABS
posted 191 for 7 in 30 overs (Jordan Urban
78, Harry Mistry 39), but with the opposition
on 3 for 3 in reply the heavens opened and
the game was abandoned as a draw. Three
days later the game against Berkhamsted
was one of only two in the block fixture
which survived the weather. Unfortunately
the 2nd XI lost, collapsing from 73 for 3
to 89 all out in pursuit of a target of just
108. The tide turned, however, against Mill
Hill, who were comprehensively defeated
by 103 runs. Jordan Hastings (43) led
the way as HABS scored 161 for 7 in 35
overs before our visitors were dismissed
for just 58, Hugo Murphy (4 for 4) and
Josh Navarajasegaran (3 for 15) the chief
destroyers. In a closely contested game
against St Albans, runs for Vaibhav Dubey

(50) and Will Zucker (31) and wickets for
Shaniel Lakhani (3 for 15) helped carry the
side to a hard fought 7 run victory. After
the half term break, Bedford Modern (by 10
wickets) and Old HABS (by 92 runs) were
defeated easily, but there were still some
excellent individual performances from
the likes of Sachin Manoraj, Vinay Popat
and Ollie Marshall amongst others. The
games against Magdalen College School
and Bancroft’s were much closer affairs,
however. Against MCS, we were in dire
straits at 31 for 5 and more than half our
overs gone chasing 157 for victory, but
half centuries from Nikhil Amin (52) and
Vinay Popat (51*) eventually saw us to
an amazing win. Amin (87*) was again
to the fore in the victory over Bancroft’s,
HABS replying to the opposition’s total of
164 for 8 in 25 overs with 168 for 5. The
season ended with another victory, this time
in a low-scoring game against Merchant
Taylors’, with Miguel Perera (injured
unfortunately for much of the term) and
Aman Chatterjee among the wickets. So,
with everyone available, the 2nd XI was
clearly a match for anyone.
S Charlwood

3rd XI
In our first match against Mill Hill, some
lusty blows from the mercurial Josh
Goldstein (69) with an entertaining and rapid
half century were too good against some
mediocre bowling. He was well supported
by James Benson (48) as HABS reached
178 for 4 in 20 overs before our bowlers, led
by Kripa Panchagnula (4 for 17) and Rafay
Kamal (3 for 1), dismissed the opposition
for 81. In our second fixture at home
against QE Barnet, our superior bowling
took centre stage: Ozan Khan, in particular,
caught the eye with some perfectly directed
wicket-to-wicket deliveries with a hint of
swing, bagging six wickets in the process
and preventing the away team from reaching
much more than half their target (HABS
105-9, QEB 56). In our third match away at
St Alban’s, what looked to be a reasonably
competitive total (102-9) was quickly
demolished by a brawny lad resembling
Freddie Flintoff in both appearance and
batting style, who found the boundary or
surpassed it at regular intervals. The final
match against Magdalen College School was
played in bright sunshine on the stunning
playing fields of Exeter College. A ding-dong
battle ended appropriately with a tie (both
sides scoring 81 for the loss of 9 wickets).
Wicketkeeper Hugh Odone had spearheaded
a plucky rear-guard action before some
tight bowling by the likes of James Benson
and Vishnu Gnanasubramanian (4 for 14)
prevented a last ditch victory for our hosts.
R Whiteman
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U15A
It was a mixed season for the U15As
during which we played well in parts but
struggled to put in a complete performance
throughout a whole game. With three out of
our first four fixtures cancelled due to heavy
rain, we only had a hard fought victory in
a low-scoring game on an unpredictable
pitch against Mill Hill (Freddie Bird and
Arush Pathak among the wickets) to show
for our pre-season work in the winter
nets. Following this, however, as the
representatives from Hertfordshire (having
won the U14 County Cup in 2013), we
put in arguably our best performance of
the season in the 1st round of the national
stages of the ECB/ESCA Trophy against the
Essex champions Brentwood School. After
restricting our opponents to 155 for 8 in 40
overs, we lost early wickets but eventually
cruised to victory thanks to a superb
unbroken partnership of 103 for the 5th
wicket between Naresh Rasakulasuriar (56*)
and Rahil Sharma (40*), who completed
a fine all-round game after collecting
three wickets in the Brentwood innings.
Unfortunately this was the high point of the
season as we then lost five games in a row,
beginning with defeat at St Albans in a game
we dominated for much of the time and
really should have won after the start made
by openers Saul Kaye (59) and George
Lawrence (43). In reply to HABS’ 151 for
3 in 30 overs, St Albans were in trouble but
poor decisions in the field ultimately cost us
dearly as the opposition reached their target
with four wickets to spare. Following this
defeat, we lost to Cranleigh School from
Surrey in the 2nd round of the ECB/ESCA
Trophy and Parmiter’s in the U15 County
Cup on consecutive days. There was
certainly no shame in defeat to Cranleigh,
who were able to field a number of cricket
scholars and county players in their side.
However, the losses against more moderate
schools demonstrated how one or two
batsmen in the middle of an innings could
take a game away from us with some hard
hitting and good running between wickets.
After being criticised for not learning from
our mistakes quickly enough, we found new
motivation and a fine innings from Jordan
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Urban (94*), ably assisted by George
Lawrence (37), saw us to an easy 8 wicket
win against Magdalen College School. The
final game of the season pitted us against
local rivals Merchant Taylors’, where
Sudeep Khadka’s quick fire innings (71*)
helped to set up a competitive total (167 for
6 in 30 overs). Unfortunately, it was not
to be enough as the opposition lower order
batsmen scrambled home (168 for 8) with
just one over remaining.
Saul Kaye Y11

U15B
A very successful cricket season saw the
U15B team end the summer undefeated,
having won all six of its matches. Highlights
included Vishaal Patel taking 6 wickets for
just 5 runs including a hat-trick against
Magdalen College School, in addition to 5
for 20 against Merchant Taylors’, Adam
Vaughan scoring 43 against Mill Hill, Rohan
Bindra taking 4 wickets against St Albans
and then scoring 18 not out to win the
match, Eddie Disley scoring 44 against
Bedford Modern and Hasnain Khaki scoring
a quick-fire 29 not out against Merchant
Taylors’. Captain Eddie Disley led the
team by example, whether keeping wicket
or scoring runs with the bat. With nearly
20 players representing the B team it was
even more impressive that they were able
to maintain their consistency and it did not
matter whether they batted first or second,
the result was always the same.
D Taberner

U14A
This was a successful season for a team
with plenty of ability, although missed
chances cost HABS victory in several
close games. The season started with a
comfortable win against Mill Hill, in which
leading wicket-taker Saavan Shah took
6 wickets for just 6 runs. In our regular
fixtures, narrow defeats followed against
Dr. Challoner’s GS, St. Albans (despite
a fine innings of 61 from Luca Ignatius),
and Magdalen College School. In each

case dropped catches and missed runouts proved the difference between the
teams. Confidence, however, remained
high after wins in other games: against
Bedford Modern, Leeran Talker took 7 for
5, against QE Barnet there were wickets for
Dillon Kurani and 84 not out from Naresh
Rasakulasuriar and against Bancroft’s an
all-round team performance was enough for
a comfortable victory. The season finished
with another close defeat, this time against
a very strong Merchant Taylor’s side.
Meanwhile, the team was progressing well
in the County Cup and met with St. Albans
in the semi-final. A captain’s innings of 66
from Freddie Wright led a recovery from 9
for 3 to enable HABS to post a total of 123
for 7 in 20 overs. A crucial wicket for Nikhil
Chavda and three apiece for Kurani and
Shah restricted St. Albans and a comfortable
win ensued against a side who had defeated
us earlier in the season. In the final against
Bishop’s Stortford HS, HABS again scored
123 (for the loss of 4 wickets), but this time
in more difficult conditions, Amaan Lakhani
leading the way with a competent 43. Four
wickets for Leeran Talker and a solid display
in the field resulted in victory by 46 runs,
as Bishop’s Stortford were dismissed for
77. HABS thus retained the County Cup in
this age group for the fourth consecutive
year and can look forward to representing
Hertfordshire again in the national rounds of
the competition next year.
S Haring

U14B
With coach Chris Yoxall having suffered
a broken leg during the Spring term, the
U14Bs were immensely grateful to Roy
Sloan (in his final term at HABS) for stepping
into the breach and umpiring the majority
of their games. The season began with
two wins against Mill Hill and St Albans.
Sajan Shah (66 and 3 for 3) put in a fine
all-round performance in the victory over
Mill Hill, while the game against St Albans
was a closer affair, HABS winning by 9 runs.
Two defeats followed against an ‘A’ side
from neighbours Aldenham and Magdalen
College School before possibly the game of
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the season against QE Barnet, which ended
in a tie. Batting first, HABS made a good
start but failed to capitalise and the total
of 119 for 7 after 20 overs was at least 10
runs below what it should have been. The
opposition clearly had more belligerent
batsmen but we had the better bowlers and
restricted QEB to the same score (119)
for the loss of 9 wickets in reply. In the
final game of the season against Merchant
Taylors’ our batting again let us down and
we were dismissed for 79, resulting in
defeat by 59 runs.
S Charlwood

U13A
The U13As enjoyed a positive season
with some excellent team and individual
performances. After a poor start to the
season with defeats against Watford GS
and QE Barnet and the disappointment
of a number of cancelled fixtures due
to the weather, the team learnt from its
mistakes and beat St Albans comfortably
by 8 wickets, thanks to the batting of
Vinosh Jegatheesan (32) following Aayush
Pindoria’s bowling figures of 4 for 24. The
Junior Devon Tour at the beginning of half
term proved to be a great team bonding
experience and was very successful, one of
the highlights being Olly Nathanson’s half
century against East Devon at Sidmouth.
The team won both games on tour to raise
morale, which was carried into the game
against Bedford Modern after the break.
Thanks to another half century by Nathanson
(52) and wickets for Pindoria (5 for 29),
HABS won this game by the convincing
margin of 58 runs. Aside from the regular
fixtures, the team also made good progress
in the County Cup with straightforward
victories over Sandringham and Verulam
followed by arguably the performance of the
season, a 10 wicket victory (Nathanson 49*,
Pindoria 46*) over the reigning champions
Watford, who had beaten us at the start of
the season. In the semi-final we defeated
Edge Grove, with Harry Cobb (4 for 11)

starring with the ball. Unfortunately a dismal
batting performance in the final against
Bishop’s Stortford College Prep School let
us down and we finished as runners-up.
The final match of the season against
Merchant Taylors’ also ended in defeat, but
not before a dramatic finish. After MTs had
posted 173 for 7 in their 30 overs, HABS
appeared to be struggling, but after a great
comeback from a seemingly impossible
situation, Freddy Nash (33) and Ritik Parmar
got us close to our target. However, with
9 wickets down and 5 runs needed off 11
balls, a brilliant catch snatched victory away
from us.
Aayush Pindoria Y9

U13B
The U13Bs had a disrupted first half of term
owing to rain and they also suffered from
brittle batting at times. Nevertheless there
was an excellent team spirit among the boys
and there is a lot of potential particularly
on the bowling front. Derby fixtures seem
to have brought the best out of the players
with the highlights of the season being wins
over local rivals QE Barnet, St Albans and
Merchant Taylors’, as well as a hard-fought
contest against Magdalen College School
that ended in defeat. Farzan Faizeen was
an exceptional captain throughout the year,
supported by some fantastic figures with the
ball, notably 3 for 8 off his 4 overs against
QE Barnet. Perhaps the finest match of the
season was against an undefeated Magdalen
College School team, where the side nearly
chased down 150 off 25 overs, with 54 runs
from Faizeen and 23 runs from Damelin.
Sadly though, the team was bowled out
before reaching the MCS total.
S Clark

U12A
For the U12As, the 2014 cricket season
turned out to be one of great improvement,
both individually and as a team. Although

we lost our opening fixture against Watford,
the team showed promise and potential,
particularly in our bowling and fielding (three
wickets for Vageesh Singh brought us right
back into the game after a disappointing
batting performance). Against St Albans it
was left-arm spinner Arjun Parmar’s turn to
shine with the ball and, with wicket-keeper
Edward Cleaver also contributing with
the bat, we gained our first major victory.
Unfortunately, our inconsistent form led to
a poor display in all aspects of the game,
and a bad loss against QE Barnet but once
again we recovered extremely well to defeat
Bedford Modern a day later, dismissing
the opposition for just 66 (Imran Kermalli
taking 4 for 2) and then chasing down our
target with ease in 12 overs. Three more
victories in our regular fixture list followed
as Magdalen College School, Edge Grove
and Bancroft’s were all defeated with major
contributions from Ronit Anand (5 for 11
against Edge Grove) Kush Thakrar and Arron
Kennon (44 and 4 for 12 against Bancroft’s
respectively). Meanwhile we also made
progress in the County Cup, reaching the
semi-final after comfortable wins against
Tring, Verulam and St Columba’s. Once
again we met Watford, who for the second
time this season proved too strong for us,
even though we only lost by 7 runs. The
season ended on a high, however, with a
ninth victory, this time against Merchant
Taylors’.
Kush Thakrar Y8

U12B
This year saw another successful season
for the U12Bs, with six wins (including
victories against our local rivals Watford,
St Albans and Merchant Taylors’) and just
a solitary defeat by a very strong Dame
Alice Owen’s A team. Alex Loan and Jack
Davis led the batting line up, ensuring the
HABS innings got off to a quick scoring
and consistent start. The latter’s unbeaten
51 off 46 balls against QE Barnet was a
particular highlight of the season. The
batting line up as a whole was generally
secure, with the openers ably supported
by the quick scoring Ronit Anand, Rohail
Millan and Rian Devram. Our strongest
asset all season, however, was our bowling
attack. With its consistency, accuracy and
pace, HABS formed a well drilled bowling
unit with Zaki Hasan, Shane Shah, Sameer
Somani and Ronit Anand providing the
pace and Matthew Gittleson and Alex Loan
supporting them with accurate and incisive
spin bowling. Special mention should go to
Jamanvir Kumar and Max Metcalfe for some
outstanding wicket keeping and fielding
at fine leg. Well done on an outstanding
season, gentlemen!
V Gathani
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HABS Athletes at National Finals
Jamie Harper made it a hat trick of titles at
the National IAPS Athletics Championships
when he won the Under 14 1500m in a new
personal best and school record time of
4.28.59. Jamie led from gun to tape to win
by almost five seconds and maintained his
dominance of the event in his year group
since first competing in it as a Year 6
pupil. The performance was all the more
remarkable since he had competed the
night before as part of the successful Under
14 Herts League team and then made the
journey to Birmingham on a Wednesday
morning to compete at midday.
Ollie Hocking, also a member of the Under 14
team, competed in the discus and, with a throw
of 34.34m finished in second place. Ollie has
gradually improved the distances of his throws
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during the course of the term and now is
regularly throwing in the mid-30m region in all
his competitions. Ollie was very lucky to receive
his medal from an expert in the event, the
former Double Olympic Decathlon champion
Daley Thompson.
Rohan Oyewole was the 3rd HABS athlete at
the meeting competing in the Under 13 javelin.
Rohan has been consistently throwing around
30 metres and, although he warmed up well,
his competition throws were around 27 metres
which left him finishing in the middle order of
the field. Rohan has been throwing better with
a 600gms javelin which he will move up to in
year 8, so he will be looking to feature in the
medals next year.
S Lowe
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Senior Athletes bow out on top
HABS Senior Athletes competed in the
Watford and District Under 20 Athletics
Championships on 7th May. Following
some outstanding individual performances
and, with some last-minute replacements,
the squad came out winners, holding off
strong competition from Watford Boys and
Parmiters Schools.
In what was the last-ever performance for
some HABS students in the famous HABS
number 45 Athletics vests, the entire team
managed to finish in 3rd place or better.

The team consisted of the following:-

Henry Gould: 3rd in the High Jump

Marcus Rapacioli: 3rd in the Hurdles and 2nd
in the Pole Vault

Harry Mistry: 1st in the Javelin

Sam Rodgers: 1st in the 100m and 1st in the
Discus
Henryk Hadass: 2nd in the 200m
Max Marmor: 1st in the 400m and 3rd in the
Triple Jump
Sam Fenn: 2nd in the 800m
Ed Curtis: 1st in the 1500m

Jonny Daitz: 3rd in the Long Jump
Ben Jones: 3rd in the Shot
Finally, the 4 x 100m relay team (Rodgers,
Rapacioli, Daitz and Hadass) also came first.
It was a marvellous and very successful
end to the very short Senior School Athletics
2014 season.
S Lowe
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Tennis

This has been another very successful season
for HABS tennis teams. It is particularly
encouraging that there have been excellent
performances and impressive results at all
levels. Our senior team have been ably led
by our new skipper Andrew Gilbert, with
ex-captain Ed Curtis providing experience
and a real competitive edge. Krish Majithia,
Irfan Allana, Kiril Bekov, Jacob Harris,
James Cleaver and Aaron Goldberg have
all contributed to a highly satisfying year of
competition, the highlight being the school’s
best-ever run in the Aegon National Senior
Students competition. The boys beat a
number of strong tennis schools including
Haileybury and St Albans before eventually
going out to Dr Challoners. Our under 13
and 15 county teams both made the Herts
County Finals at Queenswood – the first time
that both age groups have reached this in the
same year for many years. The Year 7 squad
looks very strong in talent and depth which
augurs well for the future. The annual Staff v
Students match was closely contested and
very well supported this year. During the last
Wednesday lunchtime of term the staff team
of Mr Hails, Mr Lee, Mr Garvey, Mr Charman,
Mr Bown, Mr Eyre-Maunsell and Mr Haldane
placed themselves well out of their comfort
zone and took on a strong lower 6th made
up of Andrew Gilbert, Justin Mullem, Krish
Majithia, Irfan Allana, Daniel Landau and
Daniel Calman. The boys’ team, having played
together for the school for over five years,
came out worthy winners with a 4 sets to
2 victory.
J Hails

Senior Tennis
The Senior Tennis season got off to a great
start where we took part in The Aegon National
Senior Students Competition. Unfortunately I
did not feature in this as I was injured for seven
months it but it gave Ed Curtis, Jacob Harris,
Kiril Bekov, Krish Majithia and Irfan Allana a
chance to shine. And shine they did! They beat
Haileybury, St Albans and JFS but eventually
were beaten by Dr Challoners one round
from the national finals! This is the furthest
the school have ever been in the competition,
(until next year of course when we bring home
the silverware to Elstree). After this fantastic
achievement the team went on to beat arch
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rivals Merchant Taylors and then travelled
to Oxford University to play their 3rd team
(captained by Rishi Chotai OH) on their grass
courts. I seized this opportunity for an open
day for myself, after I was on such a high from
my well-under-way Aske Project. On such a
high, Ed Curtis and I battled hard and came out
with a 6-3 loss and a 6-4 win. As for Krish and
Irfan… let’s just say it wasn’t the greatest day
at the office. This match prepared us for the
ISTA National Championships at Eton, where
we always ask the question “Mr Hails, shall
we lose in the first round so we get to play
easier teams”. This year that question was not
on the table though and we stormed through
the main draw beating Dulwich College with
both Ed and I and Krish and James Cleaver
winning our matches. However this was to
be short lived, as the heavens opened and
our glasses wearing opponent asked to have
break, as he couldn’t see the ball. It only got
worse from there when we stepped back out
onto the court. They excelled in every area and
we just watched in awe at balls sailing past
our heads. It was a great experience and it is
always lovely to go down there as a team and
have a nice day out. Yet again though it has
been another enjoyable year of senior tennis
and it is all down to two people: Mr Hails and
Mr Lee who have put a lot of work in behind
the scenes and have been fantastic in their
enthusiasm and commitment to the team and I
am extremely grateful for all their hard work.
Andrew Gilbert U6

Middle School Tennis
The under 15 tennis team have had an
exceptional season this year, with both A and
B teams managing to progress into the county
knock out stages, a feat that has not been

accomplished for many years. The under 15 B
team, comprised of Rohan Shah, Isaac Harris,
Adam Gozdanker and Dhruv Kaushik have had
an especially successful year, demonstrating
the strength in depth of the tennis players we
have at HABS. After strong and convincing
performances over strong tennis schools
like Hitchin Boys and Richard Hale, the
team progressed swiftly into the county
semi-finals. There they met a fiercely strong
Watford Grammar opposition, exiting the
county competition with valiant performances
against tough opponents, a notable one being
Rohan Shah getting two games off the 20th
best player in England. The under 15 A team,
made up of myself, Adam Vaughan, Sudeep
Khadka, Vishaal Patel and Josh Sassoon, have
also had a really successful year. Bolstered
by the addition of a much improved Sudeep
Khadka, the A team set about to try to go
further than the county semi-finals which we
had so narrowly lost in the last two years.
After a close and nervy win against a decent
St Columbas team in our first match, we beat
teams from Sandringham, Parmiters and
Bushey Academy to progress into the county
semi finals. Facing a strong Richard Hale
team we played out of our skins to win five
sets out of six, with the stand out player of the
match being Adam Vaughan, finally winning
at number one seed after playing several of
the best players we had ever seen at county
level. Then it was onto the county final on the
clay courts of Queenswood where we faced
Watford Grammar. After battling hard against
some exceptional tennis players, we lost five
sets to one. We would like to thank both Mr
Hails and Mr Lee for their support, effort and
enthusiasm throughout this tennis season
which without we would have not had nearly
the level of success that we enjoyed this year.
James O’Brien Y11
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Badminton

U13 Tennis
This year has been a very successful year for
tennis at HABS, with the U13 A team getting
to the county cup final, and the Bs winning the
vast majority of their matches. On our road
to the county final we beat Sandringham, St
Columbas, Parmiters and JFK to win the group.
This was followed by a five sets to one win
in the semi-final against St Edmunds. Then,
straight after our exertions during sports day,
we travelled to the clay courts at Queenswood
School to play the county final. We were
against tough opposition from Watford
Grammar School. The boys taking part were
Arjun Parmar, Jack Miller, Sam Warner, and
myself. After 6 close singles and doubles sets
it was tied at 3-3 which meant that we needed
to play a deciding tiebreak. Myself and Arjun
Parmar paired up for an exciting decider but
got beaten 10-5. The A team’s success has
been a real squad effort this season with Ben
Schwarzmann, Joe Leslie and Jay Patel also
contributing. The B team also had some good
wins but narrowly missed out on making the
county semi-finals with Oliver Russell, Ed
Cleaver and Rohan Oyewole all playing well
against strong opposition. Further success
came in the Herts County Year 7 Doubles
tournament hosted by HABS, in which Jay
Patel and Arjun Parmar beat a very good pair
from Beaumont School 6-3 in a final played
in excellent spirit. On behalf of all the junior
school tennis players I would like to say how
much Mr Hails and Mr Lee have helped us this
year. They have taken time out of their lunch to
coach us throughout the term and organised
all of our many matches.
Freddy Nash Y9

House Tennis
The House Tennis competition again received
excellent support from pupils and staff.
Meadows dominated the overall event winning
both the Year 7 and Year 8 age groups whilst
Calverts beat Hendersons in the Middle
School final. The tournament continues to be
a showcase for the tennis talent at the school
and over 100 boys took part throughout the
Summer Term with the standard being
consistently high.

HABS has had a mixed season in
badminton. Recent success for our
younger age groups has been matched
by struggles for the seniors. However,
motivational leadership from Dr Pyburn
and Mr Whalley has left our determination
untarnished.
Once again there has been enormous
interest in badminton, especially amongst
the junior age groups. The Junior School
Badminton Tournament was held on Open
Day. With over twenty boys taking part, the
event proved a great success and was won
by Lucas Siu.
Our season kicked off with one of our
traditional block fixtures versus Hitchin. A

12-0 win for our Under 13 squad reflected
the progress in skill and fitness levels from
weekly training sessions. However, further
fixtures, such as our match versus Watford
Boys, proved more challenging. A very
strong Watford team including a number of
good county players gave us a tough match,
particularly for the Under 18 team. Despite
Hertfordshire players Siddharth Sheth
and Reuben Woolley putting in excellent
performances, we were unable to pull out a
win. There were lots of good quality games,
but too many went the wrong way. With that
being said, the atmosphere was excellent
and everyone showed great patience and
good humour.
Casper Siu U6

Orienteering
Orienteering at HABS continues to go from
strength to strength under the encouraging
leadership of Mr Oldfield, who participates
in all events. Captain Dan Reuben was
well supported by a team of talented
orienteers who competed individually and
as a team in the Hertfordshire County
Orienteering Competition. Ben Wright put
in a series of strong runs, but narrowly
missed out on the title for his age group.
James Lockwood, meanwhile, followed in
the footsteps of his brother Ben, winning
the County Championships. James has
qualified for an England trial in November,
and will also compete in the National
Championships.

At the start of this academic year the team
competed in the Dartmoor Double, a pair
of competitions over two days. The sizes
of the courses were a step up from the
Hertfordshire ones with the team running a
two hour event and a 9km event. Although
the team (Mr Oldfield, Dr Gannarelli,
Mr & Mrs Brotherston, Ben Wright and
James Lockwood) did not bring home any
trophies, the chance to compete on larger
courses against runners from all over the
country was fantastic. A great weekend
was had by all, and there was even time to
take in a few Tors.
James Lockwood L6

J Hails
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Swimming
The academic year 2013-2014 saw much
development and success for the HABS
Swimming Team. Highlights of the year
included a selected junior and senior
team competing in the October 2013
Divisional Championships relays which
then escalated to the Juniors qualifying
for the National Relay Championships!
Later, in March 2014, four swimmers had
the opportunity to swim for the Bath Cup
Relay Championship which took place
in The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

Aquatics Centre. Unfortunately the team
narrowly missed out on qualifying for
the finals but with a respected position
of 4th place in one of the relays, their
heads were held high as they left the
park. Further training is being undertaken
and the team endeavours to qualify to a
higher degree in the next academic year.
On a smaller scale, swimming in the
Herts League required much enthusiasm
and dedicated training by the majority
of swimmers from Years 7-13. Special

mentions must go to Mr Stiff and Miss
Brandon who arranged all the galas and
constantly kept training and motivating us.

pulled off a miraculous victory in the national
finals. HABS is quickly becoming the team
to beat. No longer are we the outsiders
but the holders of two out of three national
trophies: a tremendous achievement in
Coach Jovanovic’s final season in his most
recent stint as HABS teacher and water
polo guru. The onus is now on the boys to
take control of the sport. Exciting times lie

ahead with a new pool and the seemingly
bottomless pit of talent rising though the
school. The aim is obviously to better last
year’s performance. To cement our tittle as
best water polo school in England is in sight.
As Mr Jovanovic would say, ‘let’s do it’.

Martin Lee L6

Senior Water Polo
This was HABS best ever season. Through
the unwavering determination of Mr Stiff and
Mr Jovanovic, HABS managed to enter into
all three national competitions….winning
two of them. Undoubtedly HABS became the
premier school in England for water polo.
The U16 team picked up yet another trophy
having lost only one competitive match.
The U14 team emulated the older boys and

Josh Steinert L6

ESSA U16 National Water Polo Finals
The ESSA National Water Polo U16 Finals
is a tournament consisting of the six best
teams in the country. The Haberdashers’
team fought their way through two tough
rounds of qualifying to have the chance to
become National Champions.
Under the supervision of Coach Jovanovic
and Team Manager Mr Stiff, 14 boys
travelled to Walsall to compete. The draw
left the team in a group against two well
renowned Northern sides, Bolton and
Birmingham. However the HABS team
intent on disposing of any opposition
came out strong. Bolton put up a fight but
HABS secured a 3-2
victory. Then against
Birmingham nothing
was held back, HABS
managing a thorough
4-1 win which put them
into the semis as top
seed from the group.
The great form was
continued as the boys
beat Trinity comfortably,
winning 7-3. The team
watched as Bolton
narrowly won their semifinal putting them up
against HABS again in
what would undoubtedly
be a thrilling match.
Goals at both ends had
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the game tied at 2-2 going into the second
half, however some excellent skill in front
of goal brought on 2 goals for HABS one of
which was a well earned penalty making it
4-2. With one and half minutes on the clock
Bolton found a reply after some complacent
defending. Up against some questionable
decisions for time wasting and immense
pressure, the game could have been tipped
into a penalty shoot-out but the team held
on to take the win.
Many thanks go to Mr Jovanovic for his
inspiration, coaching and the incredible
hours he has put in to help the team over the

past year, and Mr Stiff for his organisation
and support but also for sharing with us a
unique celebration which he was helped with
by the encouragement of his loving students
(‘diving’ into the pool).
The team that became only the second
HABS team to win the U16 Schools
National Championship: Cameron Baker,
Karan Basu, Hamish Hudson, Josh Steinert,
Luka Abeywickerama, Edward Mort, Jonny
Walker, George Lawrence, Josh Silverbeck,
Joey Gardener White, Michael Miller, Adam
Kohler, Aril Pandya and Matt Rosenfeld.
Cameron Baker L6
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ESSA U14 National Water Polo Champions
We can also see how much HABS water
polo has developed this year, with all three
age groups qualifying and HABS winning
the U16, and now the U14 tournaments.
It is also encouraging to see the south
of England begin to dominate, with two
London teams in the final, where Northern
teams are more commonly seen. This is a
fantastic achievement, so congratulations
to all those involved and thanks once again
to Mr Jovanovic and Mr Stiff.
Josh Steinert L6

On Saturday 10th May 2014, the HABS
Under 14 team travelled up to Walsall
for the ESSA national finals. Little did we
know that, by lunchtime, we would be
National Champions.

Kayak Polo

We passed through the group stages
with ease, beating both KES and King’s
Grantham convincingly. Our semi-final was
against Bolton, who have until recently
dominated school water polo along with
Manchester Grammar.
After a tough start, with Bolton getting a
goal in after a minute, HABS worked hard
with Aril Pandya making fantastic saves
and Michael Miller being able to repeatedly
punish their goalkeeper with his rocket shot
thanks to the efforts of the team working
hard together. The final score against
Bolton was 6-2 and this meant that we
would play Trinity School in the finals.
The final match was against Trinity School
from Croydon. After an inspirational team
talk from Joey and Will, HABS were ready
to go. Goals from Alex Jones, Michael
Miller and a few crackers from Will
Sammons followed. Adam Kohler and Joey
Gardner-White, along with Paras Shah,
Matt Rosenfeld and Dan Gilbey (who also
scored a few brilliant goals earlier in the
tournament) all defended fantastically.
Yiannis Pistikopoulos, Dan McCabe and
Adam Talib all made their debut national
performances and did very well indeed,
helping HABS to win the match 7-2. As
soon as the game had finished Mr Stiff and
Mr Jovanovic were both promptly thrown in
to join the team to celebrate in the water!
This tournament really shows the efforts
of Mr Jovanovic and Mr Stiff, who have
worked so hard to train us and make us
able to win this year. The whole team are
grateful for their efforts.

When does Kayak Polo run and which
staff and students runs it?

How is the extra funding from the School
Council going to be used?

Kayak Polo runs during Senior Games
and on Wednesday straight after school
for younger years. The teacher in charge
is Mr Roncarati and it is run with the help
of Martin Lee (L6), Toby Irwin (L6) and
Daniel McCabe (Y10).

The extra funding has been used to buy
new, lighter, stronger spraydecks. Some
new special Kayak Polo paddles have
been ordered to replace old heavier ones.
Finally, some water pumps have been
bought to assist with draining kayaks
during gameplay and clearing.

Why should boys try Kayak Polo, as
opposed to the more popular sports
available?
Students should try Kayak Polo because
it is a rare sport to which one may not
get an opportunity to do later on in life.
Furthermore, it is different to the other
sports in the school and offers a lot more
specialisation in the core skills of the sport.
Furthermore we believe every one who
comes will develop and lean skills at a
faster rate due to a lower ratio of beginners
to those able to teach kayaking properly.
What is it about Kayak Polo that is
most interesting?
Kayak Polo is different from other sports;
the gameplay and tactics are the most
interesting part of the game because it
combines the physicality and ball skills
of Water Polo and the technical aspects
of efficient paddling and underwater to
surface recovery skills.

What is the future for Kayaking/Kayak
Polo at HABS?
After the end of the Autumn Term, we
hope to have about eight people who
can do advanced manoeuvres specific
to the game Kayak Polo. From then we
can devise a team before the end of the
academic year and play against some
clubs.
In the future Toby and Martin hope to
complete the three day 115 mile kayak
race across the River Thames from
Devizes to Westminster. This will either
happen in Easter 2015 or 2016, or even
both years!
The future looks bright for us; there are no
waterfalls and the only way is upstream!
Martin Lee L6
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Charity matters. Yes, it really does.
I suspect that I have been asked to write
this brief introduction to Charity Matters
at HABS so that I can finally spell out
the double meaning of that phrase. We
really do believe that charity matters,
and that it is an important part of the
life of this school. Developing a sense of
responsibility and cultivating the habit of
serving others feels like an appropriate
response to the many privileges and
advantages we can all so easily come to
take for granted.

Charity really does matter at HABS and
here is how we go about it. Each House
chooses its own annual charity (unless
you are in Strouts where an air of mystery
prevails) and organises a varied range of
events, raising some very impressive sums
of money. In addition to this we have a
whole school Charity Matters Committee
which works to fundraise for our school
charity, KidzCare Tanzania, a project with
which we have very strong links and for
whom we have raised over £80,000 in the

past four years. Occasionally, an individual
boy will have an extraordinary idea such
as scaling a great mountain (see below)
to raise some extra funds and we will leap
into action to raise sponsorship. I hope you
enjoy reading about the most recent Charity
Matters events.
J Goodair

Battle of the Bands

This year’s Battle of The Bands was, as
usual, a great success. The music was
an eclectic mix of rock, funk and rap, all
ably hosted by Harry Sammons and Rufus
McAlister. While Puzzles, Ramanstein and
The Oli Wheeler Experiment all impressed
with their performances and crowdpleasing banter, ultimately School of
Quock was named as this year’s winner.
With Joe Fraser and Dan Daniels singing
and playing, Dion Rockson doing some

extraordinary, ‘behind-his-head’ strumming
and Jono Davis thumping the drum-kit like
it was his last chance ever, they stole the
show and were invited to play an encore.
A huge team worked behind the scenes
to prepare sound, lighting, set-up, admin
and charity collections, all of which raised
well over £2,000 for the three charities:
Kidzcare Tanzania, Third Hope Africa and
the UCH Fight Against Lymphoma Fund.
Additionally, a team of boys from Years 7

and 8 Hendersons and Meadows were on
hand to sell cakes to boys, which added to
the grand total raised for the charities. For
many of these boys this was the first time
that they were able to take part in a charity
event. Many thanks to the Meadows and
Hendersons staff and boys who made it all
happen.
R Garvey

Drummers Without Duvets
On 4th October, George Handley
MacMath (L6) drummed non-stop for 12
hours to raise money for humanitarian
medical aid charity Médecins Sans
Frontières.
Along with some friends, George did
nothing but drum for 12 hours, not even
taking a break to rest or go to the toilet. The
boys put up a target of reaching £2,000 but
this has already been well surpassed with
£3,046 raised at the time of writing.

Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without
Borders) is a charity which specialises
in giving medical aid around the world
and is currently very active in West Africa
in the midst of the current Ebola crisis.
Their doctors and nurses risk their lives
everyday, travelling to some of the poorest
parts of the world to help save lives.

raising awareness of the incredible work
people are doing to stop the spread and
growth of the Ebola virus both in Africa and
throughout the world.
Jacob Jefferson Y10

Congratulations to George for completing
this difficult challenge, especially
considering he is in the Sixth Form where
free time is extremely valuable, and for
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Trip to Tanzania

ensure that Tanzania has good governance,
and we were also given the opportunity
to ask him questions on his role and on
Tanzania’s future.
One thing the trip to Tanzania really showed
us was that there are amazing people all
around the world, with charity supervisor
Mwankguka, Ngonga’s head teacher Adam,
Rob and Mary from the charity and many,
many others really inspiring us throughout
the trip. The behind the scenes work that
goes into organising the charity is immense
and astonished us all.
In July 2014 HABS sent its fourth team to
Tanzania, consisting of 10 boys and four
members of staff. We were all excited
to experience Tanzanian culture, help
KidzCare Tanzania in some way, and to
learn about a different lifestyle than our
own.
HABS is now in its fifth year of supporting
KidzCare which supports the education of
491 children through its four pre-schools
and a primary school, based in Dar Es
Salam, and the villages of Isanga and
Ngonga near the Malawi border. They
also run a children’s home which houses
numerous orphans, who are welcome to
stay in its care until they are in work and
are able to find a home for themselves.
After arriving in Tanzania we took a trip
through Dar Es Salaam, intrigued not only
by the city’s chaotic atmosphere, but also
by the lack of toilet facilities. Although we
had to endure these facilities for the rest
of the trip, it made us more aware of the
conditions that others live in throughout
their lives.
We were welcomed into the home of
Robert and Mary Notman, a missionary
couple who run the charity. After a briefing
on what the following two weeks would
hold, we were ready to visit the small
villages of Isanga and Ngogna. After a
bumpy drive we arrived at the KidzCare preschool where we would be staying. As the
114

bus drove in, a hundred children, all very
excited, ran up to the bus to welcome us to
their school.
A week in Ngonga was perhaps tougher
than expected but, in the eyes of most, the
part of the trip which represented what we
really wanted to see. After a tough night’s
sleep on the floor followed by a run to
the lake each morning, the boys not only
helped out in the school, running their own
sports’ day being a particular highlight, but
also got stuck in with manual work such
as painting and gardening. In Ngonga the
work of KidzCare cannot be undermined: a
tiny village would see a lot of kids unable
to go to school if it was not for KidzCare’s
work there.
The visit to Ngonga coincided with a visit
to Bibi, who is the mother of the general
of the Tanzanian army, which ended up
with Mrs Robson breaking into a weird full
body dance and vocal routine. We were
lucky enough to be invited to meet with the
general, and to be given the privilege of
learning about his role. We were pleased
to hear about how he has been working to

The next week was mostly spent at the
orphanage in Dar Es Salaam, taking the
kids to the beach, some of whom had
never seen the sea before. This uplifting
experience was followed by the afternoons
on Tuesday and Wednesday, which
included a dance off with the boys cutting
abstract shapes Matisse would have been
proud of and a bonfire, all of which Rob
described as ‘eclectic’.
It also allowed us to get to know the kids
better (as, unlike the pupils of the schools
in Ngonga and Isanga, their English was
phenomenally better than our non-existent
Tanzanian) and to hear their life stories,
some tragic and some incredibly uplifting.
Getting to know these children from such
a different background was amazing and
it was incredibly touching to see their
enthusiasm and thirst for life, refusing to
dwell on the holes in their lives. If it was not
for KidzCare, however, the kids would have
much less to be positive about and for that
KidzCare not only deserve to be applauded,
but supported.
We thank Rob, Mary and the rest of the
team for putting up with us but, more
importantly, for the difference they make to
so many children’s lives.
Sam Grossman U6
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House Charity
This year was another successful year in
terms of house and school charity. Below
is a brief summary of the house charity
work which occurred in each house and of
the charity work done by the Prep school.
Calverts’ House raised money for the Harrow
Multiple Sclerosis Therapy Centre (HMSTC),
which provides support, information and
advice to help people understand and live
with MS. Events like a sponsored triathlon
and ‘The Calverts Cake Break’ enabled the
boys of all years to mix, strengthening the
Calverts family bond and raising money for
the charity.
Hendersons’ House supported Third Hope
for its third year, which is a charity that
works to rehabilitate former child soldiers
in Uganda, by building ‘living circles’ which
act as a home, a school and a rehabilitation
centre for the children. Events this year
included a Superhero themed Fun Run, a
Krispy Kreme and cake sale, and an annual
summer fete.

Joblings’ House supported the Druk White
Lotus School. The school, located in Northern
India, provides students from around its local
area an opportunity to study, something
they would not have the opportunity to do
otherwise. Events for the charity included
a sponsored row, a hot chocolate sale and
Animesh Misra climbing Mount Kilamanjaro
for the charity.
Meadows’ House supported the UCL
Fight Against Lymphoma Fund, which
is a research-based charity seeking to
produce a less toxic and more successful
treatment for a cancer of the Lymph glands
than chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The
house ran fundraisers throughout the year,
including a Prison Break themed Fun Run, a
Junior School Swimathon and the Battle of
the Bands competition.
Russells’ House supported CLAPA (The
Cleft Lip and Palate Association), which is
the only UK-wide voluntary organisation
specifically helping those born with cleft

palate. The house’s main charity event, the
annual ‘Iron Man’ challenge, asks boys to
swim as many lengths of the School Pool as
possible within a 15 minute time limit, and to
be sponsored for doing so.
Strouts’ House ran ‘the Strouts Millionaire
Charity Challenge’. This involved
raising £1000 at a time and donating it
anonymously to a range of small local
charities, in order to make a real difference.
Money was raised through events such
as a Christmas Cabaret, a Year 7 and 8
Swimathon and the Strouts’ summer fete.
The Prep school has run several major events
throughout the year, including its annual
Sponsored Read, and a very successful
Harvest Collection. They have supported
a range of charities including Dog Trust,
Cancer Research, Sparrow Schools and Great
Ormond Street, throughout the year.
Adam Newman U6

Mencap Funday

The HABS Mencap Funday is a day in June
where HABS welcomes boys and girls aged
four-eighteen. To give these children the
best possible day and experience, activities
are put on by students, and a fire engine,
an ice cream van and a disco are also
available.
Arguably Mencap Funday is one of the
highlights of the school year for staff
and boys alike. So what is Mencap as a
charity? Since 1946 it has helped some
of the most vulnerable people within
society. Mencap works with thousands of
children across the United Kingdom with
special needs and the charity strives to
support these children and make
them happy.

There are three parties involved in this
day. Parents, often having to cope with
challenging circumstances, can enjoy
a day off and enjoy some often-needed
rest. The volunteers from the Boys’ and
Girls’ Schools all give up their Sunday to
engage with someone whose life is more
challenging than our own. Finally, and
most importantly, the children, some who
attend every year and look forward to it
every year.

It is a time when HABS opens its doors
to others, thereby creating a sense of
community. One of my favourite comments
from the day mentioned a pupil as being “the
nicest Mencap partner ever”. This exemplifies
some of the ‘HABS spirit’ on the day.
The key ethos of Mencap Funday is that it
is not asking for volunteers’ money, but it
instead highlights another key, and arguably
more important aspect of charity, the gift of
time and energy. There was an impressive
turnout of 400 pupils from the boys and girls
school to take round the 150 guests.
The Mencap Committee’s thanks must
go to Catlin for sponsoring the event. I
would like to thank Dr Perera for her help
in organising this fantastic event, and for
her commitment throughout the year. Her
warm personality, attention to detail and
determination makes Mencap not only
possible but an undisputed success.
Edward Upson U6
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Two HABS boys complete gruelling Kilimanjaro climb

Over the summer, two HABS boys decided
to embark upon the challenging ascent
up Mount Kilimanjaro, the world’s tallest
freestanding mountain. Skylark talks to
Animesh Misra and Arjun Singh about
what it’s like to have climbed to the roof
of Africa.
What inspired you to climb Kilimanjaro?
Arjun Singh: To prove to people that if
you set your mind to something you can
succeed. It was to experience something
totally different and achieve something for
myself personally.
Animesh Misra: As well as supporting the
Joblings charity (The Druk White Lotus
School), I really wanted to face a challenge
on this scale which would test me both
mentally and physically.
There must have been a constant need for
support and company on the climb. How
large was your entourage?
AS & AM: Our group consisted of 10
amateur climbers, of which five were dads,
and five were teenagers aged from 14-18,
then five guides and several porters.

Did you undergo any training to help
prepare you for your ascent?
AM: Yes; I did do a lot of cardio exercises
and every day for three months prior to the
climb, I would walk three miles with 25kg on
my back.
How easy would you say it would be to
climb to the crater rim for the average
HABS boy?
AS: I think the majority of HABS boys could
take on this challenge as long as they have
a strong will and a highly positive mind-set.
However, it is unpredictable whether or not
you will suffer from severe altitude sickness
no matter how fit you are. Two people in our
group did not make it to the summit due to
altitude sickness even though they were the
fittest in the group.
AM: With the right mental mindset, the
average HABS boy would still go through a
fair amount of difficulty, but as long as you
go slow and steady, anyone can make it.
Did you ever feel any sense of danger at
any point when climbing?
AS: When I was suffering from severe

altitude sickness I began to hallucinate
and really felt that I should go down, but I
eventually recovered and kept going. On the
fifth day, it was snowing for hours and we
all had to endure a climb up the very steep
Barranco Wall, which is made out of large
boulders spewed out of the volcano. There
was one bit where there was no footing and
without a harness we had to hold on to a
rock called the kissing rock where we had to
jump from ledge to ledge.
It must have been a transcendent
experience to get to the top of Mount
Kilimanjaro. Could you let the readers
know how it felt when you set foot on
Uhuru Point, 5,895 metres above where
you started?
AS: I was delighted that all my effort had
paid off and I had completed such a great
achievement. I was jubilant and ecstatic.
AM: The moment I reached Uhuru Peak,
I was overwhelmed with happiness and a
great sense of achievement; I just couldn’t
believe I had actually made it. Due to the
temperature and the wind, we could only
stay for a short time, so I had only a few
minutes to soak in my surroundings and the
atmosphere up there.
Would you recommend this climb to other
HABS boys?
AS: I would recommend that HABS
boys attempt this if they want to achieve
something for themselves and maybe even
for charity. It is a great experience as long
as you can bear the pain of walking up and
down the mountain. If you have a positive
mental attitude and a strong mind you can
conquer it, but of course you must prepare
yourself adequately fitness-wise otherwise
you may fail or significantly struggle like I
did.
AM: I would definitely recommend this climb
to other HABS boys, because the experience
I had during my trip was absolutely amazing
and the scenery the whole way up and down
was truly astonishing.
Dhruv Kaushik Y10
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Yoni Stone nominated for Young People of the Year Award

Yoni Stone has led and encouraged pupils
at HABS to raise almost £40,000 in the
two years that he has been on the Charity
Matters Committee, including one year
as its Chairman. During this time he coordinated a scheme to send unwanted
laptops to Africa.
He was nominated by Rev Jan for the Smith
Milne Young People of the Year award,
eventually ending up receiving the runner up
prize. His nomination described him as “an
exceptional young man who has devoted
a phenomenal amount of time and energy
to raising funds for the school’s charity,
KidzCare Tanzania, which works with needy
and vulnerable children.”
Last year the Charity Matters Committee was
involved in arranging a fundraising event
called Making Change in the World where
pupils were given a £1 coin and challenged
to raise as much as they could with it.
Additionally, Yoni has organised the Calverts
house charity events, which raised more than
£2,500 for Harrow Multiple Sclerosis Centre
through quizzes, fetes, and cake sales. He
was also involved in the Mencap Funday, for
200 youngsters with learning difficulties,

which was paid for with fundraising events
including a talent competition (£800) and
Zumba session (£100).

everybody to achieve consensus. He has
then taken the lead in allocating tasks and
making sure they are completed.”

Yoni has also been active in his local
community. Last February, the school’s
Jewish Society held its annual Purim
lunch party. Yoni was a coordinator of the
event, which raised £270 for the Jewish
charity Kisharon, supporting people with
learning difficulties and their families. This
year he collected an additional £900 for
Kisharon, simply by knocking on doors
and a further £1,200 by competingin the
Windsor triathlon. In December the Jewish
Society asked people to donate spare pairs
of glasses which were given to the charity
VisionAid for re-cycling. Yoni even helped
arrange blood-giving sessions at the school.

“Although he was chairing the committee,
Yoni was always first to volunteer for routine
jobs such as putting up posters around the
school.”

As chaplain, Rev Jan has worked with
the charity committee. “Yoni has been
astonishing,” she said. “He has worked with

“I was happy to be involved with charities
that do so much good work,” he added.

the day, with minor setbacks - one of
which was trying to go to the toilet trapped
in a Superman costume. Regardless,
morale was high and the miles flew by,
with hours gone and 12 miles to go, the
end was in sight. The worst was yet to
come, though, in the form of a huge hill
known as Ditchling Beacon, which stood
between us and Brighton. Before the race I
had been warned multiple times about this
geographical nightmare yet here was my
hour to do battle with this great monster of
the South Downs. After getting to the top,
having come off my bike three quarters of
the way up, it was a free ride down into
Brighton. Having been met with Brighton’s

finest Fish and Chips, and a warm welcome
from some of the boys and the teachers,
the ride had ended. My congratulations go
to all the boys involved, and many thanks
to all those that have donated to the cause.
Finally, thanks must go to Mr Holmes for
running the ride, with more than 20 years
of doing so and almost £100,000 raised
for the British Heart Foundation, more than
£5,000 of which was raised by the 10
boys this year alone. Thanks also goes to
Mr Taberner and to Mr Lloyd-Williams for
our transport to and from the start and end
points.

She also said he displays constant good
humour, humility and modesty. “His
gentle, collaborative and utterly committed
approach has been enormously effective in
encouraging others to do good.”
He enjoys doing the different charitable
fundraising. But he is very pleased with
the efforts that he has been involved in at
school. “Our efforts showed what the boys
can do if they put their minds to it,” he said.

J Goodair

London to Brighton Bike Ride
A brief introduction to the ride in an
assembly, a hasty sign up, 12 weeks
rapidly flown by and there I sat on Clapham
Common about to embark on a six-hour
long bike ride. Surrounded by a dozen
of the finest lads HABS had to offer, we
were on the most part ready to embark on
the ride. Besides a few being ill-prepared
for the ride (mainly myself), the lads
were eager to go; like caged greyhounds
before a race, they were set. After our final
farewells to our very own Mr Holmes and
Mr Taberner, who also took part in the
race, we were off. A whopping 54 miles
of road lay ahead of us and it was quite a
feat. Steady progress was made through

Gideon Daitz Y11
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Secretary’s Notes

From the Open Day in autumn, to
numerous foreign trips over the Easter
break to the Junior School play in the
summer term, life at HABS is always busy.

colleagues. His enthusiasm for his subject
was reflected in not only outstanding results
but consistently high numbers of boys
choosing the language at every level.

We say a fond farewell to a number of
colleagues this year.

Also from Languages, French and Spanish
teacher Faye Barrett departed after a short
spell at the school to become a Languages
teacher at Queensgate School in London.
We wish her all the best in her new role.
Spanish Assistant Lidia Iniguez Recatala
left after one year in the post to return to
Spain where she is pursuing a Masters
in Criminal and Forensic Psychology at
Barcelona University. French Assistant
Elodie Seurat also left after a year to return
to the University of Reims for her studies to
become a teacher of English.

Roy Sloan retired this year after 28 years
as a teacher. A dedicated and inspirational
history teacher and former Head of History,
he was involved in many aspects of school
life, including football, and set up the Child
Soldier Initiative, inviting former child
soldiers from Africa to the school to speak
about their experiences. We thank him for
his dedication to the school and wish him
all the best for a very happy and fulfilling
retirement.
Another long-serving member of the school,
Stephanie Herbert, left us at the end of July
to pursue her career as a practising artist
after 21 years at HABS. As well as her
excellent guidance to boys in their artistic
endeavours, she was also the school’s yoga
teacher. She will be missed by boys and
staff alike for her kind, understanding and
warm approach to teaching.
Diana Rhys-Brown joined HABS in 2007
as a Chemistry teacher and later became
head of Well-being. In her seven years at
the school, she established herself as an
outstanding teacher who taught not just
Chemistry but helped boys in general make
the most of their time inside and outside
school. She returned to her native Canada
in the summer and is teaching Chemistry at
the Edge School of Athletics in Calgary. We
wish her all the best for her move.
From the languages department, Robert
Sykes left as Head of Spanish to take up the
post of Head of Modern Languages at North
London Collegiate School. Robert joined
us only three years ago but made such
a valuable contribution to school life that
he will be sorely missed by his pupils and

Geography teacher and keen sportsman
Humphrey Waddington also left us for
pastures new. In his two years at the school,
Humphrey showed dedication not only
to his teaching but was invaluable for his
experience as an examiner, UCAS advisor
and field trip leader, as well as his work
coaching Athletics and Cross-Country.
He left to become Head of Geography
at Kingston Grammar School and his
professionalism and sense of humour will be
sorely missed.
From Maths, Nik Jovanovic left us to
organise the Baku 2015 Water-polo
Tournament in Azerbaijan. Nik joined the
school – for the second time – in September
2012, after being a significant member of
the London 2012 Water-polo organising
committee. As well as delivering excellent
Maths teaching, Nik helped develop the
very successful HABS Water-polo scene,
encouraging them to great success in
national competitions.
Bjorn Bantock leaves us after 10 years
teaching cello in the Music school. Many
will remember his costumed Pirates of the
Caribbean performance and we wish him

well as he takes up his new post as Head of
Strings at Bedford School.
Zarina Kawaja joined HABS Art department
in September 2012 as only our second ever
Art Intern and quickly settled into life at the
school. As well as being a member of the Art
staff team, she was also involved in leading
the Stage/Props SCS group and was a Year
9 assistant form tutor. In the summer term
she took over as Ceramics teacher, covering
while Jill Gleeson was on Sabbatical. Also
from the Art department, Neil Procter leaves
us after a year spent covering the classes of
Lynn Bird.
Economics Teacher Mitesh Desai left
to pursue business opportunities. His
dedicated support of our pupils was deeply
appreciated and we wish him the very best
of luck.
From the Prep School, Fred Quirk departed
after two years at the school. As well as
his valuable work as a Year 6 form tutor,
he contributed greatly to sport in the Prep
School. He moves on to be Deputy Head of
Mathematics at Holmewood House School
in Kent. Also from the Prep, Kota Tamura
leaves as a Year 4 teacher. Kota was a
pupil at HABS and returned to the school
after university to start his teaching career.
He leaves to pursue other educational
opportunities.
Graduate Drama Director in Residence
Elliott Ross left us at the end of his one
year tenure after his assistance in three
major productions, as well as organising
the Senior House and Junior House Drama
competitions and running weekly Drama
clubs. We wish him all the best for an
exciting future ahead.
Another long-serving member of the school,
Alison Williams left us after more than 15
years as our Library Assistant. We wish her
all the best in her retirement.
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Finally, Director of External Relations Peter
Spence left HABS in the summer after
nearly eight years at the school to become
Director of the York Minster Fund. He was
instrumental in strengthening the HABS
Foundation. He and his wife have our very
best wishes as they head north.
Sadly, we must also say a more permanent
farewell to Basil Flashman, former
Headmaster of the Prep School.
Basil began his working life as a journalist
for the Gravesend and Dartford Reporter
before he was called up to the Army during
the Second World War where he served
in the Intelligence section in Cairo and
India. After the war, he began his teaching
career, training at Westminster School
before getting his first job at Grange School
in Ealing and later moving to HABS Prep
School in 1957.
The Prep School moved to Elstree along
with the main school in 1961 and in 1967
Basil was appointed Headmaster. After
22 years at the school, he was rewarded
with a magnificent new Preparatory school
building, which was formally opened by
HRH Princess Margaret in 1983. The new
school, complete with its own classrooms,
assembly hall, changing rooms and
playground, allowed Basil to have the school
he had dreamed of and to encourage new
ventures in music and sport.
Basil retired in 1989 after 32 years at the
school, as well as 25 years leading the Prep
School camp and 22 years leading the Prep
ski trip. By then he had become legendary
for his great sense of humour, his huge,
powerful motorbike, the elaborate models
he inspired the boys to make from cornflake
packets and the care he took over every
child in his school. He was awarded the
Freedom of the City of London and became
a Freeman of the Haberdashers’ Guild.
Following his retirement from HABS, Basil
founded Manor Lodge School but returned to
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HABS for school plays and carol concerts.
Following his death, his family have
established a UK charity, The Basil Flashman
Education Trust, with its primary focus on
life-changing educational opportunities for
children in the developing world.
During the year, a few colleagues’ lives were
changed by the arrival of a new baby. In
September we welcomed back Geography
teacher Ellie Lemoine after the birth of her
son Albie. Spanish teacher Eva Gomez had
a baby daughter, Ariela, in September, and
Music teacher Roxana Gozzard also had a
girl, Katy. Also from the Music Department,
Saxophone teacher Gemma Harvey had a baby
girl Florence, and Percussion Teacher Jon
Ormston had another girl, Bonnie. The stork
also visited the Prep School, when John Evans
had a baby boy, Oscar, in September.
This year also saw some colleagues tie the
knot. Flute teacher Stephanie Core married
Dave Woolf. There were two weddings in the
English department: Thomas Eyre-Maunsell
married Dr Imogen Staveley in Lincoln College
Chapel, Oxford, in July and William Brotherston
married Gemma Ramparsad in August.
HABS staff have also been busy raising money
for charity in a variety of ways. Languages
teacher Faye Barrett ran the London Marathon
in an impressive 4 hours 17 minutes, raising
£3,600 for a cause close to her heart, the Brain
Tumour Trust. Meanwhile Common Room
Chairman and Head of Modern Languages
Richard Thompson raised £500 for Marie Curie
Cancer Care by cycling the first stage of this
year’s Tour de France.
In an effort to raise funds for Harefield Hospital,
who took such good care of a colleague in
Catering when he was taken ill, a number
of staff took part in the Harefield Fun Run in
September. Finance Manager Peter Spence,
ICT Engineer Gerry Teague, Physics Teacher
James Teague and Transport Manager Rachel
Caterer all ran 10km to raise valuable funds for
the hospital.

Finally, the summer term ended with what
is now becoming a HABS staff tradition –
the Thames boat party. After the success
of last year’s event, the Common Room
Committee once again organised this endof-year cruise, only this year the committee
decided we needed a bigger boat. Just as
last year, the weather was balmy and staff
gathered at Tower Bridge from where we
were taken on a four hour jaunt up and down
the Thames, complete with buffet and disco.
Despite some “dad dancing” being much in
evidence on deck, the event was yet again a
great success. Many thanks must go to all
on the committee, but notably to Al Metcalfe,
Richard Thompson and Dan Endlar who
organised another successful event.
All that is left is to wish all the new staff
joining this year a rewarding and successful
start to life at HABS!
E Simons
Common Room Secretary
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Stephanie Herbert: A Main School Perspective
Stephanie Herbert was appointed in 1993
and, as she says herself, she could not
have imagined that she would remain at
Elstree for 21 years. The impact that she
has made at the main school during her
time here has been considerable. Stephanie
has lent her skills and her time, as well as
her creative ideas, to the Art and Drama
departments, contributing to a succession
of plays, art exhibitions and art-related
events.
Tim Norton observes, “I think I have known
and relied upon Stephanie for as long as
the 15 years I have been Head of Drama
at Haberdashers’. She has been the most
magnificent support backstage on most
nights of the Junior, Middle and Senior school
plays, helping with costume and make-up.
She has often come to the department’s aid
in the last days of a production to help finish
painting scenery, to mend a costume and,
most bravely, to re-style the magnificent 18th
Century wigs we hired for “The Madness of
George III” in 2008.”
This selfless and often ‘unseen’ participation
is typical of a woman who simply rolls her
sleeves up in order to help others.
Clearly Stephanie is blessed with a boundless
supply of energy, which the Art department
has been the happy recipient of over many
years, and the list of exhibitions and special
events is a long one. She has taken part
in all the Family Art shows, the HABS Art
staff exhibitions and the Specialist Art
staff exhibitions. She has also twice been
the guest speaker at our GCSE/AS and A
level Art exhibitions when she has spoken
passionately about the importance of Art in
education, and of the huge impact that Art
and Design has in opening up our world and
preparing us for life. One way that she has
done this has been in holding occasional
tutorials with A level artists and helping them
with their ‘Personal study’, an integral part
of the A level Art course. She has taken part
in six of the annual Art trips abroad including
Amsterdam, Barcelona, and New York,
where her quietly effective, common-sense
approach has been particularly appreciated.
Tim Norton echoes these words, “Always
there on opening nights to help turn out boys
into ethereal beings, Oompah Loompahs
or battle-scarred victims, I have come to
see Stephanie as a great ‘third eye’ who is
prepared to sit quietly amid the chaos then
say just the right thing to cajole, support,
modify and calm everyone. She has a terrific
sense of humour and I have treasured her
presence both backstage and on many
department theatre trips.”
Stephanie has wide subject knowledge, she
argues her case for Art with great passion,
and she expects her pupils to think carefully
about what they are doing and why they are
doing it. As former pupil Edward Isaacs says,

“One of the things I loved about Prop Art
lessons was the fantastic variety of Art work
we were asked to produce. From lino printing
to comic strip making, just because we were
in a classroom, Mrs Herbert didn’t stop us
from learning about Japanese Art or the Art of
African masks”.
She is, of course, talented and successful
in her own right, achieving a first class
honours degree in Fine Art in 2009, and I
have been enormously impressed by the
range of her ability and her ideas. I have two
small paintings of Stephanie’s on the wall of
my flat. Although on first appearance they
appear abstract, on closer look landscape
forms emerge, suggesting marshy ground
at sunrise. Delicate and ethereal, they were
actually cut, and therefore focused, from
larger experimental sheets.
Stephanie leaves us to begin a new challenge,
studying for an MA in Art and Science, new
and largely uncharted territory. We wish
her all the best and hope it gives her the
opportunity to make her mark as she has
done to such great effort over two decades at
Haberdashers’.
S Todhunter

A Prep School Perspective
I have worked with Stephanie for the past 15
years and I also taught her two sons, Max
and Tom.
Stephanie is an inspirational teacher; she
inspires her pupils to achieve incredible
results in terms of their work and of their
self-expression, but she is also a wonderful
inspiration to us, her colleagues, here in the
Prep.
One of the very special things about
Stephanie is her own cultural knowledge, not
just of fine art, but of all forms of art: painting,
drawing, sculpture, ceramics, textiles,
printmaking, graffiti and so much more. She
strives to connect her pupils with the very
highest standards and never patronises them
by lowering her standards.
Prep school boys have been introduced to
so many wonderful but quite esoteric artists
and art forms over the years. It has been my
particular delight to share with Stephanie her
growing passion for dance; in true Stephaniestyle, she has thrown herself into the dance
world and her pleasure has been wonderful
to see.
It is due to Stephanie that Art displays in the
Prep school are a joy to behold. Everyone
comments on the superb work on display.
It is not unusual to see boys poring over
displays or showing them proudly to parents.
I am sure Prep colleagues would agree that
one of Stephanie’s greatest achievements is

the amazing scenery she has created over the
years for Year 6 plays. My particular favourite
was the Fragonard swing for the production
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream , but others
will remember the striking set for Oliver! In
2013 and of course this year’s incredible
Jungle Book, which rivalled The Lion King for
colour, richness and originality.
Stephanie is of course a talented artist in her
own right and several members of the school
community are the proud possessors of a
“Herbert original”.
She is also, of course, our yoga guru.
Stephanie has inspired many a sixth-former
(and Prep teacher) to take up yoga with her
wonderful classes; in this, as with everything,
she gave her time unstintingly, and those who
attended her classes speak warmly of her
deep knowledge and her kind, understanding
approach. And you should see her stand on
her head!
I particularly love the way Stephanie’s brief
encompasses cultural expression from all
over the world; she is truly inclusive in what
she knows and teaches. Whether it is African
masks, Chinese textiles or Banksy-type
posters from the streets of Camden – pupils
travel the globe in her lessons!
Stephanie would never consider dropping her
standards for a moment. I could often delight
a parent on Parents’ Evening by reading out
Stephanie’s comments on their son’s work;
the articulacy and general accuracy of her
remarks were always expressed with great
fluency. I sometimes had to hide a smile,
though, at some of Stephanie’s more wry
remarks.
And this brings me to one of the very special
things about Stephanie, her sense of humour.
Her impressions are quite legendary and stem
from her quite terrifying ability – that of a true
artist – to observe and remember. A turn of
phrase, a tone of voice - it’s all there and will
make you wince yet laugh despite yourself.
Yet she is so kind and thoughtful. If there is
a big event in your life she will remember
and ask you about it. When things are tough
you are almost certain to receive a card or
message from Stephanie; she knows by
instinct just what to say and how to say it.
And when things go well, too, she is there
to celebrate with you and can often put
into words just why something is so good.
Stephanie would notice a great assembly, a
nice display, even a successful resolution to a
problem with a pupil and would help you see
it was all worthwhile.
It is with great regret that we say goodbye to
this multi-talented, funny, kind and passionate
teacher who has given so much to our boys
over the years and whose wonderful skills
have enhanced so many lives.
C Grimes
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Class of 2004, 10 Year Reunion

When at school, 10 years seems such
a long time, but as the OH who returned
for their 10 Year Reunion discovered,
that time can fly by rather quickly. On
Thursday 7th November the Class of 2004
returned to HABS for a relaxed and friendly
drinks reception in the Old Refectory and

enjoyed an evening of reminiscing about
their school boy antics and catching up
with news since. Many of the guests
were able to chat with their teachers and
tutors including Mr Donaghey, Mr and Mrs
Swallow, Mr Hardman and Mr Holmes.
Mrs Robson brought in her home-made

‘Thank You’ card from her Year 7 form to
show some of the visitors. Mr Hamilton,
Headmaster, recounted tales of the year
group that stand out clearly in his mind
and he did mention that he can laugh about
them now!

addition to some heartfelt words from the
Head of Drama, Tim Norton. A particular
highlight of the evening was the moment
where every guest was asked to quote
the line of a play that they are most

remembered for. The evening was an
enormous success and it was fantastic to
see so many old faces. It was touching to
see how evident it was that all the boys still
hold a place in their heart for HABS Drama.

Celebrating Drama at HABS

On Saturday 25th January 2014, the Drama
Department played host in the Bourne Hall
to a black tie reunion dinner for all the boys
that have acted in Senior School Plays over
the past 12 years. Guests included OHs of
the class of 2002 through to our current
L6 Theatre Studies set and staff that have
been involved in productions, past and
present. Pete Munro (Joblings, 2002),
Alex Petrides (Meadows, 2008), James
Colenutt (Meadows, 2012) and Elliott Ross
(Joblings, 2010) all made speeches in

1980s Decade Reunion

1950s Reunion

Following the success of the 50s, 60s and 70s Decade
Reunions, the School invited back the leavers from the 1980s to
a Reunion event in March. Over 60 OHs returned to the school to
catch up with old friends and meet some of their teachers once
again. Those that came early enough were able to reminisce
during a tour around the grounds, guided by our current 6th form
before enjoying a ‘school dinner’, (much improved from the
meals served around 35 years ago, I’m told). Additional guests
arrived for an evening drinks reception.

Following requests from our OHs who attended the school before
it moved to Elstree in 1961 for a gathering, the Headmaster
hosted an event for 50 guests on Thursday 14th November.
Gentlemen who left the school between 1950 and 1959 visited
HABS for a lunch, some of whom had never seen the school at its
‘new’ site. Curious to see the school in action today, the visitors
were given tours by some of the 6th form boys. It really was a
pleasure to welcome so many OH to HABS once again after such
a long time.
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Cambridge Dinner

Several of the HABS staff made the
journey to Cambridge on 3rd February to
have dinner with our recent OHs who are
currently undergraduates at the University.
Ben Peacock (Russells, 2012) organised
and hosted the evening at Robinson College
where around 30 OHs gathered to catch

up on news from the school and to share
their own. Mr Hardman was very pleased
to see his ‘Russells boys’ once again and
Mrs Robertson and Miss Pindoria enjoyed
catching up with their former Maths and
Chemistry sets. We were also delighted
that Mr Parr was able to join us for the

evening. Mr Hamilton closed the evening
with a few words but promptly handed
over to Ronak Shah (Russells, 2013) who
improvised a brief speech very calmly in
true HABS style without letting the surprise
show at all!

(ICT). Former School Captain, Oliver
Ilott, said a few words reflecting on
some of the changes that the Year group
has undergone since its time at HABS.
Guests were invited to share their fondest
memories or funny stories of HABS ahead
of the event and it was lovely to see how
particular lessons, incidents, trips and
activities were remembered. The beautiful
summer evening added to the friendly
atmosphere and provided excellent

weather for impromptu walks about the
grounds. Photographs from the Reunion
are available on habsonline.org.uk.

Class of 2009, 5 Year Reunion
This year, the 5 Year Reunion celebrated
the Class of 2009. Over 50 Old
Haberdashers who left the school in
2009 came back to HABS to catch
up, reminisce and meet some of their
teachers. Mrs Pollock, Mr Holmes, Miss
Pindoria, Mr Lloyd-Williams, Mrs Jones,
Mr Phillips and Mr Kingdon chatted with
their former pupils and tutees throughout
the evening. Dr Spence, host of the
event, also welcomed back Mr Jones

Class of 2014, entering the wider
HABS Community
One the exam period had drawn to a close and the U6 (Class
of 2014) were anxiously awaiting the publication of their
results in August, the School wanted to wish them well in their
chosen paths. To celebrate their time at HABS, be it two, five,
seven years or longer, two events were held that term. A fun
day of activities was hosted at the school on their last formal
day of teaching including an ‘It’s a Knockout’ style afternoon.
Much fun was had by all involved with the teams of boys
taking on the Staff team in style. Towards the end of term,
the U6 and their parents were invited to attend the Founder’s
Celebration evening. This gave the year group the chance to
say farewell to their Housemasters and Tutors and to receive
their prizes from Lord Pannick, the guest speaker. A fabulous
evening of celebration.
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During the next academic year we hope to
be hosting another 5 Year Reunion, this time
for the Class of 2010. Keep a look out for
further details and do make sure we have
your up to date contact details, particularly
your email addresses. Update your details at
habsonline.org.uk.

CCF Annual Reunion Dinner
Every year, the CCF hosts a Reunion Dinner for Old Haberdashers
at the RAF Club in Piccadilly. In this year, the Centenary
year of the Haberdashers Askes School CCF, Melvin Leong
(Joblings,2001) was invited to speak of his memories of his
time at School and how it prepared him for life in the Royal
Navy. We were particularly delighted that Melvin’s two brothers,
Louis (Joblings, 2003) and Jeremy (Joblings, 2007) were able
to join him. The event is a rare occasion in the HABS calendar,
being the only one where OHs from all eras of the School come
together with a common interest. Our oldest guest, Norman
Hummerstone (Strouts,1939), remains one of our most regular
guests at the dinner and this year it was lovely to see him joined
by guests from most decades right up to the Class of 2013. The
CCF Reunion Dinner really is an event not to be missed, a true
reflection of the HABS Community.
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Bates Dining Hall
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Scribe
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Sixth Form Common Room
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Swimming pool
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School Prefects

School Prefects 1914

School Prefects 2014
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